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FOREWORD

The criminal justice system is a labor-intensive enterprise, vital to the nation
and beset with manpower problems. One of the most recent attempts to help
alleviate some of the problems was the National Manpower Survey. The Congres7
sionai mandate for this survey was written in 1973, the survey was begun in 1974
and completed last year.

This volume deals specifically with adjudication manpower: judges, prosecIF-
tors, public defenders, court administrators, and probation officers. Recruitment,
retention, training education, manpower resources and.projections, and analysis of
th.. major effects of criminal justice issues and trends are discussed.

The survey results do not provide final answers to all of the manpovier issues.
In particular, the assumptions built into the model for projecting manpower
requirements may have to be modified in light of additional experience. Neverthe-
less, the Inslitute believes the study represents a significant advance in the tools
available to deal with manpower problems. We hope it will be of value to the many
hundreds of state and local officials who mist plan for manpower needs.

BLAIR G. EWING
Acting Director
National Institute of Law Enforcement

and Criminal Justice
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PREFACE

The National Manpower Survey of the Criminal JustiCe system is an LEAA-
funded study conducted in response to a Congressional requir,ment. under the
1973 Crime Conti:el Act. for a survey of pLi-:;,,:nnel training and e(.(4.cation needs in
the fields of law enforcement and criminal justice. and of the adequacy of federal,
state, and local programs to meet these needs. ---

This volume on courts 'personnel is one of a series of eight volumes (listed
below) which comprise the full report of the National Manpower Survey. The
overall scope of the study , including descriptions of methodology and data sources,
are included in the Summary Report (Volume I) andin more detailin Volumes
VI, VII. and VIII. An extensive analysis of courts education and training programs
is included in Volume V. and supplements the training and educational needs
assessments included in the present volume.

The six volumes published under this study are:
Volume I (Summary Report)

.0 Volume II (Law Enforcement)
Volume 114 (Corrections)

e, Volume IV (Courts)
Volume V (Education and Training)
Volume VI (Manpower Planning),
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CHAPTER I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Current Manpower Assessment

Court systems manpower needs 11111.11 he US-

.iessed in relation to the two major ,goals of the
judicial process: ,quity and efficiency. Equity
and "due process" considerations have been
reflected in pressures for procedural improve-
mentS, for increased provision of indigent de-
fense services, for reduced reliance upon plea
bargaining, and related changes. Efficiency con-
siderations have been reflected, particularly, in
efforts to reduce case backlogs and case delay.
Both goals have important implications for man-
power needs of judicial process. agencies.
Based on available indicators, the overall
growth in crime-related workloads of judicial
process agencies in 1970-74 was at a slower,
rate than (hiring the period /965-70. The slow-
down was, however, primarily limited to the
number of charges for Part II offenses and of
juvenile delinquency cases, which rose by an
average of only ,2 percent annually during this
period, as compared to an average increase of S
percent per year, in number of persons charged
with Part I offenses.
Total Inployment irr state and local judicial
;.ocesS. agoiciLs rose more rapidly between

1970 and 1974- than the growth in these crime-
relatfi'd workloads.. Overall employment in
court, prosecution and indigent defense agen-
cies. rose by 38 percent or by 9 percent an-
nually, paced by particularly sharp growth rates
in both indigent defense and prosecution/legal
service agencies. Increases in civil as well as .
Criminal caseloads, requirements for increased
provision of indigent defense services under
recent Supreme Court decisions, and increased
pUblic pressures to reduce court delay were
major contributing factors.
Despite improved stalling, felony case backlags
and civil case backlogs in courts of general
jurisdiction increased by. 1(1 percent and 13
percent, respectively, in fiscal year 1975, based

on an NW. survey of these courts. The esti-
mated average period of additional time needed

to process felony case backlogs, of about' six
months, can he contrasted with norms of 60 days
to 90 days for total elapsed time from initial
filing to trial, under most state speedy trial laws
A /thoingi many court administrators surveyed
by the NMS identified insOicient judicial pe -
sonnel as an important factor ontibuting to
case delay, they placed at least equal emphasis
upon procedural problerr, such as continuance
policies, and on personnel interaction
factors. Hence. authorization for 'additional
judges and other court personnel may be a
necessarybut not sufficientcondition for re-
ducini, case delay in many court systems.
Analysis of prosecution eiJency case!oads, as
well as responses by chief prosecutors .concern-

/ ing their manpower needs, indicate substantial
needs for additional full-time staff attorneys,
p,irticulaly in larger agencies. `,`Felony equiv-
alent" caseloads per full ime prosecutor were
nearly twice as great in larger agencies, Mith 10
or more employees than in offices with lesS

than 5 employees. A majority of small offices
continue to rely upon part-time prosecutors,
despite previous recommendations for consoli-
dation of such offices, to permit use of full-time
prosecutors.
Estimates of additional manpower needs- of
public defender offices vary widely, depending
upon the criteria use d. Public defenders re-
sponding to the NMS indicated that a moderate
overall increase, of about 18 percent, in staff
attorneys would enable them to fully comply
with recent Supreme Court requirements. Anal-
ysis of caseload, data for a sample of these
agencies indicated a requirement for an increase
of more than 28 percent to meet the standards
recommended by the National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals. However, a broader assessment of tom!
indigent defense manpower needs, based on
criteria applied by the National Legal Aid and
Defenders Association, resulted in an estimated
need for a six-fold increase in total defender
staffing.

1



B. The Manpower Outlook
juicia. process employmer:T, 1 1 1

equivalent. is expected to illUreaSe by 62 per-
ent. ,/runs 175,(XX1 in 1974 to 283,000 in 10H5.
This rate of growth. althoLgh Dealer than that
projected for other :najor criminal justice sec-
tors, is .sigrcicantly lower than that experienced
in the early I970's. The annual rate of employ-
ment growth is expected to decline from 7.8
percent in 1971-74 to 5.3 percent in 1974-80
and 3.5 percent in 1980-85, due to the combined
effect of fiscal constraints and a projected
slowdown in crime rates.
Emp/oyinent vrowth in court agencies will he
more rt./,at in general jurisdictions and appel-
late-level courts, than in limited or special
jurisdiction cmirt.s. Key factors contributing to
slower employment. growth in the lower courts
are the trend towards decriminalization- of cer-
tain categOries of offenses, such as public drun-
kenness: the anticipated re action in juvenile
caseloads as a result of the projected decline in

athe teenage population nd the continued move-
ment towards consolidation er unification of
lower level courts. Employment growth in
courts will he greater for administrative and
support personnel. thaa for judge., based on
recent trends.
?rimer:am. and 10;151 services agencies are
expelled to grow MOH' Affil,
than lilac/ betWeell 1974 and 1185. As
compared with an overall projected employment
growth rate of 5.1percent annually. state offices
are expected to increase by 6.8 percent an-
nually, and local offices. at.a rate of 4.5 percent.
Increases in civil legal fuQc4ions, as well as an
expanded state role in criminal prosecutions.
are important contributing factors.
1., 1 indit;ent deliwse employment including
both public and contract agencies, is projected
to almost double by 1985. This. however.
implies. a substantial slowdown in rate of
growth. as compared to the 1971-74 period, as_
the number of defender agencies stabilizes.
Growth is expected to he much more rapid for
personnel' in contract agencies. than those on
public payrolls. based on recent trends.
llse above projeelion. Were based um prOeu-
tionN of Major economic and denioQinpint'
trends dili'clno; (Tint(' rates dm/ crinfindijnAlice

leVe1.5, and on dy.mined ontinua-
tion of more specific trends in nuijor categories
of akellCieS, hosed on 1971-74 experience. The

2

projections are subject to considerable margins
of uncertainty. both bocause of the limited data
base and because not possible to fully
anticipate policy and organizational develop-
ments which may affect future manpower
needs. These includefor examplethe trend
to decriminalization of certain "victimless" of-
fenses, pre-trial diversion programs, revisions
of plea bargaining procedures and the move-
ment to court reorganization and consolidation.
Arrests :fin _certain victindess ATimes, such as
public drunkenness, have declined significantly
since 1970, and this trend is.expected to on-
tinue. This' trend is expected. to reduce work-
loads in lower-level courts. but to have a very
limited impact on manpower needs in other
judicial process agencies, whic:i do not process
most of these cases.
Formal pre-trial diversion programs are used in
most larger juridictions. and are expected to
increase irr impo,rance. About 40 percent of
prosecutors, and 34 percent of probation and
parole office heads, reported such programs iC

their jurisdiction, and further growth Lis ex-
pected. The net effect upon agency workloads
and staffing needs of these programs has, how-
ever, been limited to date.
Dekpite recent recommendations lin. elimina-
tion. or 'Winn'. of plea bargaining pmctices,
these continue to he extensively used and only
a limited reduction is expected by prosecutrrs
and public defenders. About one-half of prose-
cutors and defenders reported that more than
60 percent of their cases were disposed of
through plea bargaining. Nearly 8 out of 10 of
all prosecutors expect no change in current
practices. However about 30 percent of head.
of larger prosecution officeswith 25 or more
employees anticipate reduced reliance upon
plea bargaining. The systems-wide implications
of this trend need further,study.
The trend towards court unification and C011501-

idation appears tO have made possible signifi-
ant, economi6 im total judicial" manpower

neeck. States with high degree of lower-court
unification increased judicial employment by
only IS percent between 1971 and 1974 as
contrasted to an increase of 26-percent among
states with lowest degree of unification. This
trend. at the same time, has stimulated in-
creased employment of court administrators, as
well as of supporting technical and administra-
tive staffs.
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C. Recruitment and Retention

High chronic personnel turnover rates i.

assistant prosecutors and defenders, prim
the recent economic recession, have adversely
affected staff experience levels and capabilities.
Voluntary resignation rates of staff..attorneys
averaged 22 percent in fiscal year 1974; recruit-
ment rates exceeded 30 percent. Most entrants
into these positions are recent law .school grad-
uatesonly about one-fifth had prior trial expe-
rience. Over 60 percent of all assistant prosecu-
tors and defenders had less than four years of
service in their agency.

O Personnel turnover reds substantially reduced is
1975-76 based on NMS' reports. Prosecution.
and defender agencies visited by NMS staff in
1975-76 indicated no. current. significant recruit-
ment or turnover probleMs, reflecting the poor
labor market for recent law school graduates.
This may.however, be a temporary situation,
since the longer-range outlook is for Continued
employment- growth for lawyers, both in the
public and private sectors.
Major ketors reported as contributing to high
past turnover rates have been inadequate salar-
ies, excessive workloads and desire for broader
legal experience. Inadequate salaries were most
freqUently cited by both prosecutors and de-
fenders as the most important factor contribut-
ing to high staff resignation rates. Public defend-
ers, however, placed greater emphasis on other
job-related factors, such as excessive workloads
and limited promotiorral opportunities than did
the prosecutors.
Entering salaries of assistant prosecutors and
defenders in 1975 were substantially below
those for attorneys in private employment. Av-
erage entering salaries were $12A33 in prosecu-
tion agencies ar .1 $13,761 in public defender
,offices, based NIM,f2; surveys,- as. compared
with an average entering salary of $15-,0{)-;`,.-
private employment. '77., Aigher-dcfender salary
is probably due to greitier cone, .uation of
public defender ofacs in lazT.,.3. -:etrono;i1 :1

areas.
-- Average annual recruiimem for 0.,s:.?e?e.

prosecutors and defendeAs are project:,,. ,o
remain close to recent 0974) levels for the
period 1974-80, but to increase significantly
during 1980-85. This projection allows for a
moderate reduction in resignation rates during
1974 -80",' as a result of depressed labor market
conditions, but assumes an improved labor

marketand a resulting incr, n turnover
in the period 1980-85.

D. Legal Education and Training

1. Law school education.

Although as many as one-third of all lawyer"
may engage in some- criminal law practice in
the course of their careers, undergraduate law
school programs provide a limited educational'
foundation in procedural and institutional as-
pects of criminal law Cbractice and related
criminal justice issues. Limited op unities
for criminal justice specialization, or for acqui-
sition of trial -skills, are provided by most law
schools, in view of their emphasis on broad
principles of law andon development of basic
legal analytical skills. Despite some increase in
course offerings, criminal justice courses- ac-
counted for only 6.8 percent of total law schpol
course offerings in 1975.
As.sessments by. prosecutors and defenders con-

Iirm the inadequate preparation of law school
yradualcs in procedural and trial advocacy
skills. About 7 out of 10 chief prosecutorS and
defenders considered law :school graduates in-
adequately prepared in these skills, whereas
nearly 80 percent considered them .adequately
prepared in such projects as constitutional law.
Judges, prosecutors and defenders _interviewed
by NMS also consistently `rated law schools a.s.
the least useful source of preparation for most
of their critical responsibilities, as compared to
on-the-job experience or formal training courses.
Newly recruited personnel were considered as

'deficient in nearly all major -applied legal or
judicial skill areas need0 for criminal justice
positions. .

Ciudad law programs, now offered by a large
'majority of law schools, are designed to supple-
men! formal course offerings, by providing
needed Operational skills and exposures. Over
one-half of chief prosecutorg- and defenders give
hiring preference to law students with clinical
law experience. However, only about one-fifth
of recent graduates have completed such pro-
grams, and a much smaller percent did so in
criminal justice agencies.
Major proposed _improvements in law School
programs, from the standpoint of needs of
criminal justice agencies, include: (1) increased
emphasis on closely supervised clinical pro-
grams in an operational setting; (2),curriculum
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revisions to place greater em hasis on practical
legal skills; and (3) improved acuity and insti-
tutional linkages with criminal *ustice agencies.

2. Entry-level training for assis ptit prosecutors
and defenders.

About one-half of (ill prose;AcU\On and pUblic
defender officesand much larger proportions
of the larger agenciesprovided forma! entry-

level training to new staff attorneys in /975.
according to NMS surveys... The proportion of
agencies providing such training varied directly
with size, from nearly 80 percent of prosecution
.offices with 25 or more staff attorneys, to 47
percent for those with less :han 5. Smaller
offices mainly relied on external providers for
such training, whereas about three-fourths of
the largest Offices conducted their own pro-
grams.
The growth of .statewide training programs fit
prosecutors has been a major factor in the
increased availability of such training, particu-
larly for smaller offices. According to one
recent study, about 29 states had statewide
training programs in 1975, nearly all with the
support of.LEAA funding. However, the limited
frequency. of such courses is one major draw-
back:
Entry level course lengths are relatively short,
typically less than two weeks in duration. Only
about 15 percent of all courses reported were
two weeks or longer, indicating continued pri-
mary reliance by most agencies on on-the-job
training and progressive assignments for acqui-
sition of needed operational skills.
Despite considerable recent progreSs.'the avail-
able data suggest that over one:finial' of newly,
recruited assistant prosecutors and defenders,
without prior trial experience, weeive- fro

formal entry training other thatr,bricf orienta-
tion sessions of one da:, or less. The need
appears to be greatest in the smaller agencies

Which also are least capable of providing. sys-
tematic on-the-job training to their personnel.

3. In-service training for assistant prosecutors and
defenders.

Although a large majority of agencies provide
sonic assistance to their staff attorneys fur
external continuing legal education. only about
one-third have policies requiring participation
in such programs. About two - thirds of prose-

, cutor offices, and three - fourths of defender
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offices provided assistance for continuing legal
education (CLE) in the form of administrative
leave, tuition support or other means. Only
about 30 percent of the prosecutor offices, and
33 percent of the defender offices required
participation in such training.
NhyOr providers of external CLE inhale the
national level colleges or orgapizations for
prosecutors and defenders, trod stale-level prof
grams operated by slate prosecutor or attorney,
general offices, or state defender officesk.
Courses offered by The National DiStrict Attor-
neys Association and National College of Dis-
trict Attorneys were ,Host frequently cited by
prosecutors. Similarly, the National College of
Criminal Defense Lawyers and .Public Defend-
ers was the single: most important source for
defenders.
Course contents of in-service training Prop,runs'
generally parallel .those. for entry-level pro-
grams. However, basic procedural subjects
tend to be more frequently included in entry-
level courses, while -stsbjects such as trial advd-,
cacy or appellate advocacy are more frequently .

covered iriin,service p"rogramS.
The need for continued improvement- in both.
availability\and quality of training programs is
indicated ,by the /MS survey responses. Nearly
one-half of. chief prosecutors and defenders
expressed varying degrees- of dissatisfaction
with their existing agency programs; only about
one-tenth indicated a high degree of satisfaction.

4. Mil/lbw Jr a chiefprosecutors and defenders.

Training needs. far chief prosecutors and de-
fenders vary significantly, by., size of agency. '
Major responsibilities of heads of small offices.
relate to preparation,. supervision and review of
legal cases. Manligement and policy ro' -s are
more significant in the case of heads of larger
offices and are the tasks fbr which they are
often least prepared, in terms of prior education
and experience.: ,
A majority of both chief prosecutors and de:-
fenders have taken some specialized traini ig in
their field. "Omnibus courses, such as those
offered by the national colleges for prosecutors .
and defenders or by state agencies, had been
attended by 56 percent of the prosecutors and
61 percent of the defenders respdnding to the
NMS.
Significant training "gaps -- between courses
recommended and courses actually taken
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were identified by the NMS. Mo St needed
additional training courses include both special-
ized professional subjects, such as law of evi-
dence, trial advocacy and juvenile law, and
broader interdisciplinary courses on community
relations, human relations-and management.

5. Judicial training.

Despite the limited preparation of most newly
appointed. or elected judges in criminal trial'
procedureS and related judicial tasks. less ,than
one-Pall of all states provide entry training to
.ne judges, and only a small number mandate
such training. Only 24 out of 51 jurisdictions
(including the District of. Columbia) provide
formal entry training for general jurisdiction
court judges, and only 19, for -limited jurisdic-
tion court judges: Only seven states require
entry training for all new judges.
"On-the-job" orientation is provided through
use of senior judges .as advisors toonew judges
in a number of states. At least 13 states have
established such procedi'res, including arrange-
ments for initial periods for new
judges .prior to conducting their own .trials.
Other states proVide for formal orientation or
training sessions during the course of the incum-

; bents' first year on the bench.
One of the most serious judicial training gaps
is,tht absence of adequate provision of:entry"-
level training,. to lay judges in a number of

1: ' states. Although the use of lay judges in crimi-
nal prOceedings is-authorized .in.38 states, only
26 states provided some-systematic entry train-.

. ing to lay justices of the peace, by state attorney
generals or a judicial association. in 1976: Such
training is mandated in only 2..:.-A)f these state,,
and is often of short duration. Supporting edu-
cational or training materials, :such as bench
boOks, are only provided by about one-third of
the states.
In-service training progranis are provided fin-
judgeshy virtually all states, to -some degree. A
majority of states use a combination of national
level and state-yrOgrams. Almost all states
receive some form of LEAA funding' assistance

-for such programs.
National-level programs continue to he the
most important sources of judicial training.
These include the National College of State
Trial Judges, the American Academy of Judicial
.Education, the National College for Juvenile.
Justice and appellate judge training programs
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offered -by the ABA and the Institute Tor
Judicial Administration.
The quality and scope of state judicial training

programs varies widely. State .:ponsored pro-
grams range from "adjunct" training sessions,
as part of annual or semi-annual jurisdicial
conferences, or a single annual week-end ses-
sion devoted to training,: to comprehensive
training programs operated by state judicial
colleges in a number of the larger states..
Supporting training services fi)r judges, such as
bench hooks, manuals and evidence guides are
important adjuncts to formal training sessions,
but have been adequately developed in Only a

.states, such as California. These meet a
particularly critical need, .due to the limited
availazility of most judges for longer residential
training programs.

E. Court Administrator Training
o

A total of.4.5.5 court administrators. were re-
ported as emplo. yed in state amd lo'al courts

responsible fin- court adininistryion. Of tncse,
1based on an NMS survey of state. offices

334, or 73 percent, .provided -detailed informa-
tion on their functions, backgroUndand training
needs, 'in response to an NMS questionnaire
survey. About two thirds of these positions had
been established since 1970. ,

Tiio,distinct categories of court administrators
itwre identified by the survey those with broad

..tnatuq,Yerial_irsponsibilitiesfor court operations
and non judicial personnel resources, and thou
with primarily clerical and administrative i.

ties. The key distinctions between the two
positions .a,e the degree of control over re-
sources and personnel,.and the ability to initiate
or implement major organizational or policy
changes.
Lack of sufficient authoritYwas identified as a
significant problem by 30 percent of all court-
.administrators. Roles of state court administra-
tors depend, in large part, on the- .degree of
unification or consolidation of state court. sys-
tems. Among trial court administrators, the
extent to -which administrators have profes
sional staff assistants provided .a useful index of
the scope of their position. Only 19 percent 'of
those without professional staff performed the
full range court administrator functions, as
compared to 42 percent of those with profes- -.0

sional staff.



Educational backgrounds of court administra-
tors' vary widely, depending on the scope of
their responsibilities. All state court system
administrators were college graduates, over 80
percent with law degrees. In contrast, 25 per-
cent of the trial court administrators with
professional staff, and 52 percent without
professional staff, were not college graduates.
About one half of court administrators reportfd
preVious work experience in court agencies,
mainly in administrative positions. Court admin-
istrators whose functions were more clerically
oriented were more likely to have had experi-
ence in such positions as Clerk of Court or-
deputy clerk. Professional management-oriented
administrtators were more likely to have had
backgrounds _in law .and in public or business
administration.
The emergence of the court administrator as a
professional field has resulted in establishment
of specialized court administratilm training pro
grams at 'both 'the national and state
with LEAA support.- These ;include national
level prograins offered by the Institute for Court
Management, the National AsSOciation of Court
Administrators,- the National College of the
State Judiciary and the InStitute for Judicial
Administration and state-level programs offered
by state court administrators' offices or-state
judicial conferences and university-related cen-
ters for continuing education.
Although only about oncj;,Hrth of court admin-
istrators had completed a special program of
study-in judicial administration prior to entering
their current position, nearly 80 percent had
received some specialized . training since enter-
ing, the field. Major training sources reported
were the- Institute .of. Court ManageMent, state
agency programs and those of the National
Association of Trial Court Administrators.
Academic qualifications cMisidered most usefid
for entry into court administration by adminis-
trators, Ivere management science, last: or pub-
lic. administration. State court administrators
mainly lawyersindicated a strong preference
for legal training; trial court administrators gave
higher priority- to management - related' studies.

...Training courses in (mellow management and
court information .systems were most frequently
recommended. Course preferences varied, de-
pending upon the scope of responSibility of

.court 'adminiStrators. State .court systems ad-
ministrators gave top priority to training in court

information systems; trial court adininiStrators,
to caseflow management. Training in personnel
administration, budget and fiscal management,
and,prottram planning and evaluation was also
recommended Aby two-thirds or more of . all
respondents.

F. Major Recommendations
1. Prrsohnel.

increases in the number of judt,,es, 'prosecution
and defense attorneys, and ofsupporting stafft,
are nee led in twiny, jurisdictions. to reduce
excessive case backlogs end to meet acceptable
perjOrniance standards.
Improved utilization of existing personnel is
equally ,s.vential, through such measures as
court reorganization, court procedural reforms,
consolidation of small prosecution or defender
offices, and pretrial diversion programs.
Increased salaries for everienced prosecution
and defense. attorneys. are needed to retain
competent staff for longer-term commitments
and to reduce costly personnel turnover.

2. Legal; education. Preparation of undergraduate.
law students for criminal justice-related positions can
be improved through: _

Expanded clinical programs with criminal jus-
tice agencieS..
Curriculum revisions, .a broader
range of criminal.. justice court offerings, $vith
increased emphasis on both applied legal skills
and interdisciplinary courses.
_Increased linkages between law school faculties
and operational criminal justice agencies.

3. Training.

Ently-leveLtraining., of acceptable length and
quality should. he mandatory for new prosecu-
tion and .dejense staff tvithan &equate prior
wxperience, and for all new judges (including'
lay judgeS)..,.
Increased support -is needed for giadnate, pre-'
service education in court administration, to
provide an increase(/ source of professional!),
qualified court administrators.
There is a need for improved articulation-be-
tween mational-level and state-level in-service
training or continuing eduCation programs for
judges, prosecutors and defenders.
Increased emphasis should he placed 'upon
provision of educational serVices and materials,
such as bench hooks for judges, to complement
formal training sessions.
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CHAPTER II. CURRENT MANPOWER ASSESSMENT

A. Introduction
In 1973 the National Advisory Commission on

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals reported,:

The court 'system in the United States' is in
serious difficulty. There are too many de-
fendants for the existing system to handle
effectively and efficiently. ,Backlogs are
enormous. Workloads are increasing. [In
responding to these problems] first priority
. . . should be given to speed and efficiency
in achieving final determination of guilt or
innocence of a defendant. . . . Second
priority . . . should be accorded to upgrad-
ing performance of the prosecution and

,defense funetions. . . . Third pribrity should
be given to the task of insuring the quality
of judges. The personnel of the cnminal
justice system are a crucial aspect of its
operation and the judicial personnel per-
form an especially important function.'

These were not new:and novel observations. The
Wickersham commission Reports in 19312 included
similar statements as did dr President's Commission,
on Law Enforcement and Administration oflustice
in 1967.3

Unlike the broad reform mandate of a national
commission report, this report is not a comprehen-
sive study of all that is wrong with criminal justice,
particularly its courts. Rather, this report is limited
to an examination of the "adequacy and sufficiency"
of the manpower. education and training 'resources

- of the criminal court process agencies and services
throughout the United States (but excluding the
federal criminal justice system).4 It attempts to
assess the current needs for these resources, what
these needs Will be-in 1985 and presents recommen-
dations :is to how these needs may be met.

The judicial process=or adjudicativesector of
the criminal justice system consists of the courts, the
prosecutors' offices and publicly funded indigent
defense activities. The initial section ol this chapter
describzs the criminal justice process today and the
respective roles of each of these categories of
agencies and their key personnel. Subsequent sec-
tions provide an overview of current employment in

each of these categories of agencies and present
findings on agency workloads and manpower needs,
based on the National Manpower Survey and related
information.

B. Description of
the Adjudicative Process

The central role of the court adjudication agencies
is. in principle, to distinguish between persons
wrongly accused, of committing criminal 'acts and
those who have committed crimes.5 in addition to
this function, the adjudication process culminates in
a determination of the appropriate correctional dis-
positions for those found guilty: In practice, the fact
finding and dispositional decisions are often joined
through the exercise oi prosecutorial discretion to
waive prosecution or' dismiss nonserious criminal
charges' and through the corollary practice of plea
bargaining;: Moreover, the 'adjudication function of
the courts is complemented (and in some instances-
limited) by the pressure upon court agencies to clear
dockets, i e., to move defendants expeditiouslY
through the various criminal process states from
arrest through to correctional custody and by the
capacity limitations of-existing correctional facilities.
The tension between effitiency considerations, i.e.,
the demand for docket clearance and equity consid-
erations is, as shall be discussed later, the most
significant feature of the court process.

The triggering point for criminal adjudication op--
erations is normally an arrest by a police officer. In
addition to arrest, criminal justice authority over an
indivickal may be, accomplished through.subpoena or
warrant. In many jurisdictions a warrant for arrest
may be requested by police, prosecution or even a
private citizen: Once jurisdiction has been achieved
the. process is begun towards adjudication of the
criminal charge. -'

Between arrest and "trial (if any) a number of
preliminary proceedings may intervene. Felony
cases, which in most states are defined to be crimes
with potential sentences of one year or more. gener-
ally.are likely to include the full panoply of pre -trial
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proceedings. Misdemeanor cases, entailing sentences
Of lesS than one year may he either quite summary
or procedurally equivalent to felony proceedings,
depending on the relative seriousness of the charge..

After arrest, the defendant is brought before a
judicial office to he formally charged (initial arraign-
ment). Pre-trial release decisions are made as to
whether the defendant is to he permitted to post hail
.bond, to gain release onown recognizance, to he
placed under supervised release, or to he held in jail
pending trial. In some-jurisdictions-'the-relcase deci-
sion may he made before the arraignment, either by

-the police (station house bail) or by the judge.
If the defendant is indigent, unable to pay for

counsel, an attorney will be appointed in most
jurisdictions by the judge at the arraignment. The
U.S. Constitution does not require that all indigent
defendants he appointeu counsek it merely requires
that. no defendant can he given a sentence to
imprisoninent without counsel being appointed or
waived." Thus, in minor cases where no sentence to
imprisonMent is foreseen, and hence counsel is not
required to he appointed, the court may bypass this
procedure according to local law or custom.
- Poi io wing or joined with the hail hearing is a

judicial probahlecause hearing. At this hearing, the
li

judge must determine. if.a crime has been Committed
and that the defendant probably committed it. This
hearing is required in all cases where the defendant
is to he held in jail pending trial,.' but is not presently
required in other cases..In most states felony charges
usually require a probable cause hearing under state
law. It is common, however, for the probable cause
hearing to he waived by the defense in most of these
states.

The probable cause hearing rrray or may not be
adversarial, with.the defendant having an opportunity
to cross exannine.the prosecution wit iesses or pres-
ent his own. In.most jurisdictions; local court proce-
dures require the prosecutor to file a written state-
ment, called an information, prior. ,to the probable,
cause hearing, specifying the charges against the
defendant. An indictment hy'a grand . jury removes
the necessity for a probable cause hearing: although
in some jurisdictions, a probable cause hearing in a

-court-of hafted jurisdicyon (i.e., those with authority
to try misdemeanor cases only) is used to screen:Tilt
weak cases before they are presented to the grand
jury. In-prac'tice, generally,- only felony' cases follow
the indictment procedure, althOugh it can also be
used in misdemeanor cases.

Prior to trial, defense counsel may often file
motions to.: -discover the prosecution's evidence,

suppress evidence, demand a Till of particulars,
move the trial to another jurisdiction, and other
pretrial motions', Prosecution, attorneys will perfOrm
similar activities in the pre-trial periOd. In some
jurisdictions, court rule requires a pre-trial confer-
ence between prosecution and defense to discuss
plea bargaining. In it few jurisdictions, omnibus
hearings are held which combine all pre-trial motions
with discovery and plea hargaining.8

At trial, the defendant .nay choose between a jury
trial and a trial without a jury, before the judge.
ReCent Supreme Court decisions permit the size of
the jury to be less than the traditional 12 members,"
and also permit convictions by less than a unanimous
verdict.'" Whether both variations may occur simul-
taneously has not been.deciqd, however.

If a verdict of guilty is reached after trial, sentenc-
ing of the defendant to release, fine, probation or
imprisonment then occurs.. In a few jurisdictions
sentencing is still performed by a jury. In death
penalty cases as well as some othei cases, a dual
trial procedure commonly is used, whereby a sepa-
rate evidentiary hearing after the determination of
guilt is held for the sole purpose of hearing evidence
relative to the sentencing decision.

In most jurisdictions, however, a judge determines'
the sentence for the defendant. In the lower-Courts
the sentencing decision will be at the same time that
the verdict is announced... In felony proceedings
many states require the judge to have the probation
department prepare a pre-sentence report detailing
for the judge the defendant's personal history and
the probation officer's sentencing .teCommendation.
In other jurisdictions, the judge is permitted° but not
,required in both felony and misdemeanor:proceed-
ings to have a pre-sentence report prepared at the
judge's discretion. .

Appeals of criminal convictions are also subject to
differing jurisdivions based on the type of court
where the trial was held. "In those state's where a
misdemeanant was tried- in the lower court, the first
appeal from the conviction usually occur, in the
court of general jurisdiction. This may. be trial de
noi.0,where the case is refried in its entirety, or by
an appeal on the record made in the lower court.
Where the trial occurred in the general jurisdictien
court, the appeal will go to an appelkite, court--:
v iich has restricted -jurisdiction to try cases and
hear evidence. Appeals in the appellate court are
entirely based on the record below. Appellate courts
are of two types. Most familiar is the highest
appellate court. usually called the supreme court. In
addition to the highest appeals court thei-e may also



be an intermediate appeals court. Where these courts
. exist, the right to appeal a felony conviction may be

limited to an appeal-. to .the intermediate court. The
right to appeal from- this court to7the highest Court
will b4 determined by state statute, and may, for
example, incllide cases involving death penalty or
where disagreement between the judges occurred in
the intermediate appealsicourt.A discretionary right
to appeal from the intermediate court to the high
court may be granted in some states by either court
or in other.states by the highest-court alone.

Criminal convictions involving issues .of constitu-
tional law may be appealed by a litigant from the
highest court of a state having_ authority to decide
That Case to the United. States Supreme Court.
Questions of law involving state issues only, not
federal, may not be appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

In addition to direct., appellate review, sate and
federal courts may also hear petitions for lutheaus
corpus or roam nohi, requesting reversal of a
conviction or a new.; trial. These post-conviction
proceedings may be based upon newly discovered
evidence, violation of federal or state constitutional -
law or similar grounds-. POst conviction petitions may
call -for.an evidentiary hearing; but in the majority of
bases, these petitions are disposed of without any
'hearing or .

A final jurisdictional responsibility of the criminal
courts- is that of their collateral powers vis a vis
criminal justice operations. The most significant such
authority -exercised"' is that of prisoner rights litiga-.

. non: In a' few states this authority is brought, into
play through mandamiis proceedings by claiming a
`.lielation- of the terms, of the court's order placing the
prisoner under the correctional' authority's custody
( 'gbod care "). In most jurisdictions. however, pris-
oner rights 'cases are brought as.lutheas corpus
petitions directly attacking the conditions of custody.
A second class of prisoner related litigation is
revocation. hearings for violations of parole or pro
bation conditions. Revocation hearings are similar
procedurally to probable cause hearings for criminal
charges; the same burden of proof is needed, and the
proceedings need not be adversarial in. all circum-
stances.

C. Onjunizational and
Employment Cliaraderistics

The responsibility for administration of justice, as
for law enforcement, is very largely exercised by
state and local governments. In 1974, of a total of
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206,000 person's employed in adjudicative agencies,
189,000 were employed in state and local government
agencies, and only 14,000 were employed in the
Federal Government, the latter almost entirely In
federal courts and prosecution offices. In nearly all
states, moreover, the function of adjudication of both
criminal and civil cases is, in 'first instance, very
:argely a responsibility of local governMent agencies.
Thus, of the 189,000 state and local judicial process
personnel, I53,000--nearly 80 percentwere em-
ployees of county or municipal agencies, with county
government agencies alone accounting for more than

,one-half of the total (Table II-1).
The high 'degree of decentralization of-the adjudi-:

cative, system of the United States is-further indi-
cated by the fact that nearly 26,000 separate state
and local judicial process agepcies were identified in
Census directories as of 1974;jncluding 15,000 courts
(at rill levels), over 10,000 prosecution and legal
services offices, and over 500 public indigent defense
agencies. Of this total, over 23,300 agencies were at
the county ana, municipal levels. As a result, the
number of employees per agency Was very small,
averaging 7.5 full-time and part-time employees, or
6.6 per agency, on a full-time equivalent basis. There
were", of course, wide variations in agency size;' by
levet., of government, from an average of 16.1 full-
time equivalent employees in state agencies, to 2.8
in municipal agencies.*

The large number and small-,Size of most court and
court-affiliated agencies, in turn, results from the.
diverse.end often fragmented organizational spucture

tsc)and jti tional arrangements in effect in then 50
states, wit respect to the separate major agency
categories: the courts, the prosecution, and th
public:defender function. These are- describdlisepa-
rately below.

I. Carts. In ,all but a few states, state and local
courts :are- organized hierarchically into three tiers:
appellate level -.courts, trial'courts of general jurisdic-
tion and lithited jurisdiction cr.mtrts. With some ex-
ceptionS, the appellate and general trial courts handle
both criminal and civil cases, whereas limited juri
diction .courts are likely to be considerably more
specialized, particularly in large cities and metropoli-
tan areas. .

Appellate courts; which include the state. su-
'preme courts, are at the apex of the state/local
court system. Their responsibility is primarily
that of reviewing the actions of lower level
courts under established appellate procedures.
In addition to the state "supreme court:: about
one-half of the- states have one or more inter-

,
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TABLL II-1

Statemnd Lou:! Jttdicial Process Agencies: Number of Agencies and Employment,
hy Type Agency, and Loco! Governments, 1974

Agency Type and
I .evel of Governmsnt

Number'
of

Employees
Average Fmriloyees

Per Agency

Agen.:tes
. Total

Full Time
liquiealems

Tom] Equivalents

Total. judicial process 25,720 )92,31.'.0 169,800 7.5

State 2,380 39.7(X) 38.30°- 16.7 16.1

County 9.410 104.90() 93,000 11.1 9.1

Municipal 13,930 47,700 38.400 3.4 2.8

Courts 14,990-- 134,300 118,400 9.0' 7.9

State 1,550. 24,600 23,900 . 15.9 15.4

County 6,33() 78,300 6870° /2.4 10.9

Municipal 7.110 31.4'30
44,

25,7(X) 4.4, 3.6

Prosecution and legal services .10 300 51,500 45,400 5.0 4.4

.State 600 12.400 .1,800 20.7 19.7

County 2,800 "7 23,000 21,100 8.2 7.5

Municipal 6.800 16,100 12,500 2.4 1.8

Indigent defense 530 6,500 6,000 12.3 11.3

State 230 ,2,700 2,600 11.7 11.3

County _ 280 3.600 3,200 12.9 11.4

Municipal 20 200 200. _10.0 10.0

Sources: Number of agencies from Census Bureau Directory files. as revised by N MS. Employment data froM I.EAA1Census, kapenditurtiond Emphqment Data for the

Criminal !agree Syvtern. 1974. Number of employees in county rmd.municipal agencies partially estimated, based on data for large counties and cities. Municipal data include

data for cities. townships and consolit:r:ed citylcounly agencies. All data roupded.

mediate courts of -appeal with initial appeal
jurisdiction over criminal and/or civil matters.
lit three of these states there is an ,intermediate
court of appeals only( for criminal matters. In
addition. to their judicial duties; the judges of
many state supreme_ courts have administrative
authority' over the entire state court system
(which may not 'alwaYs include the limited°
courts, however). '
Trial courts of g,erteril jurisdiction, usually
calle&district, circuit, or superior courts, are
normally the .courts of initial jurisdiction for
trying felony cases. In addition-most of these
courts exercise civil jurisdiction (with some
specialized exceptions), and many also try cer-
tain misdemeanor cases, either de itoVo or as an
appeal: Infive states-With unified court systems,
the court of general jurisdiction haS- responsibil-
ity for all criminal. prosecinions, as there is no
other trial court in those jurisdictions. Of these,
however, three have a special division of the
court analagous to a limited court where magis-
trates, not judges, try misdemeanor cases in

that court's division.
The organization of courts of general jurisdic-

tion can vary in at least three ways. In some
states (e.g., New Jersey), the court of genei-al
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jurisdiction is organized statewidce.....While judges
normally are. assigned to one court, they may
be reassigned to other courts in the state as
needed. In other states (e.g., Florida), the court
of general jurisdiction i3 idivided into "official
districts, comprised of :one or more counties.
Generally, court sessions are rotated among
couNies and there is ?rule transfer of Lidges
between districts. The third type of court struc-
ture consists of trial courts organized strictly by
county (e.g., Califon tia).
Courts of limited jurisdiction: in most states
have the-dual responsibility of 'trying misde-
meanor and municipal ordinance violations and
of holding pre-trial hearings and setting bail in
felony matters. These courts -are forums for
traffic offenses, .petit larceny, drunkenness,
prostitution, and similar misdemeanors. In civil
matters, they handle most of the lisputes be-
tween landlords and tenants, insurers and claim-
ants, .debtors and their creditors. Domestic
relations matters and probate of wills are also
often handled by lower level courts.

Courts of limited jurisdiction often function
quite differently than do general trial courts.
There may not be right to jury trial, for exam-
ple, and the proceedings may be held without



any record being kept.' Not all trial judges in
lower courts are lawyers. In 38 states, nonlaw-
trained judges may hear criminal cases and
sentence defendants to terms of imprisonment.
Appeals from a limited court are usually heard
in the trial court, of general jurisdiction. In some
states, however, limited courts are vertically
organized, WRh one limited court having imme-
diate appellate jurisdiction over another limited
court.

In the past two decades, many states have
begun a process of court unification that has
resulted in the abolition of or reduction in the
number of lower courts. In addition. increased
concern over their,operation has led to changing
limited courts into' courts of record. These
changes have served to reduce the number of
limited courts in over 34 states since New
Jersey began its court unification effort almost
thirty years ago.
luv;nile courts, generally classed with limited
jurisdiction courts,'may be divisions of a general
Or limited jurisdiction trial court, a separate
court, or part of a special jurisdiction= court,
such as a family4court or probate court. In
1973, approximately' 3,000 juvenile courts and
3,200 jiziges` with juvenile jurisdiction reported
spending full-tinie on juvenile matters.'

An important feature of juvenile courts is that
nonjudicial or parajudicial personnel may make
judicial decisio9s including fact-finding or dis-
position. In some states, these functions are
handled by judicial referees, while in others,
they are performed by probation officers. In
only 9 of the '8 states having statutory provi-
sion foc referees is there a requirement that the
referees be law 'trained. Probation officers are
almost, never required to be law trained, even
when acting in a parajudicial capacity.

2. Prosecution and legal service agencies. The
prosecution function within states may be shared by
three or more offices= -the state attorney general, the
district attorney and the county or city attorney. In
three states the state attorney general has full respon-
sibility for felony prosecution exercised through area
br,anches of his office. In two - states, the state
attorney general has-no criminal law responsibilities,
and in the remainder he shares responsibility with
local prOsecutors, usually handling appeals and initi-
ating some prosecutions.

The official below the state level who has respon-
sibility for felony prosecutions usually has the title of

1

district attorney- but may also be known as the
eounty attorney. The 'district' of a chstnet attorney
may be one or more counties depending on the court
organization in individual states. Many, of these
prosecution offices, handle,,misdemeanors and other
lesS serious offenses as well as felony cases.

The third type of office is one whose jurisdiction
is limited to the prosecution-of less serious crimes--
misdemeanors and municipal ordinances. The p-rose-
cutor may be the municipal legal officer (corporation
or city counsel), or the county law officer where ,the
county is part of a judicial district in,,which!the
district attorney is responsible for felonies.

In addition to the preparation and prosecution of
criminal cases- in court, prpsecutors review police
arrest information tocleterrnine which case; will be
prosecuted. If formal charges are filed, the prosecu-
tor may enter into negotiations with defense counsel
and agree to a lesser charge in exchange for a guilty
plea depending on the character of the offense and
the evidence. In about four out of ten of the
jurisdictions that responded to the NMS survey of
prosecutors, there are pre-trial diversion programs
for offenders, which the prosecutor may offer the
accused as an alternative to court action. Many
prosecution offices have civil as well as criminal law
responsibilities and (Lear with juvenile delinquency
cases as well as adult crime. -

Responses to the NMS Survey, which was limited
to state and county legal offices having prosecution
responsibilities, indicate that almost all of these
offices had responsibilities for the prosecutions of
felonies and misdemeanors, and that more than half
had responsibilities for prosecuting ordinance viola-=
tions ( fable' II-2), Larger agencies were less likely to
adjudicate juvenile cases or to have civil law respon-
sibilities; but were more likely to engage in appellate
proceedings than smaller offices. Large offices are
located primarily in metropolitan jurisdictions, where
a separate office of the corporation counsel is often
available for civil law matters and for nonfelony
criminal or juvenile matters. In smaller jurisdictions,
which may not have separate offices of corporation
counsel, civil law responsibilities are performed
either on a contract basis or may be assigned to the
"district attorney," who is also the county govern-
ment's attorney in civil law, proceedings.

. Public defenders. The right to counsel's pres-
ence and effective assistance in all criminal cases
involving a sentence to imprisonment has been
clearly established by a series of Supreme Court
decisions in recent'decades. This has imposed a
requirement upon the courts to provide counsel for

a



TABLE 11-2

,Peiceniof:S.tate taut County Prosecution Agenie.v.
Performing Selected Functions by Size, 1975

Number of Employees

Function
75
more

25-74 10-24 5-9 1-4

ProsecutiA of felonies 11X) 96 96 97 91.

Prosecution of misdemean-
. -

ors . 86 90 94 94 96

Prosecution of ordinance vi-
olations 52 65_ 65 64- 67'

Adjudication. of juveniles 75 8. 81 86 84

Appellate proceedings 87 72 67 67

Civil responsibilities , 64 71 80 80

SOurce: NMS Executive Survey. I,75.

defendants who are indigent. and hence do net have
the resources to retain private counsel. This is
accomplished either through an "assigned counsel"
system, where courts assign local attorneys in private
practice as defenders on a case' .by case basis, or:
through a publie'defender system:The latter refer to
systems under which an attorney or group of attor-
neys are retained by the .state, either as salaried'
employees or under a contractual arrangement, to
provide legal representation for indigent criminal,
difendants on a regular bask -

The extent oluse of public defenderrather than
'assigned counsel.,-- sYstems varies.- widely by state.

and by type of jurisdiction. A 1973 survey,by the

National Legal Aid and Defender
,

Association
(NLADAY'found, at that time, that 650- defender
systems- were providing indigent defense services
throughout the United-States. These defenders were
in jurisdictions serving 64 percent ok...ittie nation's
population. They were primarly concentrated in
metropolitan and other urban ,counties, whereas rural
jurisdictions.continued to rely mainly on assigned
counsel arrangements." About 60 percent of all.
defenders responding to,the NLADA survey were
public employees, while the remainder were attor-
neys of a defender corporation, a legal aid society,
or of a private law firm under contract to the
gOVernment.

hiblic defender agencies are typically organized at
either the county. level or as- part of a statewide
defender system. In -1973, 16 states had assumed
respOnsibility for ;organizing and funding defender
services at the state level, and statewide defender'
legislation was either pending or under. .consideration
in an equal number of additional states. Of a total of
6,506 employees of publicly administered indigent
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defense 'agencies -in 1974, 2,700 were employed by
state governmelits,'3,600 by county governinents and

only 200 by municipal governments.
4. Probation. The most significant category of

nonlegal per attached to the court are the
probation o ice Typically, probation officers will
perfOrin an investigative furitkoli for the -judge to
determine the defendant's suitability for probation or
other sen%ncing disposition. A pre-sentence report

prepared for the judge based upon the probation
officer's investigation, -which typically includes the
offieer's_sentencing rec`drnmendatibn.

In many jurisdictions, probatiOn is combined with
the parole supervision agency. Nominal management
authdrity may therefore .be with the Parole or correc-
tions department, rather than With the court, where
the prop -"' ,in officer is located., For, this reason,

assessim.,,i of personnel ard training needs for this
\function have been included in Volume III, Correc-

tions, of this report.

- D. Judicipl Pracess Occupations ,

j. Key Occupations. Four judicial process occupa-
tions wee selecte&for.ietailed analysis-of 17v-sonnet
needs and' of specialized training and educational
requirements for the National Manpower., Survey.
These include judges., chief and assistant prosecu-
tors, chief and assistant defenders, and professional
Court administrators. These occupations, which ac-
countin edmbinationfor about 30 percent of .total
judicial proceSs employment, were selected because
of their critical role in the adjudicative process, and
because all were considered to require considerable'
periods of specialized eduesation'or training.

J,ildges play the central role in the adjudicative
process. In addition tO'presiding at trials, con-
duCting hearings and similar proceedings, setting
bail, imposing sentences or...fines, their duties
may include administrative responsibility .for
operation of the :Hurts, holding of conferences.
with prosecution and defense counsel, prepara-
tion of Opinions and related tasks. A recent
survey by the American Judicature- Society had

jdentified a total of 21,600 "judges," or persons
exercising judicial authorit', in courts of limited
jurisdiction. 13 Included in this total are officialg,.
such`as justice of the peace or magistrates, `who
are not necessarily lawyers",' and who perform'
certain limited judiCialfunCtions often on a part;
time basis. A total of 5,400 judges were em-
ploytd in general jurisdiction courts, which also
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employed about 4,400 parajudicial personnel,
such as magistrates and referees. Less than 800
judges were employed in state appellate courts.
Prosecutors and assistant prosecutors review
evidence to determine whether a criminal
chatge is warranted,'develop case information
through interviews and the collectionof physi-
cal evidence, prepare cases, negotiar,-, _with
defense counsel, and prosecute cases in :ourt.
An estimated total of about 21,000 attorneys
were employed in all state and local prosecution
and legal service offices in 1974, including those
performing ext-lusively or mainly civil law func-
tions: It is estimated that about three-fifths of
the attorneys were employed in state or county
offices with responsibilities for prosecution of
serious criminal offenses.
Defenders and- assistant defenders in state and
local defense agencies perform the responsibili-
ties of defense counsel to represent clients
found to be indigent, and, in addition, may
provide collateral services, such as referral to
appropriate community service agencies or re-
lated counseling. About 3,600 attorneys, were
employed as chief defendei.s or staff attorneys
in public indigent defense offiCes in 1974, or
about 3,200 on a full-time equivalent basis.

Court administrators. The recognized need for
more effective management of courts and court
systems has resulted in the emergence -of the
professional court administrator as a recognized
occupation during the past decade. These are
defined as nonelected professional administra-
tors concerned with caseflow throughout the
court system, personnel management, budget
and financial management, planning and re-
search, and all other administrative and mana-
gerial business of the court system. Since no
systematic directory of court administrators or
of courts employing court administrators was
available, the National Manpower Survey con-
tacted state offices of court administration and/
or state judicial councils in each state to identify
such court administrators. A total of 455 state
or local court administrators were reported.

2. Occupational distributions, by agency category.
Data on the occupational distribution of all employ-
ees of judicial process agencies were provided by the
NMS surveys of courts, and of prosecutor and
defender executives. These are: summarized below.

Court occupatiims. The occupational distribu-,
tion of courts employees, as shown in Table II-.
3, is based on the NMS survey of courts of

TA131_, 11-3.

Occupational Distribution of Employees of State and Local Courts of GeneralJurisdiction by Size of
Agency, /974.a

Total Percent Distribution,' by Agency Size

Occupational Group
NumberNum

N ice rn
Distribution ,

150 or

More
Employees

75-149
Employees

25-74
Employe',

10-24

Employees

1-9
Employees

Total, all oCcupations 53,800 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

. Judicial occupations, total 9,800 18.2 11.7 '17.7 24.6 25.9 22.9

Judges 5.400 10.0 5.2 4.0 13.8 16.1 19.1

Other officials exercising Judi-
' cial authority 4.400 8.2 6.5 9.8 10.8 9.8 3.8

Other occupations, total 44,000 81.8 88.3 132.3 75.4 74.1 77.1

Clerks and deputy clerks of
court 11,800 21.9 17,1 21.9 22.4 -34.0

Miffs '\.,,,800 10.8 10.6 12.4 10.6 11.5 9.8

Court reporters 4,700 8.7 6.6 7.6 9.5 10.6 13.9

Probation and parole o..ifr cers 8.200 15.2 18.8 14.5 11.9 12.7 " 11.4

-Law 1;100 2.0 2.8 2.5 2.3 1.0 .4vie. Ks--
Staff attorneys ,; 700 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5

Other professional and techni-
cal 1,600 3.0 4,2 3.9 z 2.3 1.2 .4

ClericaVsecretarial 7.300 13.6 20.6 13.2 9.6 6.8 4.2

Other 2,800 5.2 6.7 5.4 5.2 3.0 1.5

SOurces: told eiilOyment, as of 1974. from LEA A/ensus. ETpenditure% and Employm,m Data for The Criminal Justlre Symem. 1974, Occupational distributions. as of

June 1975. based on PAIS Court: Survey. 1976.
Full-time equiva1:nt employees.

9'7
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general jurisdiction. Judges constituted, on the
average, only 10 percent of total full-time equiv-
alent employment in these courts. In addition to
an estimated total of 5,4(X) judges, these courts
employed about 4,400 magistrates, referees, or
similar officials who exercise judicial autpority.
The remaining 44,000 full-time equivalent em-
ployees, or 82 percent of _the total; were en-
gaged in a variety of non-judicial occupations.
Of these, the largest category consists of clerks
of court and their. deputies. The clerk of court
is normally an elected official whose resronsi-
bilities may range from strictly clerical functions
to full responsibility for court administration.
Clerks cif court and their deputies totalled nearly
12,000, anl accounted for about 22 percent of
employment in these courts in 1974. Other
major occupational groups of court personnel
include probation officers, court reporters, bail-
iffs and clerical or secretarial personnel. Larger
courts also employ personnel in a number of
other specialized occupations including court
administrators, staff attorneys, law clerks, inter-
preters, and in other professional, technical or
administrative positions as well as in supporting
service -type positions.

Little is known about staffing of courts of
limited jurisdiction. One recent survey of mis-
demeanor courts in cities with populations
greater than 100,000 suggests, however, that
utilization of non-judicial personnel in these
courts is primarily limited to administrative and
clerical functions:

Two-thirds of the courts surveyed have
between one and four full -time judges
and approximately 90 percent have fewer

than nine. . . . Three-fourths of the
courts surveyed now have a full-time
court clerk and about one-third (34.4
percent) have a full-time court adminis-
trator. . . . The average city court has 20
clerical workers. but almost half (44 per-
cent) have 10 or less. . . . Almost half
(46.1 percent) of the courts employ a full-
time court reporter. 14

Prosecution occupations. The occupational dis-
tribution of employees in prosecution offices, as
shown in Table 11-4, is based on the NMS
survey of county and state prosecutors, exclud-
ing legal service offices with primarily non-
criminal functions. Over one-half (55 percent) of
the personnel in these agencies consisted of
prosecutors and assistant prosecutors. Secre-
taries, stenographers, and typists accounted for
an additional 34 percent. Other specialized per-
sonnel, found primarily in the larger agencies,
included investigators and paralegal staff. The,
latter are non-lawyers who perform certain
tasks traditionally assigned to lawyers, ranging
from strictly clerical duties to serving as a trial
assistant, in a wide range of more sophisticated
tasks. Use of paralegals is mainly limited to
larger agencies, those with 10 or more employ-

- ees, where they,accounted for between 3 and-4
percent of total7staff. Other occupations found
in some of the large prosecution offices may
include computer specialists, interpreters, case
workers, and various administrative specialists:

A substantial proportion of attorneys serving
as prosecutors and assistant prosectitors in
small agencies perform these functions on a
part-time basis, while maintaining their private
law practices. The National Advisory Commis-

TABLE 1I-4

Occupational Distribution of Employees in Prosecution Agencies by Size of Agency, 1974

(Percent distribution)

Size of Agency

:Uputiopal-tiocup All
Agencies

75 or
More

Employee,

25-74
Employees

10-24
Employees

5-9
Employees

1-4
Employees

Total employment 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Chief and assistant chief prosecutors 12.1 3.2 7.0 14.0 20.3 37.2

Assistant prosecutors )3.0 39.3 35.9 33.6 29.3 12.4

Investigators 10.4 14.0 10.9 8.9 7.5 3.0

Paralegals 2.6 3.1 4.1 3.4 .4 .3

Secretaries, stenographers and typists_ _ _ _ 34.2 29.4 33.8 33.6 39.0 44.6

Other 7.7 10.9 8.3 6.4 1.5 2.4

Source: NMS Survey. iFs.
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TABLE 11=5

Percent of Prosecution and Legal ,ices Workers
Employed on a Part-Time Basis, Occupational

Group and Size of Agency, /975

Size of AgencyNumber of Employees
Occupational

Group
Total'

75 or

More
25-74 10-24 5-9 1-4

Total 15 i -7 22 33 48
Chief and assistant

chief prosecutors 36 0 9 27 36 52
Assistant prosecutors 14 7 34 51 67

Investigators 3 I 0 5 10 26
Secretaries, stenog-

raidiers, and- typists I I I 4 8 16 38

Less than one-half percent.
Based on sample response; not weighted.

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.

sion on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,
and other studies, have recommended that each
prosecutor's office should employ at least one
full-time prosecutor, through restructuring of
jurisdictions, where necessary. 15

Nevertheless, as shown in Table 11-5, over
one-third of chief prosecutors and assistant
chief prosecutors, and 14 percent of all assistant
prosecutors in agencies responding to the JMS
survey were employed on a part-time basis.
Part-time employment was particularly frequent
in the smallest agencies, with less than five
employees, where over one-half of the prosecu-
tors and two-thirds of the assistant prosecutors
were on a part-time basis.

- Indigent defense occupations. Staffing of public
indigent defense offices tends to parallel that of
prosecution offices. As shown in Table 11-6, of
an estimated total of 6,000 public employees in
these agencies in 1974, about 3,300 or 55
percent consisted of defenders and assistant
defenders, of whom about 27 percent and 20
percent, respectively, were employed on a part-
time basis only. The only other major, occupa-
tion groups are secretaries, stenograpthzs and
typists, and investigators. About 150 personnel,
or 2.5 percent of the total, were identified as
paralegals in the NMS surveyabout the same
proportion as reported in prosecution offices.

IE. Assessment of Manpower Needs

Any assessment of manpower needs. for judicial
process agencies requires, as a point of departure,
some definition of the goals of the system. One

TABLE 11-6

Occupational Distribution of Employees in Public
Ddenders Agencies, 1974

Occupational
GroGp

Total
Employ.

mem

Percent
of Total

Percent

Part-I 'me

Total 6,0008 100.0 19.0

Chief and assistant
chief defender 560 9.3 27.0

Assistant defenders 2.740 45.6 19.6

Investigators 700 11.7 5.5

Paralegals 150 2.5 5.9

Secretaries. stenog-
raphers. typists 1.430 23.8

Other 420 7.0 48.6

Full time equiv..1ert employment. Total from U.S Department of Justice,
LEAA. and U.S. Dr oa.-tment of Commerce. Expenditure and Employment Data for
the 04mi:tot bailee :,ytem. 1974. Occupational distribution from NMS Executive
Survey. 1975.

simple formulation of these goals,.propounded by the
Joint Commission for the Effective Administration of
Justice, a decade ago, is: "Jus,:ce is effective, when
fairly administered without delay, by competent
judges, operating in a modern court system, under
simple and efficient rules of procedure."16 ThiS, and
similar formulations, provides equal emphasis to the
requirements of equity and of efficiency. In relation
to these criteria, evaluations of the existing adjudi-
cative process have noted, as major shortcomings,'
the problem of case backlogs and case delay, perva-
sive reliance upon, and abuse of, plea bargaining
procedures, inadequate screening of cases, insuffi-
cient provision of defense counsel, sentencing dispar-
ities among courts and judges, and insufficient time
generallyfor judges, prosecutors and defenders to
permit adequate pre-trial preparation, hearings, and
an even-handed administration of justice.

These shortcomings have been attributed to a
combination of causes, includingamong others
mounting case loads generated by rising crime rates
and by increases in civil litigation, olitdated forms of
court organization and management, deficiencies in
the process of selection and training of adjudicative
personnel and various defects in criminal codes and
procedures.

The need for additional manpowerfor more
judges, prosecutors, defenders or specialized man-
agement and support personnelhas been frequently
cited, too, as one of the factors contributing both to
case delay, and to many of the qualitative shortcom-
ings of the adjudicative process. These needs have,
however, rarely been quantified at the national level,
in part because essential data on judicial process

15



agency workloads in relation to personnel have not
been available. There are, at present, no comprehen-
sive statistics on case loads and case backlogs for
the nations courts and for associated prosecution
and defense agencies. In the absence of detailed and
reliable data of this type, and of systematic manage-
ment-designed performance ,standards, no definitive
assessment of manpower needs of courts, prosecu-
tion and defense agencies is possible.

However, three approaches were used by the
National Manpower Survey to provide some insight
on these issues. First, available crime rate statistics
and employment data for the period 1970-74 were
compared to provide an initial indication of the
extent to which staffing in these agencies has kept
pace with crime-related workloads. Secondly. agency
officials, including court r'dministrators, chief prose-
cutors and defenders, were queried in. the NMS
survey concerning their Agency's manpower
and about related operational problems, such as case
delay. Finally, the National Manpower Survey in-
struments provided for subtnission of summary case
load data for courts, prosecutor and defender agen-
cies. These data have been related tOslaffing levels
in the reporting agencies to provide measures of the
extent of variation in workloads per key employee
among these agencies, and have been compared-in
the case of defender offices-with standards, or
norms; previously developed for determining the
manpower needs for defender services.

I. Adjudication ai:ency workload and employ/nem
trends. Rough indexes of the number of criminal
cases entering into the judicial process'sector each
year can be devdoped from data collected annually
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The FPT
publishes estimates of the total number of reported
Part 1 crimes each year based on reportS from police
agencies serving a high proportion of the U.S.
population (94 percent in 1974). Based on a smaller
number of reports, the FBI also publisheS statistics
on the number of persons charged with Part I and
Part II crimes, as well as on the number of Part 1

crimes reported for the same cities. 17 These relation-
ships cr.n be used to estimate the overall trend in the
.number of persons charged with crimes, whose cases
contribute to the workload of judicial process agen-
cies.

In the past decade, the rising volume of crime has
resulted in sharp increases in the flow of serious
crime cases to prosecution agencies and to the
courts. Between 1%5. and 1974 both the volume of
Part I crimes reported to the FBI and the number of
persons charged_ with Part I crimes more than
doubled. Reported crimes increased by 116 percent
during this period, and Part I charges by an estimated
105 percent (Table 11-7). Between 1970 and 1974, the
period for which nationwide employment statistics
are available for judicial process agencies, Part I
crimes rose by 27 percent and Part 1 charges by 33
percent.

TABLE 11-7

indicatory at Adjudication Agency Workloads, 1966-1974
(Number in thousands)

Part 1 dime Persons Charged with ('rime

Delinquency Cases Dis-
posed ally Juvenile Courts

Year

Numtur Index'

Part I Part II
Number Index'

Number Index' Number

I S 4.711 58.5 871 64.8 4,837 75.7 697 66.3

I 5.192 64.5 883 65.7 4.589 eik 71.9 745 70.8

19 7 5.868 72.9 915 68.1 4.632 72.5 811 77.1

1 6.680 83.0 1.142 85.0 5.803 90.9 900 85.6

1 9 7.367 91.5 1,260 93.8 6,374 99.8 988 93.9

19 0 8,050 100.0 1,344, 100.0 6,386 100.0 1,052 100.0

I I - 8,537 106.0 1.485 110.5 6.730 105.4 1,125 106.9

19 2 8,200 101.9 1,476 109.8 6,996 109.6 1,112 105.7

19 3 8,666 107.7 1.621 120.6 7.017 109.9 1,144 108.7

19 4 10,192 126.6 1.784 132.7 6,902 108.1 -
1970 100.
Sources: Percon't Charged With Crime: Adapted from data in I'll! Unifiont Crime fleportt by applying ratio of persons Charged to reported Part I offenses from ample

dile to total number of offenses reported for the U.S. Pail II charges based on the ratio of Part II to Part (charges in the sample cities.

)elinquency 'Corn Diipoied of hv Juvenile Courir U,S. Department of Health. Ed..cation and Welfare. Office of Human Development and Youth Development. Juvenile

Cour Sic:astir,. 1973. March 1975.
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The number of persons charged with Part 11

offenses increased by 43 percent between 1965 and
1974. or at less than half the rate of the Part 1

charges. and by only 8 percent between 1970 and
1974. The much slower growth in the number of
persons charged with this category of offenses is
due, in part. to the growing practice in many
communities of deemphasizing. or discontinuing.
arrests for certain "victimless" crimes. such as
public drunkenness. which generally harm only the
person committing the act. Although the number of
charges for Part 11 offenses was still nearly four
times as great in 1974 as for Part 1 offenses: the latter
are a more significant indicator of workload trends
for the adjudicative agencies. since, they normally
require active involvement of prosecutor and de-
fender agencies. and of general trial courts. whereas
most Part II offenses are dealt with, in summary
fashion, by the lower courts, often without the
presence of either a representative of the .prosecu-
tor's office or of defense counsel. .

A third available indicator of adjudicative work-
load trends is the number of delinquency cases
disposed of by juvenile courts. This rose by about 50
percent between 1965 and 1970, but by less than 9
percent between 1970 and 1973. The relatively small
increase in the latter period may he due in part to
'the slowdown in the rate of growth of the teen-age
population in the early 1970's, as contrasted to very
rapid growth in the preceding decade.

The above indicators are, at best. suggestive. A
comprehensive-system ref measurement of adjudica-
tive workloads would require systemic data by type
of case, on cases entering, pending and disposed of
at each stage of the adjudicative 1--ocess, from the
point of arrest. through initial appearances.prelimi-
nary hearing. arraignment. trial. and the appeals
Stage. Nevertheless, the trends available do point to
some slow down in the overall rate of growth of
crime-related adjudicative workloads during the first
four years of the current decade. as compared to the
very sharp rates of increase between 1965 and 1970.
This slowdown has been most apparent, however. in
the Ca3C of Part 11 offenses and of juvenile delin-
quency cases. Both of -these categories of cases
impact,. primarily, on the workload of the lower
courts, rather than on that of courts of general
jurisdiction or of prosectuion and- defense agencies.

These trends can, in turn, he compared with
employment trends in state' and local judicial process
agencies since 1970. when nationwide statistics first
became available on a comparable basis. Between
1970 and 1974, full-tithe eqUivalent employment

these agencies rose by 38 percent. as shown in Table
11-8. Courts increased their staffs by 33 percent over
this period: prosecution and legal service agencies by
45 percent: and public indigent defense agencies
nearly doubled their staff. from a low level of only
3.1(X) in 1970. Since the number of persons charged
with Part 1 offenses rose by 33 percent, whereas the
indicators of Part II charges and of juvenile delin-
quency cases rose much more slowly, these compar-
isons suggest that state and local judicial process
agencies were more adequately staffed in 1974 than
in 1970, in relation to criminal caseloads.

These comparisons make no allowance for
creased workloads for these agencies resulting from
such factors as recent Supreme Court decisions,
establishing the right to counsel's presence and
effective assistance in all criminal cases involving a
sentence to imprisonment." Nor do they include
any allowance for the trend in the volume of civil
case loads, which are a major component of the. total
caseload of many courts and prosecution or legal
service agencies. The importance of the latter is
suggested by the fact that general jurisdiction trial
courts who responded to the NMS survey in 1976
reported that, on the average, judges devoted about
51 percent of their work time to 'civil cases, as
compared to 37 percent to criminal cases, 7 percent
to juvenile cases, and 5 percent to traffic offenses.

In order to provide a more comprehensive meas-
ure of recent caseload trends, the NMS survey of
general jurisdiction courts requested data on cases
pending at the beginning and end of fiscal year 1975,
and on cases disposed of during fiscal year 1975, by
major category of case. The results, summarized in

TABLE 11-8

Employment in .State and Local Judicial Process
Agencies, 1970 to 1974

(Full-time equivalent employmerie, numbers in thousands)

`I' ear Told Courts

Prose

cotton
and

Legal
Services

Indigent
bete nse

1970 123,2 88.7 31.4 3.1

1971 137.3 99.7 34.1 3:5

1972 145.0 103.2 37.8 4.1

1973 155.2 I09.2 40.(: 5.1

1974 169.7 118.4 45.4 6.0

Percent change.
1970 to 1974 +38 +33 +45 +94

3'

Source. LEA A Census. P. t pent/Thin., and Emplovnient Man .1-nr an- Criaannl
e.ttfot



Table 11-9, ',,,idicate that The number of civil cases
pending greatly exceeded other types of cases in
fiscal year )975. Case backlogs increased by 10
percent for felony cases, and by 13 percent for civil"
cases during that year, with no significant change in
backlogs for either misderrieanors or juvenile. cases.
Estimates of the number of months required to
process pending cases were: also computed ,br each
type of case, by relating the size of these backlogs to
actual dispositions during the year. These ranged, at
the end of fiscal year 1975, from about three months
for pending misdemeanors and juvenile cases, to
nearly six months for felony cases, and ten months

for civil cases.
The growth in felony case backlogsas well as of

civil case backlogsduring fiscal year 1975. and the
increased disposition time required, thus suggests
that recent employment,growth in the courts has not
been adequateor effectivein coping with the
continuing problem of mounting zaseloads. 19

2. Judicial manpower and ,..ase delay in trial
courts. Since case delay had been identified as one
of the most critical problems of the court system in
recent assessments, the NMS survey of court admin-
istrators included a series of questions concerning
the severity of this problem and its causes in the

TABLE 11-9

Selected Court Caseload Statistics*

Changes in Pending Caseloads, General Jurisdiction
Trial Courts, Fiscal Year 1975

Type
oCase

Number of
Courts

Reporting

Average Pending Caseloads

Rem- End of
ning of

Year
Year

Percent
Change

Felony 830 154 169 - 10

Misdemeanor 432 162 158 -2

Juvenile 501 69 70 + I

Civil 948 943 1064 +13

Estimated Mean Months to Process Pending Cases
Based on Number

Disposed of in Fiscal Year 1975

Type of Case
Beginning'
of Year

End of
Year

Felony 3.3 5.8

MisdeMeanor 3.0 2.9

Juvenile :3.0 3.0

Civil 8.8 10.0

Source: NMS Survey of Slate and Local Trial Courts of General Jurisdiction.
'1976.

courts which they administered. In response to the

question: '. . . how serious a problem is case delay
in the trial courts for which you are administrativ ply

responsible''," 47 percent indicated that they corn id-,
ered case delay a "serious" problem, of whom inlre
than a third indicated that it was "extremely" or
"very serious". An additional 39 percent considered
it a problem but not serious, while 15 percent did not
consider it a problem at all, in their courts. Case
delay appears to be viewed as somewhat less serious
in appellate courts thatifor trial courts (Table 11-10).

The court administrators who identified case delay
as a problem were then. asked to indicate, in their
own words, what they considered to be the single
most serious cause of case delay in their courts. As
shown in Table II-11, tfe^ responses identified a wide
range of contributing factors, including limitations of
court resources, continuance problems and .other
personnel interaction problems. These varied expla-
nations were not unexpected since recent studies
have highlighted that the interactions of judges,
pro-ecutors and defenders and the diverse motives
and problems of each of these key .participants, as
well as the presstes of heavy workloads, all contrib-
ute to continuances and case delays. 20

Insufficient personnelprimarily a shortage of
judge timewas however cited as the most impor-
tant fact& by 28 percent of the 230 administrators
responding to this question. Other responses, such
as inadequate preparation of attorneys, --or general
references to overcrowded dockets, may also have
reflected personnel shortages.

Court administrators were also asked to identify
the types of additional personnel, or staff time that
would "contribute most to reducing unnecessary
delay and achieving the goal of speedy trials" in the

TABLE 11-10

Views of Court Administrators on the Seriousness
of the Problem of Case Delay, 1976

(Percent distribution)

Trial
Courts

Appellate
Courts

Extremely serious ____ 4 8

Very serious 14 8

Moderately serious 29 32

A problem. but not se-
rious 39 28

Not a problem at all 15 24

Total 100 100

(Number of reports) (208) (53)

SourceNMS Executive Survey. 1975,
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TABLE II-11

Opinions of Court Administrators on Most Serious
Cause of Case Delay, /976

1,-.* Use of fklaS
Percent of
All Replies

Total _ 100

Resource shortages: total 46

Insufficient personnel 28

Judges 23

Other personnel 6

Insufficient or inadequate court facilities 3

Nonspecific indicators of resource
shortage 14

Overloaded docket or criminal
calendar 13

Insufficient funds 1

Personnel interaction problems, total 41

Continuance problems 27

Attorneys not prepared 14

Continuances granted without
sufficient reason 13

Scheduling problems (Trials, attorneys.
witnesses) 7

Other personnel interaction problems 7

Time taken for jury selection 5

All other

Note: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
Source: NMS Survey of Court Administrators. 1976, Based on responses from 2(0

eourt administrators.

courts they administer. In response to the question
on types of personnel most needed, 39 percent
identified increased judge time, and an additional 25
percent selected increased prosecution time as most
important. Relatively few considered that an increase
in staff time by the defense counsel or by other court
staff :weed contribute most to reducing case delay.

Finally when court administrators were asked to
identify, from a list of procedural policies, the one
whose adoption would contribute most to reducing
unnecessary delay in the courts they administer,
stricter Control of continuances; was chosen most
frequently by 37 percent, of those who replied. The
adoption or strici-enfOrcement of statutory or regu-
latory, time limits for processing cases was rated next
most frequently as likely to reduce delay. (See Table
II-12.)

Thus the two factors these respondents most
emphasized as influer.,:ing case delay in courts, were
again the amount of judge time available and the
-policy of the court in granting continuances.

3. Prdsecution agencies. The NMS survey of
prosecutors requested information on the attitudes or
judgments of chief prosecutors concerning their agen-
cies' manpower needs, as well as statistics on actual

employment and caseloads for their agencies. The
survey was limited to state and county offices
identified as having criminal prosecution responsibil-
ities, and excluded municipal legal offices as, well as
those state and county offices with civil functions
only.

As a point of departure, executives surveyed were
requested to identify in rank order the "most seri=
ous" manpower problem in their agencies and the
major contributing factor (Table II-13). About 68
percent of the chief prosecutors feported that their
most serious personnel problem was an inadequate
number of authorized positions. The only other
problem category which was identified as most
serious by as many as 10 percent of the respondents
was "inadequate training of personnel."

TABLE 11-12

Opinions of Court Administrators on Procedural
Policies That Would Contribute Most to Reducing

Court Delay, 1976

Percent Responding

Contributes
Most to

Reducing
Delay

Current
Policy

In Effect

Continuance related procedures, total
Strict policy regarding granting of

37

requests for continuances 33 42

Continuances granted with adjourn-
ment to date certain 5 44

Statutory and regulatory time limits
for processing casts, total 21

Revised statutes or regulations on
time !o.process cases 12 36

Strict enforcement of statutory or
regulatory time limits for process-
ing cases 9 34

Revision in jury procedures, total 7

Adoption of optional less than
twelve jury panel system 24

Permitting jury decisions by less
than unanimous vote in certain
cases _ _ 3 18

Revised jury system which is man- .
agement- and"efficiency-oriented 2 28

Increased use of 'pre-trial conferences 10 48

Increased use of administrative pro-
ceedings (i.e., removal of certain
cases from the formal judicial proc-
ess) 10 ` 32

Flexibility in use of judicial manpoWer 8 44

Other ' 6

Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
Source: NMS Survey of Court Administrators. 1976 (Based on 282 responses).
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TABLE 11-13

Prose Claws Responses on Most Serious
Manpower Problem''and or: "Major Factor
Contributing to Most Serious Problem," 1975

Per_ c rrt

Don ibution

Most Serious Personnel Problem:
Inadequate number of authorized

positions
Inability to achieve or maintain

authorized strength
High (excessive) turnover _
Inadequate training of personnel _
Inadequate representation of minorities

or women
Other
Total

Major Contributing Factor:
General budgetary problems
General lack of qUalified applicants _ _

Lack of minority or female applicants _ _

Inadequate levels of compensation
Insufficient funds for training
Limited opportunities fOr advancement
Other
Total

68

6

7

II

7

100

61

1

24
4
2

6

100

Source: NMS.Executive Survey. 1975. Based on responses from 1.178 prosecu
tors. with respect to most serious personnel 'whims

General budgetary problems were cited as the
main contributing factor to these problems by 61
percent of the prosecutors. An additional 24 percent
cited inadequate levers of compensation. Very few
respondents, however, indicated that they had expe-
rienced difficulty in recruitment of qualified appli-
cants at the time of the survey.

Chief prosecutors were also asked to report the
occupational categories in which they currently were
experiencing critical personnel shortages. About 38
percent of the prosecutors reported a critical short-
age of both assistant prosecutors and investigators.

'Fewer executives reported needing clerical personnel
but a sizable proportion (24 percent) also reported_a
critical need for these personnel.

In order to obtain a more quantitativeassesSment
of the exte9t ,of_petceiired manpower needs.; 'chief

.

prosecutors (were requested to estimate: the number
of assistant.pfOsecutiirs needed to "fu,1411- effectively
all the duties and responsibilities" wfth:':which thej.r
agencies were charged. On the ayeragd;. prosecutors
reported a need for:22 percent more assistant prose-

. cutors, when responses were weighted by employ-
ment in each size group. As shown. in Table II-14,

'the percentageincreases in staff reported as needed
varied inversely with agency size, from 19 percent

,20

for agencies with 75 or more employees, to 37
percent for those with fewer than 5 employees. This
pattern is similar to that observed in responses by
other categories of criminal justice agencies.

These "needs- assessments are compared in Ta-
He 11-14 with estimates of employment change in
their agency expected by chief prosecutors for fiscal
year 1976. The average increase projected for fiscal
year 1976 was 6 percent. Large and medium sized
offices expected larger actual employment increases
in fiscal year 1976 than offices with less than 10
employees. When the 'bstimates of needs and ex-
pected growth are applied to total estimated employ- ,

ment of staff attorneys 41.101 prosecution and legal
service offices, they indicated a perceived need for
an additional 4,000 attorneys as compared to, an
estimated actual increase of about 1,200 in fiscal year
1976.

About one-half of the prosecution agencies re-
sponding to the NMS survey on their manpower
needs also provided data on their actual criminal
caseloads in fiscal year 1975. Based on these reports,
three ratios of caseloads per prosecutor employed
were computed. The first was the ratio of felony
cases per prosecutor employed. As shown in Table
11-15, the median felony caseload per prosecutor, for
all 595 agencies reporting these data, was 93 in fiscal
year 1975. Larger agencies, with 10 or more employ-
ees, reported significantly higher felony caseload
ratios than did those_ with fewer than 10 employees.

This initial set of ratios did not make any allow-
ance for other types of criminal caseloads, or fOr

differences among agencies in the proportion of full-
time and part-time personnel. To provide a weighted

TABLE 11-14

Percent Increases in Assistant Prosecutors
Reported as "Needed" by Chief(Prosecutory and
Percent Increases in Employment Etpected in FY

:1976, by Size of Aggncy

Size of Agency
Median Percent

Increase Needed.

Percent
Increase
Expected

All agencies" 22 6

75 employees or more 19 6

25-74 employees ___.._ 20 7

10-24 employees 23 9

5-9 employees 28 5

1-4 employees 37 3

Based on eitecutives' estimates of the number of assistant prosecutors needed
"to effectively fulfill all agency duties and responsibilities." in relation to actual
reported employment.

° Weighted median
Source: NMS Executive Survey, 1976.
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TABLE 11-15

Percent Distribution of Prosecution Agencies by Felony Cases per Prosecutor and by Size of Agency, 1975

Number of ielony
Cases Fer

Size of AgencyNumber of Emplos

Prosecutor. Total 75 or More 25-74 10-24 5-9 1-4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

50 or less 30 I0 19 6 17 37

51 -100- 23 24 14 27 29 21

101 -150 26 43 48 33 29 23

151-200 I0 14 5 15 12 9

201 or more _ _ 11 10 14 19 13 10

Median
(sluMber of re-

ports)

93

(595)

119

(21)

118

(21)

126

(52)

107

(76)

79

(425)

Total number of felony cases divided by total number of prosecutors employed.
Source NMS Executive Survey.

caseload measure for all major categories of criminal
cases handled by prosecution offices, a workload
measure referred to as "felony equivalent cases"
was constructed by assigning the following weighting
factors to non-felony cases: misdemeanors .375;
juvenile cases: .750 and appeals, 6.0. In the absence
of representative data on the relative amount of *Staff
time required for these categories of cases, the
Weights used were adapted from those recommended
for defender agencies by the National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals. The result of this procedure, as shown in the
second column of Table 11-16, was to widen the
relative disparity in caseload ratios among agencies
in the various size groups. Based on this measure,
the median felony equivalent caseload per prosecutor
was 340 for agencies with 10 or more employees, or

more than twice as great as the caseload of 154 per
prosecutor for agencies with less than 5 employees.

The third set of ratios makes a further adjustment
for the lower .average hours worked peE week by
part-time prosecutors or staff attorneys. This meas-
ure of full-time equivalent cases per full-time equiva-
lent prosecutor tends to narrow somewhat the,icase-
load differential between large and small offices.
NeN ertheless, the larger agencies, those with 10 or
mot e e-oployees, had criminal caseloads per em-
plo)w nearly twice as great as those computed for
the smallest agenCies, i e. with fewer than five
employees.

In the absence of any established caseload stand--
ards for prosecutors, the above data cannot be used
to assess total manpower needs of these agencies.
The implication of the above comparisons is, how-

.

TABLE 11-16

Fe'ony Cases and Felony Equivalent Cases per Prosecutor and Full-Time Equivalent Prosecutor, by Size of
Ag ency,.State and County Prosecution Agencies, 1975

Size of Agency
Number of Employees)

Felony Cases
Per Prosecutor

Median
Number of
Reports

Felony Equivalent
Cases Per Prosecutor.

Felony Equivalent Cases
Per FullTime Equivalent.

Prosecutor°

M than
Number of
Reports.

Median
Number of
Reports.

Total 93 595 178 499 280 281.

10 or more 121 94 340 68 390 60

5-9 107 76 225 61 330 57

1-4 79 425 .154 370 206 164

!.Weighted average of felony. misdemeanor, juvenile and appeals cases. Felony cases. misdemeanors, juvenile cases. and appeals given weights of 1. .375 'and 6

'respectively.
Weighted average of full-time and part-time prosecutors.
The number of reports is reduced because of item non response as each additional item of information is added to thecalculations. Thus the drop-off in the number of

reports in the final columns is due to the omission by many respondents of the number of hours worked per week by part-time prosecutors.

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.
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ever, that the larger prosecution offices have a larger
relative need for additional staff attorneys to handle
their criminal caseloads than do the small offices.
This finding is consistent with the projections of
employment growth in fiscal year 1976, by agency
size, shown in Table 11-14, which indicated higher
growth rates for agencies with 10 or more employees
than for smaller agencies. It is not e-nsistent,
however, with the results of responses by prosecu-
tors to the question on the total requirement for
assistant prosecutors in their agencies, which indi-
cated an inverse relationship between agency size
and the percentage increase in prosecution staff
needed. In view of the possibility of some systematic
response bias to the latter question, we are'inclined
to give greater credence to the combined evidence
from our caseload analysis and from the responses
to the question on actual employment growth, both
of which suggest that staff shortages are most severe
in the prosecution agencies which serve our larger
cities and metropolitan areas.

4. Indigent defense services. The NMS survey of
public defenders was limited to publicly administered
state and local defender agencies, thus, excluding
those organizations performing indigent defense serv-
ices on a contractual basis. As in the case of the
prosecutor survey, public defenders were queried
concerning their agency's manpower needs, and
provided related caseload and employment data.
. Chief defenders were asked, initially, to identify
the most serious manpower problems in their agency
and the major factor contributing to this proNem. In
response to these questions, 75 percent indicated
that an inadequate number of authorized positions
was their most serious personnel problem, and a
virtually identical percentage identified "general
budgetary problems" .as the major contributing fac-
tor. These proportions were the highest in any of the
seven NMS surveys of executives for the major
sectors of criminal justice agencies. As shown in
Table II-17, hone of the other specified problem
areas were identified,as "most serious" by as many
as 10 percent Of the respondents.

Respondents were requested in another series of
questions to assess how well their office was comply-
ing with recent Supreme Court decisions requiring
defendants who .may recekve a jail sentence on
conviction to have the opportunity of counsel.
Nearly one-fourth (23 percent indicated that their
agency was fully complying with this requirement.
An additional 44 percent reported "adequate caliph-
ance." However, 23 percent reported "minimum
compliance" only, while 9 'percent stat4 that their

22

TABLE 11-17

Chief Defender Responses on "Most Serious
Manpower Problem'. and on "Major Factor

. Contributing to Most Serious Problem." I9?5

/ Porcent
Di.trihution

M6st Serious Personnel F'roblem:
Inadequate number of authorized

positions 75

Inability co achieve or maintain
authorized strength 6

High (excessive) turnover 3'
!nadequate training of personnel 9

Inadequate: representation of minorities
or women 1 4

Other 3

-Total 100

Number of reports (239)

Major Contributing Factor:
General budgetary problems 74

General lack of qualified applicants
Lack of minority or female applicant's
Inadequate levels of compensation 8

Insufficient funds for training 5

Limited opportunites for advancement
Other 10

Total 100

Number of reports (23 )

Less than :5 percent.
Note: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1973.

office was not even able to -achieve. minimum com-
pliance with this requirement.

All defenders, other than those who reported that
their agencies were already in full compliance with
these requirements, were then requested to estimate
the number of assistant defenders needed to achieve
full compliance. On the average,, they reported a
need for 23 percent More defenders for this purpose.
If this figure is adjusted for the proportion who ,felt
that their existing staff was Sufficient for full compli-
ance with the Supreme Court requirements, this_;
percentage increase is reduced to 18 percent. At the
same time, defenders reported that actual employ-
ment of assistant defenders in their offices would
increase by an average of about 7 percent in fiscal
year 1976, or by about two-fifths of the increase
reported as needed to fully meet Supreme Court
requirements for indigent defense in their jurisdic-
tions. These comparisons, by size a agency, are
shown in Table 11-18.

In addition to reliance on these subjective assess-
ments by heads of defender- offices,. two ',alternative
approaches were used in estimating defender man-
power needs. The first consisted of comparing actual



TABLE 11-1K.

Percein Increases in the Number of Assistant
Defenders Reported as Needed" byChief

Defenders to Fully Comply with Supreme Court
Requirements- and Percent Increases in

Employment &peered in FY 1976, by Size of
Agency

Median Percent
Increase Needed'

Percent Increase
Eapected

25 employees or more _ _ 24 8

10-24 6

5-9 30 6

1-4 4 2

All agencies° 23 7

Number of reports (1661 (143)

Based on reports (rum alter not in "full compliance with Supreme Coun
decisions.

Weighted median.
Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1.775.

caseloads per defender with standards proposed by
the National Advisory Commission on Crithinal
Justice Standards and Goals. The NAC had recom-
mended, in Standard 13.12, that defenders should
haveaverage annual workloads of no more than 150
felonies, and also specified equivalents in workloads,
for misdemeanors, juvenile cases and appeals., Using
the latter weighting factors, the actual felony equiva-
lent caseload per full-time equivalent defender was
found to be 192 in fiscal year 1975, for a limited

TABLE 11-19

Percent Distribution of State and Local Indigent
Defense Agencies by Number of Felony and Felony

Equivalent Cases per Defender, 1975

AnnuarCases Per Defender
0 Felony

Cases

Per
Defender

Felony
Equivalent
Cases Per
Defender"

Felons
Equivalent
Cases Per

Full-Time
Equivalent
Defender°

Percent Distribution:
25 or less 10 4 4

26-50 16 3 0

51-100 29 16 6

. 101-150 21 22 19

i 151-200 12 20 . 25

201-300 10 20 31

300 or more 2 15 15

Total 100 100 100

Median cases per de-
fender 91 164 192

(Number of reports) (116) (112). (48)

Weighted average of felony. misdemeanor. juvenile, and appeals cases.
'Weighted average of full-time and part.time defenders.
Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.

,sample. of 48 defender agencies, which reported all
the needed data for this computation (Table 11-19).
This is about 28 percent greater tf,an the standard
proposed by the NAC. it must be emphasized that
this small sample is not necessarily representative of'
all defender agencies. The results may understate the
actual caseloads per defender to the' extent that
better staffed agencies were more likely to maintain
the necessary caseload data and to respond to the
NMS survey. Moreover, the felony equivalent m_ eas.-
ure represents less than the total workload of these
agencies. It excludes activities such as representation
at probation/parc,le revocation hearings, mental
health commitment hearings, and defense of criminal
ordinance violations, which are engaged into some
extentby a large proportion of reporting agencies.
Thus, the "true- workload per full-time defense
attorney, in these agencies is likely to be somewhat
above 7the 192 felony equivalent cases per year,
shown in Table 11-19, and somewhat more than 28
percent in excess' of the N.A.C. standard of -150
cases per year.

The above estimates relate to the caseloads and
staffing needs of public indigent defense agencies
only. A more comprehensive approach should con-
sider total requirements for legal counsel for defense
of indigents, whether these are provided by public
agencies, by contract or by assigned counsel- proce-
dures. Such estimates were developed by the Na-
tional Legal Aid am Defense Association (NLADA)
in its 1973 study of n.digent defense activities. The
NLADA analysis was pi:smised on the provision of
attorney services to indigent in accordance with the
National Advisory Commissit, Standards 13.1 and
13.12. Standard 13.1 states:

Public representation shout I be made avail-
able to all eligible defendar ts in al', criminal
cases at their request. . . beginning at the
time the individual eithe, is arrested or is
requested to participa ,.. in an investigation
that has focused on him as a likely sus-
pect. 21

Standard 13.12 states:

. . . that defender caseloads per attorney
should not exceed more than 150 felony
cases per year, or 400Jnisdemeanor cases,
or 200 juvenile cases or 25 appeals. 22

,Considering only the requirements for representa-
tion of -indigents in felony and non-traffic misde-
meanor trials and direct appeals, and in juvenile
delinquency cases for.-;,actions which would be a
crime if committed by an'adult, the NLADA study
estimated a need for about 17,300 staff attorneys in
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defender agencies (public and contract) for the de-
fense of indigents.'" When further allowances are
made for requirements for counsel following convic-
tion, and in other types of eases which may result in
confinement, such as certain traffic offenses and
mental commitment hearings, the estimated overall
requirement for defenders increased to_about 28,000
full -time equivalent attorneys; in defender agencies.

Finally, these computations assume that about
one-fourth of the total indigent defense caseload will
continue to be handled by assigned counsel systems.
The latter would require the equivalent of an addi-
tional 9,000 full-time attorneys, thus raising the total
full-time indigent defense counsel requirement to
37,000. This itotal is about six times as great as the
estimated actual number of full-time equivalent law-
yers engaged in indigent defense activities in 1974.
The latter estimate, of 6,300 tictudes 3,300 defenders
and assistant defenders in Oublic defenders offices
and 3,000 private defense attorneysboth on'a full-

-, -
time equivalent basis.

The above approaches have clearly yielded widely
divergent estimates of defender manpower needs.
Responses by defenders in public indigent defense
agencies to the NMS survey indicated that only an
increase of,18 percent in staff attorneys was needed
by these agencies to fully compty with recent Su-
preme Court decisions. The analysis of caseloads per
attorney for a small sample of these agencies, in
relation to standards recommended by the NAC,
yielded a somewhat higher estimate, in excess of 28
percent. In contrast, the NLADA estimates of the

tOtal "universe of need" for defender services indi-
cated a requiremeilt for a six fold increase in
,defenders, on a full-time equivalent basis.

Several factors Probably contribute to this gross
disparity. The major one appears to be" that -the
44LADA analysis of requirements is based on the
proposed standard providing that all indigents
charged with a felony, misdemeanor or with juvenile
delinquency are to be represented from the time of
arrest. This standard is more inclusive than that
required by recent Supreme Court decisions, with
respect to the less serious offenses. Many arrested
indigents do not receive representation at time of
arrest and subsequently receive representation only
if ittppears that a jail or prison sentence may result
from a conviction.24 Additionally, indigents r lay
waive their right to counsel without a full understand-
ing of the significance of the action. There is a
significant fall off in the number of persons charged
with a crime, especially those charged with misde-
meanors, in these early stages.

24

The chief (lefrnders. or their part, appeared to
have adopted a considerably narrower interpretation
of their roles: In its 1973 study, the NLADA found
that 36 perCent of defender agencies provided cotin-
sel for all indigent misdemeanor defendants; 39
percent provided counsel only if the offense was
punishable by jail; 18 percent only if the judge
believed he would impose a jail sentence if the
defendant was found to be guilty and 6 percent
provided cour,e1 only if the prosecutor would seek
a jail sentence." To the extent that the carent local,
practice tends to keep marginal cases of indigency,
or marginal cases of required representation, from
becoming a workload for the defender or assigned
counsel, the needs for additional staff as perceived
by chief defenders may reflect a more limited view
of the extent to-which services are to be provided,
than the one used by NLADA in its calculations of
the universe of need for defender services.

F. Summary
Earlier in this chapter we cited a pnwailing con-

sensus among informed observers, to the effect that.
the Nation's adjudicative system was severely over-
loaded and thatin addition to other essential

and better-qualified personnel
were needed in all the major categories of agencies
comprising thiS system. These assessments were
based on observed conditions prevailing at various
times during the preceding ten year period, and
reflected particularly the needs and problems of
some of our larger metropolitan Areas, which hal)
borne the brunt of rapidly rising crime rates:

One of the central prOblems addressed by most of
these preceding studies was the need for organiza--
tional reform and for introduction of morn manage-
mint methods into the judicial process system. A
symptom of this condition is the virtual absence of
comprehensive 'illa on agency workloads, which are
essential for any systematic assessment'of manpower
needs. The National Manpower Survey was 'able to
develop such data for partialand not necessarily
represe tative samplesof courts, prosecution and
indigent defense agencies, in addition to obtaining
judgn ents of agency administrators on their per:
cei,.ed -manpower needs. These materials, and collat
eral information cited in this chapter-although still
far from adequatewarrant the. following tentative
conclusions:

Between 1970 and 1974 employment in judicial
process agencies increased at a somewhat more



rapid rate than did the growth in crime-related
caseloads, as measured ny such partial indica-
tors as The number of charges for Part I and
Part II offenses ana juvenile delinquency case
dispositions. The relatively slow increase in
both misdemeanor charges and juvenile, delin-
quency cases suggests, particularly, some pos-
sible amelioration in the heavy pressures upon
the lower, or limited jurisdiction courts during
this period. ,

Nevertheless, felony case backlogs, as well as
civil case backlogs, in courts of general jurisdic-
tion increased significantlyby 10 percent and
O. percent-respectivelyin fiscal year 1975.
based on NMS survey reports. The estimated
average period of time required to process the
felony backlogs, estimated at about six months,'
provides 'one indicator of the large gap remain-
ing in many court systems, between existing
court capabilities and the norms specified in

most speedy trial 1avAwhich typically provide
for a total elapsed'period of 60 or 90 days, from

initial filing to trial.

Nearly one-half of all court administrators re-
sponding to the NMS survey, also reported that
case 'delay. was L serious problem in their
courts. Only about one fourth of these specifi-
cally-identified insufficient judicial personnel as
the most important contributing factor, while
others cited a variety of resource shortages and
of procedural and peronnel interaction prob-
lems. These responses reinfocce collateral re-
search findings to the effect that the accomplish-
ment of speedy trial objectives requires an
integrated management strategy -and that provi-
sion of additional personnel alone may be a
necessarybut not sufficie.acondition, for re-
ducing case delay in many court systems.

Responses by chief prosecutors to questions
concerning their agencies' manpower needs, as

. well as analysis of caseload ratios per prosecu-
tor, indicate substantia' needs for additional
staff attorneys. Felony equivalent caseloads
averaged 340 per full-time prosecutor in agen-
cies with 10 or more employees, of nearly twice
as great as in small offices, with less :than 5
employees. This finding, in combination with
the continued heavy reliance upon part-time
attorneys in the smaller agencies, reinforces the
need for both additional prosecution manpower
and for more effective use of available re-
sources, through consolidation of small offices,

0

Although three-fourths of all public defenders
responding to the NMS survey identified per-
sonnel shortages as their most critical man-
power problem, estimates of additional defender
requirements vary widely, depending upon the
criteria employed One approach, based on
defender responses to a query concerning, staff
needs to assure full compliance with recent
Supreme Court decisions, resulted in an esti-
mated need for an increase of 18 percent in
defender staffs in these agencies. However, a
broader construction of the defender role, based
on early involvement of defenders in all cate-
gories of cases involving a possibility of confine-
ment, resulted in an estimated six-fold increase
in defender staffing needs.
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CHAPTER III. THE OUTLOOK FOR. EMPLOYMENT IN JUDICIAL

PROCESS AGENCIES: MANPOWER PROJECTIONS TO 1985 /
Introduction

One of the major tasks of the National Manpower
Survey is to 'project future personnel needs of state
and local. criminal justice agencies, by' occupation,
for a 10-year period to 1985. These projections and
related estimates of recruitment and training needs
are in turn designed to assist in determining the
relative priorities for academic- and training assist-
ance among various sectors and occupations in the
criminal justice system.

`The estimates presented in this chapter portray the
\(probable future trends in employment of judicial

ocess personnel. They are not an attempt to
estimate "optimal' requirements for such personnel.
A goals-oriented manpower projection for judicial
manpower'is neither considered practicable nor real-
istic as'a basis for program planning.

The initial 'section of this chapter describes the
.basic assumptions, or scenario, which served as the
basis for the manpower projections. (The more
technical methodology, including a description of the
National Planning Association's Criminal Justice
Manpower Projections Model, is presented in Vol-
ume VI, Criminal JusticerManpower Planning.)

The second section presents the NPA prbjections
of judicial process employment, by agency category
and occupation.

The third section reviews a number of specific
issues or trends affecting judicial process agencies
and separately assesses their possible manpower
implications;

B. The Projection Scenario

The basic premise underlying the NPA Manpower
Projection model is that the future demand for
adjudication and other criminal justice services will
be largely determined by two key factors, in addition
to population growth. These.are: (I) the future trend
in crime rates, and (2) trends in the growth of total
budget, or fiscal capacity, of state and local govern-
ments, as measured by their projected total expendi-

tures for all purposes. In other words, as in the case
of the demand for other products or services, the
future need for criminal justice services and the
community's willingness or ability to pay for these
services will jointly affect future employment trends.

Both crime rates and the levels of government
spending are, in turn, influenced by a large number
of social, economic, and institutional factors. In the
case of crime rates, recent analyses of criminal
behavior, in contrast to earlier criminological studies,
have attempted to interpret most forms of crime
within a rational decision-making framework: individ-
uals are more likely to pursue criminal careers,
rather than legal activity, if the economic returns
from crime are perceived to be better than the
alternatives available to them, after allowing for the
risks entailed in, criminal activity. Thus, those who
are poor, unemployed and economically disadvan-
taged are more prone to engage in crimes such as
robbery because they have less to risk and because
their alternative ways of earning a livelihood are so
restricted. Large urban)centers, which include both
concentrations of poor/ minority populations as well
as concentrations of wealthi.e., "crime Npportuni-
ties----are thus more prone to higher crime rates
than are smaller, more homogenous, middle-class
communities. Youth, and particularly disadvantaged
youth, are much; more crime proneboth because
they have the highest unemployment rates and the
most limited earnings potential in legal pursuits, and
because they a're more likely to take risks than more,
mature indiv/iduals. However, to the extent that
criminal justice agencies increase the risks of appre-
hension and punishment, they increase the "costs"
of criminal /activity and serve to deter crime.

The above analysis suggests some of the key
variablesithat may affect future crime trends. Among
them are future trends in the level of general
economic opportunity, as measured by ::rich factors
as the unemployment rate and per capita income,
trends in the proportion of youth in the population,
and trends in the concentration of population in
urban areas. In addition, community investments in

4 1.
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judicial process and other criminal justice agencies
can affect these trends to the extent that they
increase the probab4ties that those apprehended will
be dealt with promptly and fairly. These and similar
variables have all been found to contribute signifi-
cantly to an explanation of variations in reported
crime rates.

Among these factors, one of the most important
and predictable is the proportion of youth in our
population. The-sharp escalation. of crime rates in the
mid-1960's coincided with the "coming of age" of
the large, post-World War II, baby-bo:oin generation.
During these years, juveniles and younger adults
accounted for large and growing share of those
apprehended for many categories of serious crime.
The outlook now is for a reversal. o9 this trend. In
to past decade and a half, rapid growth in the
number of youths and young adults, aged 15-24
years, increased that group from 13.4 percent of the
population in 1960 to 18.7 percent in 1974. This
proportion will stabilize in the period '197.1-80, and
will drop significantly to 16.4 percent' by 1985.

Another derriographic factoithe proportion of
our population concentrated in metropolitan areas
is also expected to decline, resulting eventually in a
lower crime rate. Over a period of decades, the
proportion of .our population concentrated in large

.metropolitan areas-, has steadily grownand these
areas have' experienced the highest crime rates. This
pattern now appears to have been reversed. In the
1970's the proportion of the population living in
SMSA's has declined steadily ',tom 68.6 percent in

1970 to 67.2 percent in 1974. A continuation of the

recent decline is assumed in our scenario. This
population shift may he accompanied by growing
crime rates in outlying areasa pattern already
suggested by recent trends in crime statistics.' How-
ever, in view .very sharp 'differenCes in crime
rates among communities of different sizes, the net
effect is expected to Oe favorable.

Other factors affecting the future demand for
criminal justice services can be projected with much
less confidence than the demographic trends de-
scribed above. The most critical of these is the future
state of the nation's economy. The overall level of
economic activity, as measured by such statistics as
the gross national product (GNP), has a direct impact
on governmental tax revenues and hence on the
ability of state and local governments to expand
public employment. It also has a significant effect
upon crime rates, in view of the observed direct
relationship between unemployment and crime.
However, despite the development of increasingly
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sophisticated economic models, any long-term pro-
jections of the nation's economy are subject to large
potential error, simply because they entail numerous
assumptions concerning future national fiscal and
economic policies. as well as international economic
and political conditions.

The economic scenario followed in the NMS
manpower projections is based on the National
Economic Projections Series of the National Plan-
ningfling Association. These projections provide short-
term forecasts of probable economic trends to 1980

and are designed to portray an attainable growth
path for the economy beyond 1980, resulting in
relatively full employment by 1985. The short-term
economic outlook provides for a relatively low
average GNP growth rate of 2.7 percent annually (in
constant dollars) during the period 1974 -SO. reflecting
only partial recovery from the 1974-76 recession.
This is followed by a substantially higher GNP
growth rate of 4.2 percent annually during the period
1980-85. concurrent with a projected reduction in the
unemployment rate from about 7 percent in 1980 to
5 percent in 1985.

The above demographic and economic trends
imply the following outlook foe the key controlling
va.iables affecting prospective judicial process
agency employment:

The crime rate, as measured by the FBI Index
for Serious (Part I) Offenses, is expected to
continue to grow between 1974 and 1980 due,
in part, to the continued high average unem-
plc vment levels projected tor this period. Its
pn ijected average growth rate of 1.8 percent per
year between 1974 and 1980 is much lower than
for recent periods, however, as a result of the
stabilization of the proportion of youth in the
population. A significant decline in the crime
rate is projected for the period 1980-85, at a
rate of -3.9 percent annually, reflecting mainly
the combined effect of the reduction in the
proportion of youth in the population and the
assumed reduction in unemployment. Other
factors contributing to the anticipated decline in
the crime rate are the p.-,jected increase in
criminal justice expenditur- s and employment
(discussed below) and the likely trend towards
a reduction in the proportion of the total poptil
lation living in metropolitan areas.
Total state and local expenditures, the index of
the general ability of these governments to pay
for criminal justice services, are projected to
grow at a relatively low annual rate of 3.3



percent between 1974 and 1980, in constant
dollars. This is a continuation of the slow rate
of increase experienced in recent years. For
example, these expenditures gi'ew at an annual
rate of 5.0 percent between 1965 and 1970, in
constant dollars, reflecting the growing revenues
of state and local governments during the latter
period, rising costs, and growing community
demands for a wide range of public services.
The rate slowed to 3.2 percent in 19717-74, and
approximately the same rate is projected'
through 1980. A more rapid growth of these
expenditures, at a rate of 4.8 percent per year,
is projected for 1980-85, reflecting the assumed
recovery to a high employment economy by the
latter year.
Criminal justice expenclitutev by state mul local
,governments, for all categories of criminal jus-
tice agencies are projected to increase by 52
percent,- in constant dollars, between 1974 and
1985. A growth rate of 4.3 percent per year is
projected between 1974-80. Thisn'ate of growth
is considerably higher than the ilfojected growth
rate of 3.3 percent for total state and local
expendituresreflecting the effect of the contin-
ued growth in crime rates and the consequent
high priority assigned by most communities to
law enforcement. and related services. During
the 1980-85 period, the projected growth in
criminal justice expenditures is expected to
decrease to 3.5 percent per year. Despite the
projected annual growth in total state and local
expenditures of 4.8 percent during this period, a
lower projectecUcrime rate is expected to reduce
the growth in demand for criminal justice serv-
ices during this period.

C. Employment Projections
In addition to the effect of the projected overall

trends in crime rates and governmental expenditures,
described above, the outlook for employment in the
judicial process agencies will be influenced by a
number of more specific trends for each of the major
categories of agencies. The aggregate prOjections of
employment for these agenciesas a share of total
projected criminal justice employmentas well as
the growth trends for specific categories of agencies,
were based primarily on trends during the' period

'1971-74. As shown in Table 111-1, employment in
the judicial process sector, as a whole, had increased
by 25 percent during this period, from 140,000 to

about 175,000, in terns of full-time equivalentsa
significantly more rapid growth rate than for other
major categories of criminal justice agencies. This
compares with increase; of 18 percent in correctional
agencies and 14 percent in law enforcement agencies
over the same period. The relatively rapid growth
rate in the judicial process sector reflected both the
continued growth in adjudicative workloads ddring
this period, and increased public emphasis upon the
need to reduce case delay, resulting from the past
growth in case backlogs. Supreme Court decisions
which broadened the requirement for provision of
counsel to indigent offenders, as well as a sharply
growing volume of civil litigationincluding such
relatively new areas as 'consumer protection and
environmental protectionalso contributed to, this
cverall empk vment growth.

The NMS employment projections provide for
continued relatively rapid employment growth of
judicial pl'ocess agencies to 1985. Total full-time
equivalent employment in this sector is expected to
increase by- 62 percent, from 115,000 in 1974 to
283,000 in 1985, as compared to a projected employ-
ment growth of 43 percent for all categories of law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies. The proj-
ected annual rate of growth will, however, decline
from 7.8 percent, in 1971-74, to 5.3 percent in 1974-
80 and 3.5 percent in 1980-85, due to the combined
effects of fiscal constraints upon state and local
governments and the projected slowdown in crime
rates, particularly, between 1980 and 1985. The
projections for each of the major categories of
adjudicative, agencies are summarized, separately,
beloW.

I. Courts. Employment in all state and local courts
is projected to increase by 54 percent, from 118,000
full-time equivalent employees in 1974, :o 183,000 in
1985. The overall rate of employment growth, in the
courts, is expected to be lovsier than for prosecution
and indigent defense agencies., based on trends
during the 1971-74 period. As sho\wn in Table III 2,
the most rapid employment growth is projected for
appellate level and general jurisdiction courts, with
much lower rates of employment increase anticipated
for the limited jurisdiction courts. The lower courts
are expected to increase their employment at an
average annual rate of 2.9 percent between 1974 and

1985, as compared to projected growth rates of 5.4
percent for general jurisdiction courts and 6.5 percent
for appellate courts.

The relatively. slow employment growth antici-
pated for limited jurisdiction courts is associated with
two trends, discussed in more detail later in this
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TABLE III-1

Employment in State and Local Judicial Process Agencies:
.Actual: 1971, 1974; Projected: 1980, 1985

Type of Agency

Employment 10001

Actual Projected Percent Change
Annual Growth

Rate

1971 1974 1980 1983
1971-
1974

1974-
1985

1971-
1974

,1974-
1980

1986-
togs

Total 139.6 174.7 237.9 282.5 25 62 7.8 5.3 3,5

Courts _ 99.7 118.4 154.8 182.6 19 54 5.9 4.6 3.4

Prosecution And legal
services 34.1 45.4 66.0 78.8 33 74 10.0 6.4 3.6

Indigent defense° 5.7 11.3 17.1 21.1 98 87 25.6 7.1 4.3

Eltatrime equivalents.
Includes both public employees and estimated number of persons providing

publicly-funded defender sercices on a contract basis or as assigned counsel, in full -9

equivalents,
Sources: Actual employment from LEAAJCensus. Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Janice Syttem, 1971. 1974, and NMS estimate for total indigent

defense employment. Projected employment from NMS model. 1See test and Volume VI, Criminal Justice Manpower Planning).

chapter. The first is the relatively slow recent growth
in caseloads associated with Part II offenses, and in
juvenile delinquency cases, which-in combination
have accounted for a major portion of lower court
workloads. In part, these result from revisions in
arrest policies and practices, resulting in de jure or

de facto decriminalization of certain categories of
offenses, such as public drunkenness. In part, they
reflect increased reliance upon pre-trial diversion
programs, particularly for juveniles and other first
offenders.

The second trend has been the continued move-
ment towards consolidation or unification of lower-
level courts. During the .971-43 period, foe: states
abolished their lower courts by integration of their
functions into the general jurisdiction courts, two
states moved toward creation of a single tier of lower
courts and four states reduced the number of lower

courts. One the ovjectives of these reorganizations
has been to achieve increased efficiencies in utiliza-
tion of court manpower. Available evidence indicates
that this has in fact resulted. An analysis of zmploy7
ment trends between 1971 and 1974 indicates that
state court systems which had achieved higher levels
of unification of their court systems experienced
significantly lower rates of employment growth in

their courts of limited jurisdiction during thisveriod
than did other states (Table 111-16). Thus; the
employment projection for these, courts assumes a
continuation of this trend in the period 1974-1985.

The overall growth in courts employment is likely,
to be accompanied by a significant increase in the
ratio of support personnel to judges, if recent trends
persist. Between 1971 and 1974 the ;lumber of judges
in \general jurisdiction courts grew at about half the
rate of total employment in these courts. Similarly,

TABLE 111-2

Employment in State and Local Courts, by Type of Court:
Actual: 1971, 1974; Projected: 1980, 1985

(Full-time equivalents in thousands)

Actual Projected
Average Annual
Growth Rates

1971 1974 1980 1985
Actual

1971-74

Projected
1974-85

Total _, 99.7 118.4 154.8 182,6 5.9 4.0

. Appellate courts - 3.3 4.4 6.7' 8.8 10.1 6.5

General jurisdiction courts 34.3 43.5 62.1 77.5 8.2 5.4

Limited jurisijiction courts 48.5 54.8 66.5 74.8 4.2 2.9

I

Sources: Data for)471 and 1974 are from 1.EAA.Census. httndit:ire and hMplorment Data for the Criminal -lattice Sttm.
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TABLE 111-3

Actual and Projected Employment of Judges and Support Personnel
in.Appeltitte and General Jurisdiction Courts, 1974-85

Employment

Actual` Projected

Percent

40' Change

1974-85

gif

Average Annual
Growth
(Percent)

1974-80, 1980-85

1974 1980 1985.,

Appellate and general
jurisdiction courts 47,800 68.800 86,200 80 6.3 4.6

Judges 6,160 7,480 8.380 36 3.3 2.3

Support personnel 41.640' 61,230 77,820 87 6.4 4.9

Total employment from LEAA Espendltures and Employment Data far the Criminril Justice System. 1974. Includes an estimate for generaljurisdiction courts, based on

reports from 312 large counties.
Number of judges based on Council of State Governments. State Court Systems Revised 1974. April 1974. includes an estimate to adjust to an October 31.1974 date.

the number of judges in appellate courts grew at
about one-fourth the rate of total employment. A
number. of factors probably contributed to the slower
growth of judges than of support personnel. Judicial
positions usually are established by state.legislatures
and require passage. of new legislation which is
frequently a slow process. Consequently, with the
growth in workloads and pressure for speedy trials,
adjustments were more easily made by increasing
the number of parajudicial and of administrative and
other support personnel, to facilitate improved cal-
endar management and to accomplish better utiliza-
tion of available judicial manpower. Based on an
assumption that these trends will continue in the
1974-85 period, the ratio of support personnel per
judge in general jurisdiction and appellate courts is
'expected to increase from less than 7:1, in 1974, to
more than 9;1, in 1985. Employment of judges in
appellate and general jurisdiction trial courts is
expected to grow from about 6,200 in 1974 to 8,400
in 1985 or by 36 percent, as compared to a growth of
87 percent in support personnel over this period.

2. Prosecution cv-,! legal services. Total full-time
equivalent employment in state and local prosecution
and legal service agencies is expected to increase
from 45,400 in 1974 to 78,800 in 1985 (Table 111-4).
The projected growth rate; between 1974-85, of 5.1
percent annually, is expected to be about half as
great as that experienced between 1971-74, mainly
because of the anticipated slow down in growth of
the crime rate. Growth of state-level prosecution and
legal service agencies is projected at a more rapid
rate than for cou.ity or city agencies, in line with the
more rapid growth of the former agencies betweel,
1971 and 1974. By 1985, state governmen't agencies
are expected to account for about 31 percent of all

personnel in this function, as compared to 26 percent
in 1974.

The more rapid growth of state-level agencies
appears to be due to a combination of factors.
Although local government agencies still bear the
primary responsibility fur- criminal prosecution in all
but a few states, there has been a trend towards
strengthening of the role of the state's attorney
general; in coordination or supervision of certain
local prosecution activities and in provision of tech-
nical assistance or training. Thus, the number of
state attorneys assigned Specifically to crime units
rose by 62 percent., froth about 390 in 1972 to 630 in
1975, according to a survey by .the National Associ-,
ation of Attorneys Genera1.2 However, attorneys in
crime units still represented only 15 percent of all
attorneys employed in cthese state agencies in 1975.
A major r on of the recent increase appears due,
th, ,ic, to rapid expansion of employment in state
I service courts concerned with civil functions,

such activities as consumer protection,

TABLE 111-4

Employment in State and Local Prosecution and
Legal Services Agencies: Actual, 1971, 1974;

Projected, 1980, 1985

FullTime Equivalent
Employment (000)

Average, Annual
Growth Rates

1971 1974 1980 1985 1971-74 1974-85

Total ____ 34.1 45.4 66.0 78.8 10.1 5.1

State 11.8 19.2 24.3 13.4 6.8

' al 26.0 33.6 46.8 54.5 8.9 4.5

Source: Data for 1971 and from Census/LEA A. Espendltures 'ond Employment
boric !Or Criminal Justice Agencies. Estimates for 1980 and 1985 from the NMS
Projection Model of th.t Criminal Justice System.
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environmental protection and anti-trust units. A
continuation of these trends is assumed in the
projections to 1985.

The occupational projection for prosecution and
legal services agencies was based on recent trends in
growth of legal and nonlegal (support) staffs and on
responses to the NMS surveys. Chief prosecutOrs
responding to the. NMS executive survey indicated
an expected increase of 5.9 percent in their employ-
ment of attorneys and a 5.5 percent increase in
support personnel for 1975-76. During the three-year
period between 1972 and 1975, the number of
attorneys in state attorneys general offices grew at a
faster annual rate than employment of support per-.
sonnel, At the local level the occupational distribu-
tion is assumed to remain the same as 1974.

The resulting occupational projections for all state
and local prosecution and legal services agencies
indicate a relatively rapid growth in employment of
attorneys as prosecutors or assistant prosecutors or
performing other legal duties, from 19,300 in 1974 to

about 37,000 in 1985, or by more than 90 percent,
whereas support categories of personnel, including
investigative, clerical, paralegal, and other staff, are
expected to, experience an employment growth of
about 50 percent during this period (Table 111-5).

3. Indigent ddense activities In 1974, approxi-
mately 6,000 employees were reported as directly
employed in public defender agencies on a full-time
equivalent basis. However, many more individuals,
were employed to provide 'defense services either
through. Some 'form of contractual agreement or
assigned counsel systeiff Based on reported total
expenditures for indigent defense in 1974, and on the
assumption that contract personnel received the
same average earnings as those employed direc'tly in
public indigent defense agencies, it is estimated that

TABLE 111-5 \

Occupational Distribution of Employment in
Prosecution and Legal Services: 1974, 1980, 1985

( Full-time equivalent employees, in thousands)

Actual
1974

Projected Percent
Change
I974N51980 i9g5

Total 4,400 66,000 78,800 73.6

Prosecutors and
other attorneys 19,300 30,200 37.100 92.2

Invstigaiors _ _ 7,1(X) 9,7(X) 11,100 56.3

Paralegals 1,100 1.5(X) 1.700 54.5

Clerical 14,2(X) 19,500 22,400 57.7

Other 3,7(X) 4,900 5.6(X) 51.4
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the services of an additional 5,000 full-time equiva-
lent individuals were provided to state and local
defender agencies in 1974 through contractor or
assigned counsel arrangements.

In 1972, the Argersinger vs. Hamlin decision
mandated that indigent misdemeanor and petty of-
fenders could/ not be subjected to imprisonment if
found guilty, unless they had been afforded the
opportunity of having legal counsel. The provision of
counsel to indigent offenders who fall within these
Supreme Court guidelines becomes a public respon-
sibility. Recent employment patterns are of particular
interest, then, to the extent that they provide an
indication of the directions in which defender agen-
cies are moving and the pace at which employment
is growing to accommodate this increased workload:
Between 1971, prior to the Argersingel decision, and
1974, employment- of defenders in public agencies
increased by 68 percent, while estimated contract or
government-funded employment increased by 127
percent, with most of this growth at the state level
(Table 111-6). Thus, it appears that, while employ-
ment in publicly administered defender offices was
increasing at a rapid fate, there was greater growth
in the use of assigned counsel and other contractual
arrangements.

Total indigent defense employment is projected to
alMost double by 1985. This is a substantially slower
rate than was evidenced during the period 1971

through 1974, a period in which many defend6i-,,
agencies were established. We can expect a slower
growth rate in the future as the rate of increase in
criminal justice expenditures decreases and as the.
number of defender agencies stabilizes.

Although we are projecting slower future employ-
ment growth for the indigent defense function than
in 1971-74, it is expected that the recent patterns of
growthmore rapid at the state level and increased
use of nonpayroll employeeswill hold in the future.
It is expected that in 1985, there will be 10,000
employees on public payrolls and an additional
11,000 individuals who provide defense services on a
contractual bask with government funding (Table
111-7).

Available evidence indicates that no significant
change in the ratio of support personnel to attorneys
is cxpected among employees in public defender
offices. Executives responding to the NMS survey
of chief defenders indicated they expect employment
'of 'Atorneys and support personnel to grow at the--
same rate (6 percent) for 1975-76. Therefore, these
projections assume that the occupational distribution
of employees on public payrolls will remain about
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TABLE 111-6

Indigent Defense Expenditures and Employment, by Level of Government, 1971-74
(Empkiyment estimates in full-time equivalent's)

Total State Local

1971 1974
Percent
Chang.;

1971 1974
Pcrcent
Change

1971 1974
Percent
Change

Expenditures (millions) 67.5 153.0 126 16.5 51.7 213 51.0 101.3 99

Total employment (thou-
sands) 5.700 H .300 98 1,500 .4,300 186 4.200 7.0130 67

Public payroll 3.500 5,900 68 1.000 2.600 160 2.500 3.300 32

Contract (est.) 2.200 5,400 127 500 1.700 240 1,700 3.700 118

Source: Census/LEAA. h:tpenditare, and 1..:mplymeni 1;iaa for Criminal braire .44'111.i:ie.,. )971. 1974.

the same as in 1974. Table I_ II-8 shows the current
and prOjected occupational distribution for these
agencies.

Although the above ,projections halie been pre-
sented in a relative precise form, they are, of course,
subject to considerable margins of uncertainty. These
stem, in part, from the limitations of available data
on current and past employment in the various
categories of judicial process agencies and from the
absence of any comprehensive national data on
adjudicative workloads. More fundamentally, the
courts system, because of its central role in the
criminal justice process, has been subject to intense,
and often, conflicting pressures in the past decade.
The most visible of these pressures have been those
generated by motinting criminal and civil caseloads
and from resulting problems of case delay. The gOal

TABLE III-7

Projected Employment for Indigent De ense
Function, 1974. 1980, 1985

1974 1980 1985

Total employment 11,300 17,100 21,100

On public payrolls 5,900 8.000 10.200

Other 5. ;00 9.100 10.900

TABLE III-8

Current and Projected Occupational Distribution of
Employment in Public Defender Agencies

(Full-time equivalent employees)

Occupation 1974 1980 1985

Total public employees ____ 5,900 8,000 10,200

Defenders 3.200 4.340 5.540

Investigators 7130 1,030 1.310

Support 1.940 2.630 3.250

of speeding up the adjudicative process in criminal
\ cases was given high priority in the report of the
National Advisory Com-mission on Standards and
Goals, as well as in other recent public critiques of.
the existing system. In addition to improsiements in
court organization and management, recommenda-
tions designed to expedite the adjudicative process
have included proposals for decriminalization of
certain categories of offenses and of diversion of
certain -types of offenders, as means of reducing
courts and correctional workload.

At the same time, recent social trends have
imposed greater responsibilities than ever before
upon adjudicative agencies, designed to assure a fair
and evenhanded administration of justice to all those
involved in the system. In addition to the Supreme
Court decisions imposing increased obligations on
public authorities to provide counsel to; indigent
persons, these have been reflected in proposals for
better regulationor eliminationof existing plea
bargaining practices.. To the extent that the system
has, or will, respond to the latter pressures, the
effect could be to further increase judicial process
.workloads and manpower needs.

These pressuresand the fesponses to those pres-
sureshave varied widely among the various states
and jurisdictions. All have important potential man-
power implications. The employment projections
presented in this chapter have simply assumed that
the net employment effect of these changes will be
similar, in direction, in the period to 1985, to that
observed in the recent year..

Several of the most significant of those trends, or
proposed changes, were, however selected for more
detailed analysis. These, included decriminalization,
pre-trial diversion peograms, plea bargaining reform
and court reorganization. The results of these anal-
yses are presented in the following section of this
chapter.

1 ;
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D. Analysis of Selected
Criminal Justice Issues and Trends

I. Decriminalization. A large number Of behaviors
subject' to criminal prosecution under existing laws
deal with such offenseS as public drunke mess,
narcotics and drug abuse, gambling, prostitution, and
sexual deviance. Offenses of this type impose a very
substantial workload upon the police, the lower
courts, prosecutor offices, and the jails. Although
these activities contravene existing moral codes and
standards of behavior, in most cases the sole victim
is the offender himself. As recently as 1969, arrests
for offenses of this type constituted about one-half of
all arrests of police agencies and were a significant
workload factor, especially in the lower courts.

Advocates of law reform have therefore prOposed
that certain of these offenses be "decriminalized"
and handled, where appropriate, by agencies cutside
of the criminal justice system. Such recommenda-
tions have frequently been made with respect to
drunkenness, gambling, possession of small amounts
of marijuana, and certain types of sexual deviancy."

Of these offenses, formal "decriminalization" ac-
tions through appropriate Changes in legal codes
have een mainly confined to public intoxication.
Following a long line of Supreme Court decisions,
criminal charges related to excess use of alcohol with
no harm to others have been altered or eliminated in
a number of jurisdictions. In additionon a more
extensive basisarrest policies have been modified
by police and prosecutors to reduce arrests for
certain type., of offenses.in order to concentrate their
resources on more serious crime or, in some cases,

because crowded jails and court calendars have
dictated such action.

For this reason, the NMS queried prosecutors
concerning the extent to which arrest policies have
been changed in their jurisdictions for specified
offenses in the past five years (either through legis-
lative, judicial, or administrative actions), and about
the effect of these changes on the number of arrests.
The results indicate that, where changes had oc-
curred, the effect of the changes was predominantly
to reduce arrests, particularly for such offenses as
public intoxication, marijuana possession, and sale of
pornographic material (Table 111-9).

These responses by executives can be compared
with actual trends in arrest rates for certain offenses
since 1970 as reported to. the FBI. These data
indicate a net reduction in the number of arrests for
10 "victimless" crimes from 3,963,000 in 1970 to
3,664,000 in 1974 (see Table III-10). A more detailed
analysis indicates sharp reductions in both gambling
and drunkenness arrests but increases in prostitution
and marijuana arrests over this period. Arrests for all
such crimes, exclusive of narcotics offenses, declined
from 43.7 percent of total arrests in 1970 to 33.1
percent in 1974.

While the &dining trend in arrests for these high
frequency categories of offenses has bTen clearly
documented, the effect Of this trend upon manpower
requirements for judicial process agencies appears to
have been limited to date. When queried about the
effects of revised arrest policies upon their man-
power requirements, only between 12 percent and 16
percent of prosecutors who reported decreased ar-

TABLE III-9

Changes in Arrest Policies for Specified Offenses, and Effrcts on Number of Arrests, 1970-74; as Reported
by Chief Prosecutors

(Percent distribution)

Arrest Policies Changed

(1fferhe ' total

Arrest
Policies'

UnchangedAITC111

Decreased

ArreNts
Increased

Arrests
Not

Changed

Public intoxication 100 42 9 8 40

Possession of small amounts of mar-
ijuana 100 38 18 I 2. 32

Prostitution 100 12 4 18

Homosexual -acts between consent-
ing adultS 100 2(1 I 15 64

Selling porntgraphic material _ _ 100 24 5 16 56

Gambling 100 15 9 18 57
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TABLE III-10

Arrests for Victimless Crimes, /96949741 a

Year

Number of
Arrests for

"Victimless"
Crimes

Victimless Crimes. as Percent of Arrests for All
Crimes

All
"Victimless"

Crimes
Narcotics

"Victimless"
Crimes.

Less
Narcotics

1970 3,963,000 48.8 5.1 43.7

1971 __ _ _ 4,066,000 47.2 5.7 41.5

1972 3.841.000 44.1 6.1 38.0

1973 3,891.000 43.1° 7.0 36.1

1974 3,664,000 40.1 7.1 33.1

Victimless crimes incii.ole drunkenness, disorderly conduct, narcotic drug laws,
liquor laws. runaways. cdrfew and loitering. gambling. vagrancy. suspicion. and

prostitution.
Source:- U.S. Department of Justice. Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform

Crime Report. 1974.

rests as a result of policy changes indicated that this
change had reduced their offices' manpower require-
ments (Table III-11). This may be attributable to the
fact ithat; in many jurisdictions, county and state
prosecution offices play a limited role in prosecution
of such offenses. Many are summarily disposed of
by local police and magistrates, or by juvenile courts,
without any direct involvement of either prosecution
or defense attorneys. In large urban jurisdictions,
responsibility for handling misdemeanors or similar
minor offenses is often assigned to the city attorney's
office, rather than that of the district attorney or
prosecutor. Hence such cases,nnay, in fact, account
for a negligible 'proportion of the total workload of
the Prosecutor's office.

It is probable, therefore, that the primary benefi-
ciaries of the reduction in arrests for certain victim-
less offenses have been the lower courts, in which
these cases are mainly handled. Some confirmation

TABLE III-11

.Chief Prosecutors' Assessments of Effects on
Manpower Requirements for Agencies Reporting

Decreased Arrests for Specified Offenses

(Percent distributions)

Total
No

Change

Reduced
Require-
ments

Increased
Require'
menu

Public intoxication 100 85 12 3

Marijuana 100 84 14 2

Prostitutiorr 100 83 IS 2

Pornography_ 100 83 16 1

Homosexual acts 100 84 13 3

Gambling 100 86 13 I

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.

is provided by the fact that employment in municipal
courts increased by only 10 percent between 1971
and 1974, as contrasted to increases of 19-percent
and 24 percent in state and county courts, respec-
tively. As noted earlier in this chapter, the oNMS
projections provide for a slower employment growth
in the lower courts, which is consistent with an
assumed continued reduction in arrests and prosecu-
tions for such offenses.

2. Pre-trial diversion. Diversion, as it has been
defined by the National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals; is the halting
or suspending of formal criminal or. juvenile justice
proceedings against an individual who has violated a
criminal law, in favor of processing through a
noncriminal dispos;tion. Fohns of diversion are prac-
ticed, often quite informally, by all- components of
the criminal justice system. As examples, police may
exercise discretion in determining whether formal
charges should or should not be brought against an
individual. Intake workers in juvenile, court may
divert childreh who in their judgment could be better
served by social and rehabilitative measures rather
than formal and usually punitive court' processing.
Prosecutors may screen out cases which they judge
to be minor or nonharmful behavior. Even following
adjudication, judges and corrections officials have
options for the use of treatment rather than punitive
alternatives. The National Advisory Commission
endorsed diversion, in "appropriate cases," both as
a means of compensation for the tendency of crimi-
nal codes to result in "overcriminalization" in certain
offense categories and because diversion broadens
access to community resources for rehabilitation of
offenders.°

Although diversion may occur at any stage of a
criminal proceeding, the greatest workload effects
should be on the courts. Traditionally the burden of i

determining guilt or innocence and sentencing restsA,,
with courts. The ability ko utilize diver-lion as an
alternative might be expected to contribute to reduc-
ing court backlogs and delay.

The major forms of diversion being practiced
today are:

Pre-trial diversion
Alcohol and drug diversion
Juvenile diversion
Mental health treatment alternatives
First offender programs

. In general thes1 programs provide that the accused
enter. into supervised activities such, as job training,
regular employment or rehabilitative services in the

4)
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hope that this will: encourage constructive, noncri-
minal behavior. The offender is subjected to specified
controls, but is not prosecuted in the courts or
incarcerated.

The ,extent of ffirmal pre-triai diversion programs
and their manpower effects were probed in the NMS
surveys ofprobation and parole chiefs, prosecutors,
and defenders.

About 34 percent of chief probation-parole offi-
cers reported the availability of adult pre-trial
diversion prOgrams other than deferred prose-
cution in their jurisdictions. Apart from proba-
lion-parole offices, the agencies most frequently
cited as administering these programs are the
courts and prosecutors' offices. For juveniles,
informal probation or consent degree programs
appear to be most common. There appears to
be a definite expectation of greater participation
apd utilization by probation agencies of pre-trial
diversion.- programs. About 30 percent of the
agency executives expect an increase in the
assignment of probation/parole officers to diver-
sion programs in the next two years while only
about 2 percent expect a decrease.
About .40 percent of the prosecutors reportf:d
that pre-trial diversion programs operated :n
their jurisdiction and 13 percent or more said
that such programs were administered by their
offices. The presence of formal pre-trial diver-
sion programs in a jurisdiction tends to increase
with the size of the agency. Thus, three-fourths
of prosecution agencies with 25 or mow em-
ployees operated such programs (Table 11I I2)..

When queried about the effects of pre-trial diver-
sion programs upon agency worklOads, a large ma-
jority o_f both prosecutors arid defenders who re-
ported that such programs were in effect, indicated

TABLE 111-12

Operation of Formal Pre-Tri'd .Diversion Programs
in Prosecutors' Office's by Size of Agency

Status of
PreTiial
Diversion

Size of AgencyNumber of Employees

1-4 5-9 10-24 25-74 75 +-

(Percent of MI Replies)

Operating . 32 45 52 70 81

Planned 9 12 15 13 13

Not operating' 59 43 33 17 6

Total 100 100 100 100 100

----.... Number of reports (697) (249) (134) (61) (52)

Source: NMS Executive Surveys. 1975. IN = 11931
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TABLE 111-13

Effect of Pre-Trial pii,e4*on Programs on
Workloads of Prosecutor and Defender Offices, by

Size of Agency

Size of ApenCyNumsr of Employees

Effe,1 of
Workload 1-4 5.-9 10-24

(Percent of All Replim.)\

Prosecutor Offices:
No change 63 64 75 51

Decrease 12 20 18 31

Increase 20 16 7 17

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of re-
ports (210) (106) (64) (40)

Defender Offices:
No change 61 83 76 65

Decrease 31 10 21 31

Increase 8 7 3 3

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of re-
ports (49) (29) (33) (23)

.

75+

\ 72
\20

100

(40)

SourceiNMS Executive Surveys, 1975.

that these, programs had not affected their workloads.
However, where change: in workloads were attrib-
uted to these programs, a very large proportion of all
defenders, and about two-thirds of all. prosecutors in
agencies with 10 or more employees, reported that
the effect was a reduction in workloads (Table ill-
13). .

De the relati' wit_ Id reported use of
some t(.11 1,, 'f pre-tri?.1 Diversion, the actual, number
of cases reported as 'disposed of by such programs '
appears to be quite small, according to data submit-
ted by prosecution offices to the NMS. These reports
indicated that only 3.5. percent of all felony and
misdemeanor cases handled by these offices in fiscal
year 1975 had been disposed of through formal pre-
trial diversion, with deferred prosedutiOn. ft is likely,
however, that this figure considerably understates
the total volume. of such actions, in view of the fact
that in mostjniisdictions such programs are handled
administratively, without formal statutory authority.
However, even with allowance for some considera-
ble understatement of the true ektent of such. prac-
tices, it appears likely that their,net effect in reducing
workloads and staffing needs of judicial proceSs
agencies has been relatively srball to date.

3. Plea bargaining: Plea bargaining is an informal
method of case disposition whereby the prosecutor
and defense counsel meet to agree on the particular
method of case disposition. The defendant may plead
guilty infxchange for reduced charges or with the o
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informal understanding that the sentence imposed by
the judge will not be as severe as would bethe case

`upon conviction after trial. Abolition of the practice
has been recommended by the National .Advisory
Commission on Standards and G.1,als on the ground
that this would . . . increase the fairness and
rationality of the processing of criminal defendants,"5
and would reduce the incentive to overcharge or
improperly charge for plea bargaining.

Among prosecutors who responded to the NMS
survey, about half reported that 60 percent or more

of their cases were resolved by plea bargaining.
Among defender agencies the reported plea bargain-
ing share was highenthe typical defender agency
resolved at least two-thirds of its cases through plea
,bargaining. Considerable variation in the extent of
'plea bargaining was reported by both types of
agencies. At one extreme, 17 percent of the prose-
cutors reported that 20 percent or fewer of their
felony cases were bargained, while at the other
extreme 20 percent reported that more than 80
percent of cases were plea bargained (see Table HI

'14).

The NMS survey results also indicate that prose-
cutors, as a group, strongly support continuation of
plea bargaining. Almost 88 percent of prosecutors
believe that plea/sentence negotiations should be
retained. Over three-fourths of prosecutors surveyed
also expect no change in their plea bargaining
practices. However, among the larger prosecutor
officesthose with 25 or more cmployeesthe ex-
pected trend among those expecting a change is
towards decreased use of plea bargaining (see Table
111-15). The outlook, based on the responses from
agency executives, is for some gradual increase in
the documentation of plea bargaining, prqbably con-
tingent upon the adequacy' of prosecutor staffs, in
elation zn case loads

`,

TABLE 111-14

o

,

Percirage.DNtribution of Prosecutors and Public
Defenders by Proportion of Cases Processed

Through Plea Barguining

Plea Bargaining Rote Prosecutors Defenders

0-20% 17 II
21-40 14 10

41-60 23 19

61-80 26 23

81-100 20 36

Total. 100 100

Source. NMS Executive Survey. 1975.

TABLE 111-15

Percentage Distribution of Prosecutors, by
Expected Change in Plea Bargaii:Ing in Next Two

Years, by Agency Size

Size of AgencyNumber of kmployee4
Total

1-4 5-9 10-24 25-74 75 r

No change 78 83 71 74 57 63

'Increased use _ 10 10 I I 12 20

Decreased use 12 7 17 14 23 37

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: NMSEkecutive Survey. 1975.

The manpower effects of curtailing plea bargaining
are by no means certain. One writer summarizes a
widely held view of the dire consequences that
would follow the abolition, of plea bargaining.

Prohibition of plea bargaining might lead to
a substantial increase in the number of
trials required for the disposition of criminal
actions. Although some judges would con-
tinue to impose more lenient sentences on
guilty-pleading defendants than on those
found guilty after trial, the absence of plea
bargaining should cause a decrease in the
number of guilty pleas since plea bargaining
plus judicial leniency probably results in
more pleas thanleiliency alone. An increase
in criminal trials would severely tax an
already overburdened system. More trials
would_ require more state and federal em-
ployeesjudicial, prosecutorial and admit,-
istiative. Additional courtroom facilities and
prosecution offices %%A R' be essential, and
administrative costs would grow propor-
tionately larger.6,

Available data suggest a few generalizations, some
of which support this bleak propi,ecy and others
which contradict it.

The impac*. of current plea bargaining practices
will vary markedly, depending on size of case-
load (as measured by the number of filings) of
the jurisdiction in which the charge takes place.
A study of the elimination of, plea bargaining in
Bladk Hawk County, Iowa found no adverse
effects,' whereas an analysis f its implications
in New York City predicte an even more
serious clogging of the courts, if plea bargaining
were significantly reduced. 8
?Army plea bargain defendants would be acquit-
ted or dismissed were they to contest their
cases. After analyzing statistical data from Fed-
eral courts Finkelstein concludes:
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. . . the inducement of guilty pleas is not.
merely a way of shortening the criminal
process. Instead, pressures to plead
guilty have been used to secure convic-
tions that would not otherwise be ob-
tained. 9

Those who plea bargamland are sent to prison
do serve less time than'those who do not plea
bargain and' are convicted' of similar offenses,
but "there are indicators that the parole pro5ss
tends to neutralize the sentence differential
associated with charge reductions." 10 Thy-plej
bargained status of offenders,is recognized and
this impacts on the granting of parole.

The above citations simply suggest that further
carefully designed 'research orQhe systems -wide
impact of changes in plea bargaining practices is
needed, possibly using the offender-based statistical
records being developed in various states. Our ten-
tatiNe conclusion, however, is thateven with some
alleviation in the personnel shortages currently re-_

c.m-ted by prosecutors, defenders, mid the courts
any trend towards reduced plea bargaining (or to
regulate it) will be, quite gradual and will have a
limited impact upon overall criminal justice man-
power needs.

4. Court unification. All major assyAsments of the
court system, have highlighted the need for unifica-
tion and consolidation of the multi-tiered, decentral-
ized organizational structure of the courts, still
prevailing in most states. Emphasis has been placed,
particularly, on the need to reform and upgrade the
lower court structure, as a necessary step towards
increased efficiency' and equity in the adjud;cative
process. The National Advi'sory Commission thus
recommended that state courts should be organized
into a unified system financed by the state, that all
trial courts should be unified into a single trial court
of general jurisdiction and that criminal jurisdiction
now in courts of limited jurisdiction should be placed
on these unified courts, with the exception of certain
traffic violations."

Even though over 20 states have restructured their
courts in the. past 10 years, problems of overlapping
and concurrent jurisdictions still exist.

In many areas of the, country today, a
potential litigant discovers that he can
choose between the original jurisdiction of
either a state court, a county court, or one
of several municipal based courts. 12

In his recent review of lower -court unification
Gazell comments:
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The consolidation of state trikninals with
limited or special original juilisdiction is
almost universally regarded,: not only as an
instrument of court regeneration, but.,,iilso,
the path to judicial gracecourt systeniS
that are competent, effective, uniform and
equitable."

He identifies two major components of unification:
managerial supervision and court consolidation.

Managerial supervision includes:

Laws that authorize the highest court in the
state to make all rules regarding practice and
procedure with or without the retention of a
legislative veto power.
The right to appoint managerial Personnel for
the rest of the court system, especially the chief
judges and judicial administrators at the appel-
late and third court levels. 'The personnel are
appointed by some at the pleasure of the chief
justice, the supreme court, or the ?_fl.:?Iinistrative
director.
The right of the highest court or its agents to
assign all court personnel at will.
The preparation by the highest court (or its
administrator) of a'yearly budget for the state
judiciary.14

At a minimum, unification of courts has meant a
consolidation of functions in a structure that is more
organized and more manageable as a uniti.than were
the separate component pieCes. But it is important of
stress that court consolidation has taken a variety Of
forills.- which Gazell classifies as five patterns. These
range from ...:onsolidation of all courts in selected
counties or cities, to establishment of a single
statewide trial court of general jurisdiction and abo-
lition of all lower courts. As measured by the number
of tiers, data show that between the years 1936 and
1970, 17 states partially unified their lower courts
while retaining Zwo or more tiers with fewer tribun-
als; three states -c`onslidated lower courts into a
single level, and one state abolished its lower
courts," Since 1970, four states have altered lower
courts without unifying them, four more states have
reduced lower co'irts to two tiers, two states have
moved toward one tier systems, and three states
have at least temporarily abolished lower courts in
their jurisdictions..

Clearly, lower court-unification is a change that is
taking place by degrees. Accordingly, Gazell meas-
ured the degree of court unificatiOn by devising a
scale consisting of seven variables each of which,
may assume a value of 0 to 4. The first four variables



are those 'J.:scribed above under the heading of court
manage nent. The remaining three variables include
the pr sence of intermediate appellate courts, the
kinds of general trial courts and the kinds of lower
courts. Each of the 50 states is assigned a score on
each variable and, in turn, these scores are summed,
to` provide a total unification score that ranges from
2 (Mississippi) to 25 (North Carolina). Thc maximum
score is 28 (7 x 4), the minimum 0.

An obvious question is the effect of lower-court
unification upon er pl4ment trends. We would
expect thut those states ttiat extensively modified
Illtilf expedenced less growth in judicial
ethployment than those that did ndt. This is not an
unreasonable expectation since lower court unifica-
tion frequently-involves 'elimination of the positions
of some judicial personnel. Indeed, one of the major
stumbling blocks to any trial court unification effort
iris been the difficulty of consolidating the work of
limited jurisdiction courts. The reasons for this are
political: unification almost always results in the
elimination of many quasi-judicial positionsusually
justices of the ,peaceatil causes local, jurisdictions
to lose not only some control, but also revenue from
agencies- that were formerly considered "their"
courts.

There does appear to be a relationship between
the degree of unification and the change in employ-
ment between 1971 and 1974 (Table 111-16). States
coded by Gazell as having a high decgree of unifica-
tion report a much slower growth in judicial employ-
ment- in the 1971-74"period than states,that have not
made-much progress towards unification. The dispar-.
ity in employment growth is most evident at the state
level where there is a tour-fold difference between

TABLE 111-1§
. -

Percentage Change in Full-Tinm Equivalent
Judicial Einployment by Degree of Lower-Court
Unification and Level of Government: 1971-1974 h

Degree of
Level of Government,

Unification .
rot id State Local

Law:
0-10 (7 states) 26 40 24

11-14 (14 states) 36 19

. 15-18116 states) 20 26 18

High:
19 -28113 states) 15 10 17

Source: James A. Gazell. -1.ower..:ourt Unification in the United States.
660.

° Source: U.S Department of Justice and U.S. Department
Expenditure und Empliryinent Data for the (Wraith,/ Justice .Syireni

Percentage changes are weighted averages.

statesippindeck,in the "high" category and those in
the "low" catego-ry.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting these
data because, obviously, alternative explanations are
possible for these relationships. It must be kept in
mind that the changes included in this classification
scheme are inot necessarily recent innovations in any
one state. Unification as a process begary in 1936,
and continues up to the present time. Also, a simple
classification scheme cannot take into account eco-
nomic and demographic 'changes, increased or de-
creased criminal and civil caseloads, all of which
might contribute to the differential growth in court
employment.

Although some courts are organized on a horizon-
tal basis, the majority of courts that have reorga-
nized, or are in the, process of reform, typically
select a vertical framework. In most states visited'by
NMS staff, this organizational model usually dele-
gates administrative responsibility to the state's high-
est, court and,_ consequently, to its presiding justice
or judicial Council. One' Of the advantages claimed
for this mpifel :is...the establishment of -uniform
practicesAnd fiolicies, not only for the channeling of
cases through the' systefff,-but for supervision of
judicial and nonjudicial personnel. There is a need
for professiOnal skills to manage a system with a
centralized as ninistration. Although supreme courts,
chief judges; and judicial counsels have expertise to
interpret the' law they are not system manage"
TiA, while accomplishing overall economies in
judica manpower, court unification over the past 10
Years probably has stimulated the increased employ-
ment ,of professional court administrators in both
state and local court systemS, as well as of support-.'
ing technical and administrative staffs.

E. Conclusions
_

Judicial process agencies have, collectively, expe-
rienced more rapid recent employment, growth than
any other major category of criminal justice agency.
Despite a projected slowdown in the overall rate of
increase in criminal justice expenditures and eniploy-
Ment, employment in these agencies is expected to
grow at a relatively rapid rate to 1985.

These trends result, in part, from increasing pres-
sures upon the court to cope more speedily, and
effectively, with their large backlogs of both criminal
and civil cases, andin partfrom the increasing
demands being placed upon the courts as the arbiter
-of the nation's laws and conscience. r

of Commerce. Based on the NMS projections, employment
1971 and 1970.

growth rates arc expected to vary significantly for
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the various categories of judicial process agencies
and occupations. Indigent defense and prosecution
agencies are expected to grow more rapidly than
courts.. Employment growth in the courts is expected

' to be more rapid for courts of general jurisdiction
and appellate courts, than for the lower courts, as a
result of the trend towards court unification and of
reduced arrests for certain categories of victimless
offenses. Employment growth in prosecution and

\ defender agencies is similarly expected to be more

lapAicimat

the state level.
ong the major judicial process occupations,

relatively rapid growth in employment is projected
for assisl'aqt prosecutors and defenders, and for
various jUdicial support occupations, as contrasted to
substantially slower growth in the number of judges.

These more detailed projections are based in large
part on. ,an assumed continuation of trends in the

recent past, i:e., the period 1971 -74. The uncertain-
ties in these- projectionsdUe in part to the very
liniited data basehave been emphasized.

However, if these projected trends are realized,
they do offer the prospect of significant amelioration
of some of the acute problems impacting upon 'the
adjudicative system at present. Aggregate employ-
ment in judicial process agencie.i is projected to
increase by 62 percent between 1974 and 1985, as
contrasted to a net growth of only 12 percent in the
projected number of arrests for Part I offenses,
which generate a large component of the workloads
of trial courts and of prosecution and defense agen-
cies. These increased staff resources, if adequately
trained and effectively utilized, could contribute
materially to reducing case delay and to enhancing
the overall level of performance of the courts system
irr the coming deeade.
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CHAPTER IV. RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF STAFF

ATTORNEYS IN PROSECUTION AND INDIGENT DEFENSE AGENCIES

-A. Introduction
Employment as an assistant prosecutorand more

recentlyas an assistant public defender has been
one of the typical threshold jobs for young attorneys,
following law school graduation. It has enabled them
to obtain the needed practical legal experience not
provided in law school curricula while earning a
moderate salary. Moreover, as noted in Chapter 11,
many -such' positions are available on a part-time
basis, hence, are particularly attractive to younger,
as well as some more mature attorneys, while in the
procesS of establishing their own practiCeS.

The need to improve the attractiveness of both
prosecution and defender positions, and to increase
the average tenure or experience level of attorneys
in .these offices (as well as to reduce reliance on part-
time personnel), was recognized in the reports of
both the President's Crime Commission and of the
National Advisory COmmission on Standards and
Goals. The former report noted thatunder prevail-
ing practicesmost newly hired assistant' prosecu-

_,tors were compelled- to "learn by doing." Although
some larger offices provided for a routine progression
of assignments, others often assigned important re-
sponsibilities to inexperienced assistants with inevi-
table adverse effects upon quality of performance)
Neither of these reports considered it realistic to
press for compensation levels in these public agen-
cies which would be fully competitive with alterna-
tive salary opportunities in private legal practice,
over a lifetime legal career. The NAC report did,
however, recommend that salaries of assistant pros-
ecutors and defenders in the first five years of
service should be comparable to those in private
practice and .observed that "retention- of assistant
prosecutors (and defenders) for at least five years
would represent a substantial increase in the average
length of service."'

.This chapter reviews NMS findings on recent
personnel turnover and tenure among assistant pros-
ecutors and defenders, on factors contributing to the

relatively h* turnover in these positions and on the

implications of these patterns for future prosecutor
and defender recruitment needs.-

B. Recent Recruitment
and Turnover Experience

\ISince the National Manpower Survey was con-
ducted i late 1975, during a period of high unem-

Lploymen and of substantial reported, surpluses of

recent la school graduates in relation to legal job
openings, it was assumed that problems of recruit-
ment and retention of attorneys in pros "cutor and

defender positions would be relatively slight, as
compared to those which had existed or might be
expected under more favorable labor 'market condi-
tions. The survey results generally confirmed this
judgment. Only I percent of chief prosecutors, aid 3
percent of heads of indigent defense offices, clied
personnel turnover as their "most serious" man-
power problem, and 2 percent or less of each
category indicated thit a lack of qualified applicants
was a major factor contributing to their "most
serious" manpower problem. About i24 percent of
the prosecutors, and 8 percent of the defenders did,
however, report that inadequate compensation was
the major factor contributing to personnel problems
'n their .gencies (Table 11-13 and 11-16).

Field interviews conducted by NMS staff in 10
states in late 1975 further confirmed that neither
recruitment nor retention of attorneys was a signifi-
cant problem at that time: "Where agencies are able
to hire, the most frequent reason given for ease of
recruitment, is that there are -simply more qualified
applicants than vacancies. Fewer attorneys are leav-
ing, so there are fewer vacancies. Young lawyers
want to have trial experience and the prosecutors'
offices and the public defenders' offices are the best
way to get it."' In addition, the NMS field survey
report noted some recent improvement in relative
salaries for assistant prosecutors and defenders, as
compared with those in private practice, among the
agencies visited.
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In anticipation .of these conditions, the NMS
questionnaires to prosecutors and defenders re-
quested data on actual recruitment resignations.
of attorneys in their staff for fiscal year 1974-prior
to the recent economic recession -aid -also included
questions concerning recruitment and turnover prob-
lems during the period 1971-74.

As shown in Table IV-1, voluntary" resignation
rates ?f both assistant prosecutors and defenders
averaged 22 percent in fiscal- year 1974. Personnel
separati m rates tended to vary inversely with agency

. size, with the 1- ighest rates repotted among agencies
with less than 10 en. aesi This pattern is consist-
ent with that founa for other categories of law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies and is

probably associated with the larger proportion of
part4ime positions in smaller agencies, their lower
average salary rates and more limited advancement
opportunities, as disCussed elsewhere in this report.
New hiring rates were substantially higher than the
resignation raters -about 32 percent for prosecutors
and 33 percent in defenders' agencies-as a result
mainly of- the relatively high rates of employment
gro,7th in these agencies during FY 1974. Hiring

rates, as a percentage of total end-year employment,
were also highest among the smaller ; gencies.

Although the reported personnel turnover rates
among assist int prosecutors and assistant defenders
corresponded very closely in FY 1974, responses by
agency heads to questions concerning their recruit-
ment and retention prthlems during 1971-74 indi-
cated that chief prosecutors generally had been.much
more concerned about these problems than heads of
defender offices. Thus, 35.6 percent of the chief
prosecutors reported that there had been a shortage
of qualified applicants for assistant prosecutor posi-

TABLE IV-1

Hiring and Voluwary Resignation Rates for
Assistant Prosecutors and Defenders, Fiscal Year

1974 0

Numb er\ of

Employcps

New Hire Rate Voluntary Resignation Rate

PoOse
actors

Average° .;0.9
75 Or more / 25.5
25-74 / 21.8

37.4

5-9 37.0

1-4 48.0

De- Prose. De
fender, cutors fenders

33,4

1.36]
34.6

53.0

22,1
18.7

14.5

28.5
30.3
27.5

22,3

} 17.4

23.3

36.3

Source: NMS Executive- Survey,. 1975. Rates computed on basis of employment

as of June 30. 1974.;

° Based on weighted medians.
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TABLE IV-2

Percent of Assistant Prosecutors and Defenders
Hired in 1974-75 With Previous Mal Experience,

by Size of Agencya
(Percent distribution)

Percent
with

Previous
rial

F sperience

Total°

Agency Size
(Number of Employees)

1-5 5-9 10-25 25-74
75 or
more

Prosecutors:
1) 29.4 50,0 38.5 24.4 18.5 15.5

1-25 30.5 1.7 9.1 16.8 46,3 60.0

26-50 _ 17.1 10.6 23.6 23.5 14.8 17.8

51--75 5.3 1.7 3.8 15.1 7.4 4.4

76 or more 17.7 36.0 25.0 20.2 13.0 2.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Defenders:
0 18.0 26.3 25.0 19.4 13.3

1-25 ___ 25.1 2.6 4.2 25.0 38.3

26-50 25.1 18.4 22.9 22.2 28.3

51-75 8.8 7.9 6.3 8.3 10.0 '

76 or mote 73.1 44.7 41.7 25.0 10.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0

Source: NMS Executive Survei 1975. Excludes agencies with no assistant

pfosecutors or defender,.
" Weighted averages based on .est,mated number hired, by agency size group. in

FY 1974.

tions in their agencies during this period, as com-
pared with only 13.6 percent of the heads of public
indigent defense offices. Much lower proportions of
these executives-I8.2 percent of the prosecutors
and 6.8 percent of the defenders-reported that
personnel turnover among their attorney staff had
been a se ous or critical problenr, during this period.
These di:rentials may be due in part to the fact
that indigent defense agencies are mainly concen-
trated in the larger cities, which generally have a
more adequate supply of attorneys, whereas prose-
cutors' offices and employment are more widely
distributed in both metropolitan areas and in smaller
communities throughout the country.

In order to assess the need for initial training of
newly hired staff attorneys, respondents were asked
to estimate the proportion of attorneys recruited
during the two ,previou years (i.e., 1974-75) who
had previous trial experience. These percentages, by.
size of agency, are shown in Table IV-2. In the case
of prosecutor agencies, a weighted distribution,
based on estimated total accessions in each agencY
size group, suggests that---on the average-only
about one-fifth of all recently hired staff attorneys
had prior trial experience. A similar estimate for
defender accessions indicates that nearly orie-third'
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had prior trial experience. In both agency categories,
recruitment of attorneys With prior trial experience
was concentrated in the smaller agencies, those with
fewer than 10 employees, and is probably due to the
substantial reliance upon part-time attorneys in these
agencies. The latter typically combine employment
in a prosecutor or defender office with their own
private practice, hence, are more likely to be experi-
enced attorneys. In contrast, among larger agencies-
wtich mainly recrt-t full-time attorneys -only small
proportions reported that more than one-half of
recent accessions had prior trial experience.

Another indicator of the experience level of attor-
neys in prosecutors' and defenders' offices is pro-
vided by a comparison of their age distributions with
those of all lawyers in the civilian labor force (Table
IV -3). About 60 percent of all staff attorneys in
prosecutors and defenders' offices, exclusive of chief
prosecutors or defenders, were in the age group 25-
34 years,' and o,er 30 percent had not yet attained
age 30. These proportions are more than twice as
great as for all lawyers in 1970. Conversely, only
about 20 percent of the prosecutor attorneys, and 11
percent of the defenders, were 45 years or older,
whereas 44 percent of all attorneys were in this age
range in 1970.

Finally, data were also compiled from the 1974
Census survey of criminal justice personnel, on the
number of years of service of attorneys with their
current agency. Over 60 percent of assistant prose-
cutors and assistant defenders reported less than four
years of service, while only 23 percent of the
assistant prosecutors and 16 percent of the assistant

TABLF. IV-3 ,

Age Distributions of Staff Attorneys in Prosecutor
and Defender Offices in 197,;.. Compared with Age

Distribution of All Lawyers in the Labor Force
(Percent distribution)

Age Group
Prose-
cutors

1974

Defenders
1974

All
Lawyers

1970

Less than 25 years 1.3 2.2

25-34 59.7 59.9 27.6

(25-29) (29.3) (32.2, (13.9)

(30-34) (29.4) (27.7) (13.7)

35-44 10.4 11.2 25.9

45-54 12.4 7.1 19.3

55-64 6.4 3.5 15.9

65 years and over 1.7 0.7 9.1

Total . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sources: Data on prosecutors and defenders from U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Employee Characteristics Survey, 1974. Data on all lawyers from U.S. Census of
Population. Occupational Characteristics. PC12) -7A. Table 3.
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TABLE IV-4

Years of Service with Agency of Assistant
Frosecutors and Ddiqulers, 1974

(Percent distribution)

Assistant

Prosecutors

ANsist:.nt
Defender,

Less than 2 40.2 32.4

2 _,.3 22.7 30.0

4-5 14.1 22.0

6-10 11.6 15.6

11-15 ).1 -
16 -20 2.2

21 and over 3.0 -
Total 100.0 100.0

Source: Census Employee Characteristics Survey, 1974.

Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

defenders had six or more years of service with their
current agencies (Table IV-4).

The above comparison has been limited to staff
attorneys, exclusive of chief prosecutors or. defend-
ers. However, the comparative data available indi-
cate that the latter, too, are younger and less
experienced on the average than their counterparts
in private prdctice. Thus, whereas the median age of
all lawyers in the labor force in 1970 was about 43
years, the median age ot chief prosecutors and
defenders responding to the NMS survey was only
37 years. Moreover, over one-half of all chief prose-
cutors and nearly all chief defenders had less than
six years of service with their agencies, according to
the Census Employee Characteristics Survey. The
relatively limited experience of prosecutors is due in
.nart to the fact that a large proportion of all
)rosecutors are elected, typically for four-year terms,
r else hold office by reason of political appointment.

Among prosecutors responding to the NMS, 72
percent were originally selected by election and 27
percent by appointment. Public defenders generally
were appoint?,- to their position by state or local
officials or by tile judiciary. In either case, virtually
none of these positions have civil service status or
similar tenure protection, thus contributing to both
voluntary and involuntary turnover among these key
personnel.

C. Factors Contributing
to High Personnel Turnover

Employees normallYAeave their jobs because of
some combination of reasons. These may be broadly
grouped as "extrinsic" factors; such as pay and
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promotional opportunities, andas "intrinsic" factors,
such as those characteristics of the work itself which
affect, employee job satisfaction. In the absence of
direct attitudinal surveys of staff attorneys them-

`'selves, chief prosecutors and defenders were quer-
led in the NMS surveys on factors which, in their
judgment, were most important in causing attorneys
to leave positions in prosecutor and defender offices.
Five pOs.i!-.,:c reasons were identified, including in-

adequate salaries, limited promotional opportunities,
excessive workloads, frustration and .low status of
job, and desire for broader legal experience. In
addition, respondents were given an opporturt4 to
enter other possible explanations.

As would be expected, "inadequate salaries" were
most frequently cited by both prosecutors and de-

fenders, as 'lie primary reason for separation. How-
ever, whip. 65 percent of the prosecutors selected

this factor, only 36 percent of the heads of defenders'

offices offered this as the most important reason:"
Another eXtrinsic factor directly related to compen-
sation, i.e., "limited promotion opportunities," was
identified by less than 5 percent of the prosecutors
and less than 4 percent of the defenders, as the

primary reason for high staff turnover. In contrast,
such intrinsic job factors as excessive workloads and
job frustration, were identified as most important (in
combination) by 36 percent of the defenders, but
only 16 percent of the prOsecutors. The desire for
broader legal experience by staff attorneys, which

may be related to interest both in career advance-
ment and in a broader scope of .professional assign-

ments, was identified as most important" by 19
percent of the defenders and .11 percent of the
prosecutors.

Thus, while pay and pay-related considerations
were identified as the most important factor in staff
turnover, it is clear that defenders, as a group, place

much greater emphasis on the role of other job
factors, such as excessive workloads and related job

frustrations, than do prosecutors. The greater empha-
sis placed upon pay-related issues by the prosecutors
is also consistent with their responses to an earlier
question concerning the most important_ factor con-
tributing to personnel ptoblems in their agencies.

Nearly one-fourth (24 percent) of the prosecutors
identified inadequate pay as the "major contributing
factor" as compared with only 8 percent of the

defenders.
The extent of the disparity between earnings of

attorneys employed in prosecutor or in public de-
fender offices, and of other lawyers, is indicated by

data from the 1970 Census of. Population, as well as
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by more recent data from the NMS surveys. Based

on the 1970 Census, the median earnings of all male
lawyers employed for 50 or more weeks, was $19,740

in 1%9. In the same year, the median earnings of
male lawyers employed for 50-52 weeks in state and

local governments. were reported at $14,208Tor state
employees, and at $12,671 for local employees.4 The
latter categories include attorneys employed in pros-
ecution or defender activities wad in other functions
of state and local governments. However, there no

reL son to believe that.those employed in prosecution
or defender activities received more than these
average salaries.

More specific data on minimum salaries of assist-

ant prosecutors and defenders were compiled from
the NMS surveys of prosecutors and defenders
conducted in late 1975. These minimum or entering
salaries averaged $12,403 for assistant prosecutors,
and $13,761 for assistant defenders, based on medi-

ans weighted by employment in agency size groups
(Table IV-5). Small agencies, i.e., with fewer than
five employees, generally offered lower salaries than
did larger agencies, particularly in the case of the
prosecutor offices surveyed. These salary levels can
be compared with an average entry-level salary of
$15,000 for attorneys in private employment, as of
March 1975, based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics
national survey of pay in key professional and other

occupations.'
The higher median entering salaries for attorneys

in public defender offices than for attorneys in
prosecutor offices, as shown in Table IV-6, must be
interpreted with some caution, in view of the fact
that defenders' agencies are more highly concen-
trated in larger metropolitan areas (wherepayrates
generally tend to be higher) and many states and

local governments (such as New York City) rely

TABLE IV-5

Executive Responses on Most Important Factor
Contributing to Voluntary Resignations of

Prosecutor and Defender Attorneys
(Percent distributions)

Most Important Factor Prosecutors Defenders

Salaries inadequate 65.3 35.6

Excessive workload 11.8 26.7

Desire for broader legal experience 11.2 19.1

Frustration, low status, etc. 4.4 9.8

Limited promotion opportunities 2.7 5.3

Total 100.0 100.0

Number of responses (1205) (225)

Source: NMS Executive Surveys, 1975.



-- TABLE IV-6

Minimum Salaries for Assistant Prosecutors and
Defenders, by Size of Agency. 19753

Agency Size

Median Minimum Annual Salary

Number of Employees) Assistant
Prosecutors

Assistant
Defenders

All Agencies° $12.403 $13,761

1-4 8.679 12.848

5-9 11,088 14.171

10-24 12.499 13.667

25-74 13.6(X)

75-149 13.269 13.821

150 or more 13.500

Number of responses 562 138

NMS Executive Surveys, 1971
Weighted median.

primarily upon contractual arrangements for provi-
sion of indigent defense services. The latter were not
incILded in the scope of the NMS survey. A survey
of both categories of defender agencies conducted by
the National Legal Aid and Defenders Association
(NLADA) in late 1972, found that 76.5 percent of
full-time chief defenders actually received less com-
pensation than the chief prosettLor in their jurisdic-
tion.6

In any event, the above comparisons confirm the
continued existence of substantial gaps between
earning opportunities for attorneys in state and local
criminal jistice agencies and those in other alterna-
tives; Aid ough direct comparison!, are not available,
it is probe ble that this adverse di.ferential becomes
progressively wider in the case of attorneys with
subsiantial periods of experience, thus creating
strong incentives under normal conditionsfor at-
torneys to leave positions in prosecutors and defend-
ers offices after relatively short periods of service,

D. Projected Recruitment Needs

Recruitment needs for attorneys in prosecution
and in public indigent defense offices will be deter-
mined both by trends in future personnel turnover,
i.e., "replacement needs," and by trends in total
requirements for such personnel. i.e., "growth
needs." Despite the relatively rapid recent growth in
employment of prosecution and indigent defense
personnel, over two-thirds of total recrtritment\,of
new staff attorneys in fiscal year 1974 was to replace
losses due to personnel turnover. As shown in Table

about 5,900or 70 percentof the combined
toul of nearly 8,400 new hires for these positions in

TABLE IV-7

Estimated Annual Recruitment Needs for-Staff
Attorneys in Prosecution and Legal Services

Offices, and in Public Indigent Defense Agencies:
Actual. Fiscal Year 1974; Projected, 1975-80, 1980-85

Actual
FY 1974

Projected (Annual
Average)

1975-80 1980-85

Prosecution and Legal Serv-
ices Office:
Average annual employment 21.980 28,090 38,190

Separation rate. total 23.1 19.4 21.0

Voluntary resignations 22.1 18.4 20.0

Other causes 1.0 1.0 1.0

Total reciuttment needs _ _ 7,180 7,700 9,650

Employment growth _ _ 2,100 2,250 1,630

Replacements 5.080 4,450 8,020

Indigent Defense Offices:
Average annual employment 3,500 4,130 5,410

Separation rate, total 23.0 19.5 21.0

Voluntary resignations 22.3 18.7 20.3

Other causes .7 .7 .7

Total recruitment needs 1,200 1,020 1,420

EmplOyment growth 390 220 260

Replacements 810 1,160

Source,: /974 DataEmployment estitoatts based or total number of staff
attorneys in prosecution Lind public indigent defense offices:\ both full-time and part-

time. (See Chapter 11).
Voluntary resignation rates from NMS Executive Survey. 1975. Attrition rotes for

other causes, i.e.. deaths and retirement, derived from estimates of labor force

attrition by age group. for men. from BLS. Length of Wm tng Life for Men and

Women. BLS Bulletin 187.
1975-85NMS projections. See text.

fiscal year 1974 were for replacement purposes, and
the remainder, about 2,500, resulted from new fiosi-

tions.
The principal cause of personnel attrition among

assistant prosecutors or defenders is due to voluntary
resignations. In view of the relatively young age of
most incumbents of these positions,, separations, due
to such causes as dead, and retirement are estimated
Lt only about 1.0 percent per year for assistant
prosecutors, and 0.7 percent for assistant defenders,
as compared with voluntary resignation rates of
about 22 percent in fiscal. year, 1974 for these
personnel. Future rates of voluntary resignation can
be expected to vary with fluctuations in general labor
market conditions for members of the legal profes-
sion. As in other occupations, attorneys in proseCu-
tor or defender offices are more likely to quit their
jobs if alternative employment and earnings are,
favorable. This will depend both on trends in overall
demand for legally-trained personnel, and on th
supply of new lawyerswhich, in turn, is influenced
by the number of law school graduations.
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The number of new law school graduates has
increased at a particularly rapid rate in recent years,
from 17,421 in 1970-71, to 29,961 in 1974.7 Employ-
ment of lawyers has also grown rapidly over this
period, from 293,000 in 1971 to 374,000 in 1975, or at
an average of about 20,000 per year.8 However,
employment growth had failed to keep pace With the
large influx of recent graduates seeking entry into the
legal profession, resulting in concern regarding a
large potential surplus Of lawyers. Some evidence" of
a moderate weakening in the labor market for
attorneys as compared with other categories of
professional and administrative personnel is provided
by the following comparison of annual salary trends
for the period 1970-76, based on Bureau of Labor
Statistics national pay surveys of selected white
collar occupations:

TABLE 1V-8
Average Annual Percent Increases in Salaries,

1971 -76

Year Attorneys

All Professional,
Administrative
:old Technical

Occupations Surveyed

1971-72e, 6.1 5.5

1972-73__. 6.3 5.4

1973-74 5.8 6.3

1974-75 7.6 8.3

1975-76 6.1 6.7

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Nationai .1iovey of Proje,tional.

.4dnoinittralive. Technical. and (let-hal pa,. March 1976, B1.5 Bulletin 1931.

Between 1971 and 1973, average salary increases of
attorneys exceeded the average for other key profes-
sional, administrative, and technical occupations,
indicating a continued favorable job market for
attorneys in these years. Between 1973 and 1976,

however, the rate of salary increase for attorneys
was about 10 percent lower than for all of the
professional-administrative-technical occupations
surveyed.

More recent assessments, however. suggest that
earlier expectations of a large prospective surplus of
lawyers may hay.: been overstated. Thus, BLS
projections of the number of-annual new positions
for lawyers, between 1974 and 1975, were progres-
sively increased from a fdrecast of 16,50.Q per.year in
1973: to 26,400 per year in .1976.9 The rate of growth
of law, school enrollments and graduations has also
sloWed down appreciably.in the past, two.,years,
and-as a result-the most recent projections antici-
pate an average of 31,700 law school:graduates per
year between 1974 and 1985, only'moderately higher
than the total of .nearly 30,000. for 1974-75.
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Based on these assessments, the NMS projections
assume a moderate reduction in attrition rates of
assistant prosecutors and defenders, due to voluntary
resignations, during the period 1974-80, and an
increase of these rates in the period 1980-85, in line

with our assumption of an overall improvement in

the labor market in the latter period. These continued
high turnover rates, in combination with projected
growth in total employment, would in turn result in
a substantial increase in annual recruitment require-
ments for staff attorneys in prosecution and defender

agencies, from an estimated total of 8,100 in FY
1974, to annual averages of 8,700 between 1974 and
1980, and 11,100 between 1980 and 1985.

These projections. assume no significant change in

relative salaries of attorneys employed in state and

local agencies, as compared with earnings opportun-
ities for attorneys in either private practice or in
other salaried positions. A reduction or elimination
of the existing adverse salary differentials, in combi-
nation with other measures to increase the attractive-
ness of careers in prosecution or indigent defense
agenciiis, would have the effect of increasing the
stability and experience level of personnel in these
key occupations, and substantially reducing future

recruitment needs.
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CHAPTER V. LEGAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

A. Introduction
The normal basic requirements for professional

qualification as a judge, prosecutor or defender
consists of completion of an undergraduate law
school program, followed by admission into the bar.
Since law school courses have been mainly designed
to provide only a broad, general knowledge of the
substantive principles of law to develop the, needed
analytical legal skills, this initial academic prepara-
tion must normally be supplemented by periods of
practical on-the-job experience and training. In the
criminal. justice field, there has been increasing
c "cognition of the need for formal training and
continuing legal education programs, to provide both
the specialized knowledge, and the practical negotia-
tion and trial skills required for adequate perform-
ance.

4. Early programs. Before the advent o. the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration little special-
ized training was Available for judges, prosecutors or
defenders, other than that provided in a few national
programs. One of the fii-st of these programs, the
Appellate Judges Seminars sponsored by the. Insti-
tute for Judicial Administration, was initiated in 1956.
In the early 1960s the National Colleges for State
Trial Judges and Juvenile Justice opened their doors.
But for the great majority of the judiciary, particu-
larly those judges serving in courts of limited jurisdic-
tion, no national training programs were available.

National- progi Atm for attorneys were even more
limited. One of the few such national efforts was that
of the Joint Committee of the AI I-ABA on Contin-
uing Legal Education, which published a series of 10
monographs on criminal justice practice and offered
ad hoc criminal law courses as part of its national
continuing legal education program for all fields of
law. An additional national effort, the Northwestern
University Law School Short Courses for Prosecu-
tors and Defenders, was limited to a small number of
participants.

At the state level, continuing education programs
for judges and attorneys were equally scarce. Some
areas of the country, particularly the Northeast
where the Practicing Law Institute offered courses

:o attorneyshad some continuing legal education
activity, but nowhere could it be said to be more
than minimally satisfactory. Agency-level training for
prosecutors and defenders appears to have been
limited to the largest agencies (e.g., Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York).

2. Commission recommendations. Since the pub-
lication of the Wickersham Commission reports in
1931, there has been growing national recognition of
the need to improve the competencies of judicial
process personnel for effective and equitable admin-
istration of justice) This was reaffirmed by the
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice in 1967.= Similarly, the
American Bar Association Project on Criminal-Jus-
tice Standards called for in-house training of prose-
.:utors, supplementing earlier ABA standards which
advocated defense training.' The most recent and
fullest expression of national concern for adequate
training was that of the National Advisory Commis-
sion on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (NAC):

Every State should maintain a compre
hensive program of continuing judicial edu-
cation. Each State program should have the
following features:

(1) All new trial judges, within three
years of assuming judicial office, should
attend both local and national orientation
programs. as well as one of the national
judiciel education programs. . . .

(2) Each State should develop its own
State judicial college . . . (standard 7.5)

All newly appointed or elected prosecu-
tors should attend prosecutors' training
courses prior to taking office, and in-house
training programs for new assistant prose-
cutors should be available in all metropoli-
tan prosecutor offices. All prosecutors and
assistants should attend a formal prosecu-
tors' training course each year, in addition
to the regular in-house training. (Standard
12.5)

An intensive entry-level training program
should be established at State and national
levels to assure that all attorneys, prior to
representing the indigent accused have the
basic defense skill necessary to provide
effective representation.
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A defense training program should be
established at the national level to conduct
intensive training programs . . to new
(defense attorneys) . . .

E:ich State should establish its own de-
fense training program to instruct new de-
fen Iers. . .

Every defender office should establish its
ow .1 orientation program for new staff attor-
neys and for new panel members. . . .

In-service traimn3 and continuing legal
education programs should be established
on a systematic basis at the State and local
level for [defense attorneys]. . . . (Standard
13.16)4

Unlike many other recommendations for training,
those of the NAC Spell out some qualitative con-
-cerns. The commentary to the judicial education
standard recomrrnds: judicial orientation program
and visits to state institutions; annual state seminars
of 2 to 3 days, with a report from the court
administrator on the needs, deficiencies and innova-
tions of the court system and a report on national
trends in judicial education programs: courses on
techniques and skills used in judging and on matters
of substantive law and procedure, such as recent
developments in criminal law, sentencing problems
and evidence; and, in-service training with visits to
state institutions and criminal justice system inter-
coinmunication. Specialized subject programs are
advocated, such as programs. on psychiatry and law,
theory of government, sentencing, and court admin-
istration.

PrOsecution training, according to the NAC,
should begin with orientation of new assistants into
office structure, procedure, and policies: the local
court system; and the operation of the police agen-
cies, lasting about one week. In-service training
should feature .seminars on such subjects, as law of
search and seizure, confessions, substantive. criminal
law, exercise of prosecutiOnal discretion, and 'trial
strategy.

Defense training content would vary according to
its source. National training would emphasize entry-
level skills in a two- to four-week program on such
topics such as constitutional law, trial skills, criminal
investigation, and appellate ad'ocacy. Local orienta-
tion programs should emphasize local court structure
and procedure, bail, practice, office procedure, plea
negotiation practices of the 'prosecutor, and commu-
nity resources. available to aid the defendant in
formulating sentencing alternatives. Statewide train-
ing for new defenders should offer substantive crim-
inal law procedure and post conviction remedies
.unique to the state. The NAC standard also specifi-
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cally mentions the use of seminars and demonstra-
tions as training techniques.

3. Recent developments. Since the establishment
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
substantial progress has been made in strengthening
the institutional infrastructure for provision ofjudicial
process training and education, in accordance with
some of the key Commission recommendations.
With the stimulus of LEAA assistance and growing
state recognition of the need for judicial and legal
continuing education, there now exist national, state.
and loCal training and CLE programs in far greater
numbers than in the past. In addition to the three
judicial programs existing in 1968, LEAA discretion-
ary funding now supports national judicial training
through the American Academy for Judicial- Educa-
tion and tl,e American Bar Association Appellate
Judges' CoJerences. LEAA funding supports the
two national colleges for,defense and prosecution as
well as the Institute for Court Management programs
for court administrators. A 'National Institute for
Trial Advocacy assists both defense and prosecution
in acquiring these crucial skills. Block grant funding
by LEA A has supported the establishment of state
judicial education centers and programs and state-
wide prosecutor and defense training agencies and
programs, and has enabled local agency personnel to
be paid travel and other expenses to attend national
training programs. In addition to these direct training
efforts, LEAA funding also supports a variety of
technical assistance programs and provides liinited
management and planning training as well.

State recognition of the need for training in these
key occupations has not only brought about the
establishment of new training programs, but also
their institutionalization within government. In addi-
tion, a number of states have established training
requirements for the publicly employed legal profes-
sionals in the courts, particularly for the judiciary.
Three states have adopted mandatory continuing
legal requirements for all attorneys and judges.'

The substantial contributions of LEAA and the
states notwithstanding, numerous problems remain
in providing adequate training. Among key issues
addressed in this chapter are: the adequacy of law
school preparation for future criminal justice practi-
tioners and the quantitative and qualitative adequacy
of existing entry level and in-service training pro-
grams for prosecutors, defenders and judges.

B. Occupational Analysis Findings
A point of departure in the NMS assessment of

the qualitative adequacy of existing legal training and
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education programs was the identification of the
major tasks performed by members of each of the
three key legal criminal justice occupations. These
tasks were developed by panels of experts in each
field and validated through field. interviews with
small samples of practitioners in ten states. Respond-
ents were also asked to rate the importance of these
tasks, to indicate how these tasks were learned, and
to assess the adequacy of their own training for
performance of these tasks. In addition, respondents
were asked to assess the proficiency of newly--
assigned personnel in these positions, in relation to
needed proficiency standards for effective perform-
ance, based on detailed task-related skill and knowl-
edge checklists.

The lies of major tasks performed by judges,
prosecutors and defenders appear in Charts VI---3.
A detailed report on these findings is included in
Volume VIII, Part 3. Some of the key findings are
summarized below:

Judges. Task checklists were completed by 4!
judges, most of whom presided over courts of
general jurisdiction. Their average age was 50

and their average terms as judges were about
five years. Among the most critical task/per-
formed by these judges were presiding over
criminal trials, sentencing, and management of
the criminal calendar. Yet, 20 percent of those
interviewed reported that they had received
insufficient training for presiding over criminal
trials: 24 percent were insufficiently trained for
their sentencing roles: and 37 pr scent, for
managing the criminal calendar, '!'here, and
almost. all other_ specialized judicial tasks, had
been primarily learned on the job. Formal
training ranked secondbut much lowerin
order of importance, while law school. education
was consistently ranked last as a source of
training for judicial skills.

Analysis of responses to the skill and knowl-
edge checklist revealed that in almost every
catego,ry, the level of, prof...itey of typical
newly assigned judges was substantially below
that considered necessary for capable perform-
ance. The gaps appeared to be particularly
critical in such areas as knowledge of .criminal
law rules and procedures, policy regarding ex-

Chart VI

Min( ipal Tasks Pedn-nied by Judges

Hears testimony and reviews affithivits in order to justify the
issuance of warrants
Conducts bail hearings
Coriducts preliminary hearings (probable cause)
P'resides at arraignment hearings (entry of a plea)
Advises defendant of his right to counsel and appoints
counsel when appropriate
Waives propriety of plea of guilty or nolo contenders entered
by or on behalf of the defendant in order to decide whether
plea is proper or in accordance with the law
Conducts and mediates conferences in chambers with the
prosecutor and defense counsel
Rules on requests and motions (venue. continuance, etc.) by
defense and/or prosecution
Interviews and evaluates potential jury panel candidates
(Voir dire)
Orients memi.ers of the jury panel
Presides over criminal trials
Questions witnesses when appropriate to clarify testimony
Considers and decides upon legal procedure matters at the
bench and in chambers
Insure's the security of the courtroom and environs
Issues instructions to the jury
Researches and writes legs) opinions and memoranda when
required or when he deems necessary

Analyzes and evaluates all evidence and other material
available concerning cases 9f persons pleading lilty or
found guilty in brder to arrive at an imposed sentence
Presides in emergency situations (commitment orders) .

Conducts review hearings in connection with conditional
sentences in order to modify pr revoke or determine further
action necessary for problem presented
Composes letters to persons concerned with case
Reads/reviews legal opinions, publications in order to keep
abreast of new developments
Consults end exchanges information with other judges
Perform, liaison tasks with community and citizen groups
and media
Presents and discusses ideas to social services agency
representatives. legislative representatives, and community
groups
Manages the criminal calendar
Attends and participates in formal and informal judicial
education programs
Monitors correctional facilities in the jurisdiction
Performs miscellaneous administrative tasks
Presides at juvenile hearings and over matters relating to
juveniles

Source: National Manpower Survey. Volume viii Field Analysis of Occupational Requirement. and Personnel Management in Crimimil Justice Agencies
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Chart V-2

Principal Tasks Performed by Prosecutors

Obtains or causes to be collected records and evidence of
alleged law violations
Interviews scene witnesses and officers who were at the

scene of an alleged crime, officers of the Mobile Crime
Laboratory, and other investigators
Compiles and analyzes information and evidence collected

by law enforcement officials, investigators, and other judicial
system in orderto determine whether sufficient information

and probable cause exist
Screens cases, advises citizens as to appropriate. course of
action or decides whether or not to bring formal charges

against an individual or individuals
Gives testimony before the grand jury when requested or on
his own initiative
Represents the state at preliminary hearings
Reviews and evaluates physical and testimonial evidence in

a case in order to determine whether additional evidence is

necessary
Supervises or assists case investigators
Consults with superiors, technical experts, and associates in

order to make accurate judgments and formulate figther
plans for case preparation or strategy
Negotiates with defense counsel concerning charges pending

against a defendant

Conducts legal research
Prepares, responds to, and files motions and /or mem( randy

Orients witnesses
Interviews and evaluates prospective jurors
Prosecutes alleged law violators in a criminal court
Reviews and analyzes proposals ind information about an
offender who has pleaded or been found gLilty. in order to
make recommendations

Y Participates in conferences, lectures, and training sessions
Reviews and evaluates existing case load and calendar

schedule
Reads/evaluates/analyzes inquiries obtained from various
sources and writes material in the form of correspondence,
reports, and records
Meets and communicates with LE/CI personnel in order to
keep his legal knowledge current, to enable adopting suc-
cessful innovations, and to have a store of ideas for possible
improvement in his work area
Meets and confers. with citizens, members of the LE /CJ
system and offenders in .order to help prevent crime and
other violations of law, and to promote a general understand-
ing of the authorities, responsibilities, and objectives of the
LE/CJ organization and system
Supervises offenders in diversion programs

Source:, Notional Manpower Survey. Volume VIII: Field Analysis of Occupationll Requirements and Personnel Management in Criminal Justice Agencies

ercise of discretion, conduct of trials and sent-
encing practices.
Prosecutors. Task and knowledge checklists
were completed by 45 prosetutors, principally ,

in medium and larger-sized cities, who had an
average of nearly three years of prosecution
experience. Among the prosecutor tasks which
ranked high in frequeney, and in terms of time
spent, were development of evidence through
interviews and other sources, negotiation with
defense counsel and actual prosecution of cases
in a criminal court. Substantial proportions of
respondents indicated that they had insufficient
training for these tasks, ranging from 19 percent
for negotiation with defense counsel, to 30
percent for court trial prosecution, and 40

percent for development of evidence and related
case screening activities.

The level of proficiency of typical newly
assigned prosecutors was reported to be below'
the level needed for capable performance for all
major aspects of task-related skills and knowl-
edges including, particularly, knowledge of ju;
risdictional rules and procedures, knowledge of
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criminal law procedures, case preparation' prac-
tices and conduct of-trials.

Defenders. The occupational analysis for de-
fenders was based on responses from 33 public
defenders, with an average of about 21/2 years
of defender experience. The responses sug-
gested even more pronounced deficiencies in
prior training for key tasks than those for the
prosecutors. An average of about 40 percent of
those interviewed reported they had received
insufficient training for such tasks as interview-
ing clients, review of evidence, negotiation with
prosecutors or judges, and representation at
clients' trials or sentencing. In all of these and
in related practical legal tasks and knowledges,
the defenders had relied priMarily upon on-the-
job learning, andminimallyupon their law
school education as the source of training. With
limited exceptions, the proficiency of typical
newly assigned personnel was found to be much
lower, on all of the applied skill and knowledge
requirements, than that considered needed for
effective job performance.

6;
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Chart V-3

Principal Tasks Performed by Defenders.

Represents clients at police lin-eltips and interrogations
Interviews and consults with clients in order to decide on
case objectives and report on progress
Represents dents at preliminary hearings
Represents clients at bail hearings
Interviews scene witnesses and officers who were at the
scene of an alleged crime, officers of the Mobile Crime
Laboratory, and other investigators
Reviews and evaluates physical and testimonial evidence in
a case in order to. determine whether additional evidence is

necessary in the preparation of a criminal case
Supervises or assists case investigators in order to establish
facts and document evidence necessary in the preparation of
a criminal case
Consults with superiors, technical experts, and associates
Negotiates with the prosecutor and/or judge in order to have
charges or sentence against his client reduced in exchange
for a plea of guilty or to have the case dismiSsed for other
consideration

". 4= Conducts legal research
Prepares, responds to, and files motions and/or memoranda
in order to present a certain position prior to, during, or
after trial
Orients witnesses in order to assure that potential witnesses
have a basic understanding of the proceedings and allay
anxiety that might confuse them

Interviews and evaluates prospective jurors
Represents clients at trial
Collects and evaluates information about client needs in
order to plan and recommend dispositional allernatives in
the best interest of his client
Represents client at sentencing
Prepares, writes, and files appeals
Determines grounds and represents defendants in seeking
post-conviction remedies
Participates in conferences, lectures, and training sessions
Reviews and evaluates existing case load and calendar
schedule in order to negotiate a practical calendaring of
cases
Reads/evaluates/analyzes inquiries obtained from variou-
sources, received in writing, and writes material in form of
correspondence, reports, and records
Meets and communicates with LECJ personnel in order to
keep his legal knowledge current, to enable adopting suc-
cessful innovations, and to have a store of ideas for possible
improvement in his work area
Meets and confers with citizens, members of the LE/CJ
system or offenders in order to help prevent crime and other
violations of law, ancrto promote a general understanding of
the authorities, iiesponsibilities, and objectives of the LE /CJ
organization and system
Supervises offenders in diversion programs

Source: National Manpower Survey. Volume VIII: Field Analysis of Occupational Requirements and Personnel Management in Crimin.11 Justice Agencies

The implications of this field assessment are clear.
Significant proportions of the practitioners in all
three key legal adjudicative occupations who were
interviewed by the NMS staff considered themselves
inadequately trained for some of their major tasks,
and virtually all considered that newly recruited
personnel were generally deficient in the practical
skills and knowledges required for effective perform-
ance of these roles. The discrepancies were most
pronounced for defenders and prosecutors: some-
`what less so. for judgesreflecting their greater
maturity and trial experience.

It must be emphasized that the above findings
were based on small and not necessarily representa-
tive samples. They are, however, consistent both
with the asses'ments of the limitations of existing
legal educatior; and training programs, made by the
National Advisory Commission and other expert
groups, and with related findings on the criminal
justice content of undergraduate law school pro-
grams, reviewed in the following section.

C. The Role of Law Schools
in Preparation
for Criminal Justice Careers

Of the approximately 400,000 persons employed as
lawyers, or 'judges in the United States in 1974, a
relatively small proportionapproximately 50,000
were actually directly engaged in the key criminal
justice occupations-of judges, prosecutors or public
defenders. However, it is estimated that about
40,000-45,000 additional private attorneys engage
to some extentin criminal law practice as private
defenders. Thus nearly one fourth of those actively
engaged. in the-pacticematlaw have some respOnsi-
bilities associated with criminal justice, on eithe\r a
part-time or full-time basis. Other lawyers serve
government executives or legislative, whose respotl
sibilities may include oversight or policy roles ir\
relation to the criminal justice system. If job mobility
is also taken into account, e.g., the lawyer in private
practice who began his career as an assistant prose-



cutor, it is likely that as many as one-thi- of all
lawyers have Had significant contact with the.admin-
istration of criminal justice in the course of their
careers.

As noted in Chapter II, most newly recruited
attorneys in prosecution and indigent defense agen-
cies enter these positions shortly after law school
graduation, with little or no previous trial .experience.
Similarly, a large proportion of newly elected or
appointed jtIdges are likely to have had limited
experience in criminal justice practice. Thus, the
extent to which undergraduate la' school education
prepares graduates for roles in the criminal justice
field has imnortant implications for their ability to
perform effectively in these positions.

Graduation from a law school is a requirement for
admission into the bar in almost all states. In the fall
of 1975. nearly I17,(XX) students were enrolled in 163
undergraduate law schools accredited by the Ameri-

, can Bar Associaton. The most recent graduating
class for which information is available is that of
1974-75, when 29.971 undergraduate law de:,trees
(J.D.) were awarded!' New admissions to the bar
-have been even higher: in calendar yea! 1974, new
admissions based on bar examination were 33,:,.58,
including 882 graduates of nonaccredited law schools
and 5.147 from non-ABA. but state accreditexU, law
schools. An additional 882 law graduates were
granted the "diploma- privilege for bar admission.
Thus, of a total of 34,240 new admissions. 26.211 or
76.6 percent were from ABA-accredited law
schools.'

The ,prevailing educational philosophy of the un-
dergraduate law schools (reviewed in more detail in
Volume V. Chapter VIII), focuses on mastery of
legal analytical skills, combined with a broad over-
view of the substantive principles of law. Since
formal accredited specializationanalogous to that
in the medical field--has not yet emerged in the
practice of law, emphasis is on introductory and
broad survey courses, and on development of basic
legal research and analytical Skills. to develop the
compete3ce of "thinking as a lawyer ". This philoso-
phy implies that the more practiCal legal skills.
including pretrial and trial procedures. as well as
specialized expertise in particular fields Of law, will
be mainly acquired through a_process of on-the-job
"apprenticeship" or practical experience. either 'as a
law clerk or as a junior practicing attorney.

An analysis of criminal law course offerings and
course requirements of the ABA-accredited law
schools was made- in 1975, as part of the NMS
survey, to provide data on the scope and availability
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of such courses for law school undergraduates. This
analysis indicated that nearly all law schools had an
established requirement for completion of a course
in either criminal law or criminal procedures by first-
year students. As shown in Table V-1, since 1966,

there has been a small shift in emphasis from a
requirement for a substantive crimina! law course to
courses in criminal procedures. Tne percentage of
schools requiring first-year criminal law courses
dropped from 96 perctnt to 88 percent between 1966
and 1975, while the prOpr.;rtion requiring criminal
procedure courses rose fr.)m 28 percent to 30 per-
cent. This moderate shift in emphasis'may, however,
mainly reflect recognition of the increased impor-
tance of constitutional law procedural issues (e.g.,
Mapp. Mirauda) rather than an increased emphasis
on procedural and administrative aspects of criminal
justice practice, generally. For example, procedural
discussion typically omits any extended treatment of
plea bargaining either as a process which lawyers
utilize Or as an element of administrative justice.

This shift in emphasis from substantive to proce-
dural law during the first year of law school, while
slight, has been complemented by a modest overall
increase in the proportion of criminal justice courses
iii the total law school" curriculumfrom 4.3 percent
in 1966 to 6.8 percent in 1966 (Table V-2).

In 1975, the median number of courses and
seminars on criminal justice topics was 5.5, as
compared with 4.0, in 1966.8 Perhaps half of the
increase in criminal law courses and seminars re-
sulted from additional seminarsnot courses. Jack-
son and Gee found that elective criminal law courses
generated only 4.5 percent of the total of all elective

.1. AP LE V I IA s

Pereentage a/Lail :Vehools Offering or Requiring
First-leur Students. to Have Coarse.y in Criminal

Laic or Prof edure. 1975 and 1966

Nicene of Law Schools

1975

in 1621
1966"

Offering Criminal law 98" 100

Requiring criminal law 88 96

Offering crimirial _ 78 69

Requiring criminal procedure 30 28

Of the three law 400ls nut offering a criminal law course in the first year. two
include criminal law materials in a criminal process course. while one is a "clinical.'
tau school, not offering a traditional curriculum.

" Del Duca. "Continuing Evaluation of Law School CurriculaAn Initial
Survey. Journal or Legal Education. 21119681: 309 if.

Source: 1975 data based on NMS analysis. catalogues of 162 ABAaccredited law'
.schook.



TABLE V-2

Total Curriculum Offerings in Crinu d Justice as a
Percentage of All Law School Course, , 1975 and

1966

1975 1966

Criminal justice as percent of
all claw courses and seminars

Criminal justice as percent of
all law coarses excluding
seminars

6.8

5.8

4.3

N.A.

Source:-1975 data from NMS analysis of law school catalogs. 1976. 1966 'lata from
igekson and Gee. op.rir.-

law "school credit hours (number of students times
course hour credits). Although the average enroll-
ment for criminal justice courses was 48 students per
class, compared with 41 for all electives.,The relative
number of criminal law courses (but not seminars)
was low.

Table V-3 suggests that a law student seeking to
major in criminal justice law might be able to do so
In a number of law schools. However, for the great
bulk of law students, the first-year courses in crimi-
nal law and procedure are 'their sole exposure to
criminal justice in law school. Moreovzr, the scope
of ,,such preparation is not. encouraging, judging by
the materials currently in se. The most extensively
used casebooks on c mal law, for example, discuss
criminal procedure on after the materials on crimi-
nal laws have been completed. In =most texts, proce-
dure is presented in a manner that emphasizes
constitutional issues rather than demonstrating the
interrelatedness of criminal justice operations. For
exampile, the relationship of plea bargaining to mos-
ecutorovercharging or to judicial sentencing deci-
sionsis visually not Covered in these texts. -

TABLE V-3

Incidence of Different Types Specialized
Criminal Justice Courses and Seminars Among

Law Schools in 1975

Type of Course or Seminar

Percentage of
Law Schools

Offering the Course
In = 1621

.0"
Advanced criminal law 55

Advanced criminal process
Corrections 39

,.;uverile justice 55

Policerelated _ .L; 4

Administration of criminal justice (System) 34

. Source: National Manpower SuNey Analysis of law school catalogs. 1976.

Similar problems exist with criminal procedure
casebpoks. In addition to emphasizing constitutional
law, the casebooks commonly treat the elements of
procedure as entities unto t11::-mseives. The dynamics
of criminal court procedures are usually not dis-
cussed. Such omissions may affect significant tactical
decisions: whether to hold a probable cause hearing,
or weigh;ng alternative actions which, if uncritically
treated, may result in waiver of otherwise import:,
procedural rights.

In order to compensate, in part, for the limOd
coverage of procedural subjects and of related, oper-
ational skills, a large and growing proportion of law
schools offer clinical experience to advanced under-
graduate law students normally in their third year. In
1975. 124 of the 163 ABA-accredited law schools
offered clinical law prograrns.9 Of these. 65 percent
included a criminal justice component: defense,- pros-
ecution, or corrections. The importance of clinical
law programs is that they, in conjunction with
summer internships in prosecution and defender
agencies, provide day to day exposure to the realities
of criminal justice operationsf Thus, agencies and
law schools share in this tanner the burden of
preparing graduates for criminal law 'functions. More-
over, the supervision by the academic faculty.(when
applicable) has the advantage of enabling the law
student to gain insight into the equity and efficiency
of court procedures, as well as his or her own
act ns. Suckyksights are not achievable in 'any other
con ext.

T e NMS executive surveys indicated that',54
percent of prosecutors and 59 percent of defenders
give hiring preference to law students, with clinical
law experience. About 1 i percent of the reporting
prosecutors permit law students to prosecute felony
cases under supervision. An additional 15 percent
permit misdertkeanant prosecution by laW students in
their offices\

At the smite time, it must be recognized that only
about 20 pejtent of all law graduates were found to
have clinical law experience, and a much smaller
percentage have criminal law experience. Thus,
clinical programs for _criminal law are still more
important for their pdtential, than for their present,
contributions.

The limitations of undergraduate law-schciol pro-
grams, as a direct preparation for the positions of
assistant prosecutor and assistant defendersug-
gested by the preceding analysesare further con-
firmed by responses of chief prosecutors and public
defenders td the NMS survey. As shdwn in Table
V-4, a large proportion of the respondents consid-

! N.
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ered law school graduates as inadequately prepared
for such functions as trial advocacy, criminal trial
procedure, and juvenile family law and court proce-
dures, in contrast to much more favorable assess-
ments of their preparation on such subjects as
substantive criminal law, constitutienal law and legal
ethics. One of the results of inadequate preparation
of most law school graduates- 'for criminat justice-
related positions is to place a greater burden upon
employing agencies to provide supplementary train-
ing to newly hired personnel, through closely super-
vised on-the-job learning experiences, as well as
formal courses. The following description, based on
the.report of NMS field, visits to a number of large
and medium-sized prosecution and defender offices,
describes the prevailing practice in these offices:

"Once hired, new attorneys are never sent into
the courtroom to sink or swim. Every office (of
those visited) has some system for developing the
attorney's skills without causing undue harm to the

office, the public or the accused. In addition to
formal and informal orientation programs, the young

attorney i > led through a series of assignments
graduated in difficulty. . . The length of time spent
in each of these training cycles varies with the
individual and the opportunities to move, but most
offices feel that it takes a year to become a minimally

competent trial attorney." (Volume VIII, p. 846).
It must be emphasized, however, that the above

desCrip-tiOil-on")FaCtice in- larger pi osecution-or-public-
defender agencies clearly cannot apply to the situa-
tion of the large number of smaler offices often

TABLE V-4

Assessment of Adequacy ofTwparation of Law
School Graduates. hy Heads M. Prosecution /Da jense

Offices'h

Functional Area
of,Preparation

Percent of Office licads42ssessing
Preparation as Adequat:

Prosecution Dek rise

Juvenile family law
and court proce-
dure 8

Criminal trial ,,roce-
. dure 32 27

Trial advocacy ' 32 26

Law of evidence __ 60 53

Substantive criminal
law 64 60

Constitutional law 79 79

Legal ethics 85 74

Percentages adjusted for no response.-
Sou'ree: National Manpower Survey, Prosecutors and Public Defenders. 1975.
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staffed by only one or two_ attorneys. The latter
offices, normally have little or no in-house training
capabilities. Moreover, it is clear, that in view of the
high turnover among these staff attorneys a substan-
tial proportion have less than the rninimum lens of
expel 'ence needed to 'become "minimally compe-
tent,'- ci_the full range of required skills.

From the standpoint of the law schools, the
following improvements are recommended:

Increased emphasis should be placed on closely
supervised clinical programs, preferably in the
setting of an operational agency.
Curriculum offerings in criminal justice should
be expanded along the lines proposed in an
illustrative model curriculum (Volume V, Chap-
ter VII), with increased emphasis on practical

legal skills.
Faculty and ir.stitutional improvement should
also be encouraged by supporting activities such,
as greater involvement in criminal justice re-
,carch,- internships in criminal justice agencies

and development of better linkages between taw
faculty and operating criminal justice agencies.

D. Prosecutor Training

Ent v- let'el
section, the development of the needed profess

As

criminal

preced-

ing

ed-

civil practicerelies upon a process of on-the-job
experience and specialized training to 'supplement
the broad foundations provided in undergraduate law
school courses. Traditionally this processin aim-.
mon with that in many other professional and skilled
occupationshas consisted primarily of progressive
assignments under supervision of more senior Per-
sonnel, , i.e., informal on-the-job orientation and
-learning by doing." Exclusive reliance upon this
process has some obvious limitat:ons, as previoPsly.
noted, particularly in small organizations not amena-
ble to specialized breakdowns of legal tasks by order
of difficulty and in situations where workload pres-
sures compel' immediate assignment of junior attor-
neys to more complex and demanding tasks. These
have resulted in development of more formal entry -
level training, or orientation, programs for both
assistant prosecutors and defenders, nOrmallj, pro-
raided shortly after their entry into employment.

Not all new entrants to positions of assistant
Prosecutor have an equal need for such training. As
noted in Chapter IV, about one-fifth of such new
entrants may have prior trial experience, while others
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may have become familiar with agency practices
through prior experience with the agency as an
intern, in a clinical. program, or as a law clerk.
Nevertheless, in most cases, entrants need system-
atic training on prosecution office policies and pro-
cedures, on relationships with the courts and police,

and on such practical issues as exercise of discretion

in screening or charging of defendants. This training
is typically provided to state and local prosecution
attorneys either by the agency itself or by a state
prosecutor training program.

In addition- to such entry-level training, there is a
need for programs of in-service training. for more
experienced attorneys to develop specialized compe-
tencies not taught in entry-level training or acquired
through on-the-job experience, and to keep current
on implications of new laws, policies or procedures.
When such tntining is provided by external- sources,
it has been referred to as continuing legal education

(CLE) in this report.
Information on the current extent of entry training

wty provided by s'.r- rind county proseczaors who

i-esrxmded to ttfrt vey. About 3R percent of

all respont, t Ja!-Inly the Mal agenciLN,

indicated tha! Olen- agency provided no formal entry-
level training to new assistant prosecutors during.

their first year of employment (Table V-5). An
additional 8.5 percent provided only basic: orientation
of one day or less. Thus nearly one-half of all

TABLE V-5

Percent of Prosecution Agencies Providing Formal
Entry-Level Training for Assistant Prosecutors and

Length of Training. by Agency .Size. /975

(Percent Distribution)

:Agency Site-Numher of
PrthcCut or,

I emelt of
Training

All
Agency.

1-4 10-24
25 .tad
flyer

No formal training 38.1 45.1 31.4 15.9 10.2.

One day or less (basic
orientation only) .. 8,5 8.0 11.0 7.2 10.2

Total, none or one
day or less _ 46.6 53.1 42.4 23.1 20.4

Two days to one
week 25.8 23.9 31.4 31.9 .15.4

One to two weeks 19,4 16.6 21.2 27.5 32.2

More than two weeks 8.2 6.4 5.1 17.4 20.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of reports (811) (565/ 1118) 69) 159)

Source, NW Executive Survey, 1975. Cover. state and county prO.1,:ol,on or

legal services agenCtes Repnse. .a foo agncit, with mote ,,s ,scant

prosecutor.

prosecution agencies surveyed pro' 'led no formal
entry-training other than brief orientations to ,their
newly hired attorneys.

Larger agencies, with 10 or more 1ssistant prose-
cutors, were much more likely to have formal entry-
level training than smaller officr:s. Since these agen-
cies account for over one-half of total employment in
state and county prosecution agencies, a weighted

average, based on total employthent in each size
group, indicates that agencies employing about two -

thirds of all assistant prosecutors offer formal entry-
level training to newly hired personnel.

Only about one-third of the agencies which pro-
vided any formal entry-level training (including those
providing basic orientation only) reported that they
provided such training through in-house training
resources (Table V-6).

TABLE V-6

Percent of Prosecution Agencies Providing Formal
Entry-Level Training. with In-House Training

Programs, by Agency Size

Agency Size
INumber of

ANetant Prthectif

Percent
In.House

'fatal 32.9

1-4 24.9

5-9 33.8

10-24 45.6

25 and over 75.7

Source: NMS Executive Survey, 1975. Based on rcspOnwS from 502 agencies

which provide formal entrydevel training.

The proportion Of these agencies providing in-house

training varied from about one-fourth, for agencies

with less than 5 assistant prosecutors to about
three-fourths, for agencies with 25 or more assistant

prosecutors. It seems p,-obable, however, that many
respondents to this question, in the case of the
smaller agencies, construed "in-house training to
include state-level prosecutor training programs, as

well as those directly operated by the agency itself.
Although equally comprehensive data on the ex-

tent of prosecutor training are not available for
earlier periods, the available evidence suggests that

there has been a very substantial increase in the
-provision of such training since the late 1960' i. Thus,

a small scale survey by the National District Attor-
neys Association (NDAA) in 1970, covering 18
metropolitan prosecutor offices, found that-at that
time-only 4 had formal entry training and that
6 did not even have a progntm of formalized on-
the-job training.'"
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The improvement that has occurred, particularly
in the case of the smaller agencies, has been due in
considerable measure to the growth of statewide
prosecutor training programs. A recent study by the
National District Attorneys Association indicates that
29 sites had statewide training' programs that pro-

,

vide training to both new assistants and new chief
prosecutors. t' In fiscal year 1975, 25 of these pro-
grams received LEAA financial assistance. Other
information from the National Association of Attor-
neys General, when combined with the NDAA data,
indicates, that only one state provides no external
proseculdr continuing legal education.12 Training
may not be statewide, however, and may not be
available every year in each state. In about eight
states that had prosecutor training in the period from
1972-74; there was no such training in 1975. Finally,
it should be noted that only a few of t ese programs
included specific entry training components.

A second source of external proseCutorial training
is the various CLE organizations including the
National College of District Attorneys (NCDA),
which has, through 1976, provided 'entry-level train-
ing for 1 new chief prosecutors, but not for new
assistants. Whether derived from a state prosecutor
training, program or from NCDA,/entry training vis-
a-vis CLE_ programs may not be offered at a time
when new hires first require it. It is not uncommon

itfor a new prosecutor to be on th job s- eral months
before attending entry-level training. In some states,
state training coordinator progr s may be available
only during the summer and, h nce, 6 to 10 months
may elapse before a nt.w pro ecutor can attend a
training course. .

2. In-service training. The NMS survey also de-
veloped information on the pr vision - of in-service
training, or continuing legal e ucation, to experi-
enced attorneys, i.e., those with 'at least one year of
experience (Table V-7). About two-thirds of all
agencies and about 90 percent of the larger agencies,
reported that they provided some assistance for
external, continuing education in the, field of prosecu-
tion, whether in the form of administrative leave,
tuition support or by other means. Only 30 percent
however, had an established policy', that required
experienced assistant prosecutors to `participate in
some type of job-related continuing education. An
even smaller proportion, less than 15 \percent, re-
ported that they provided in-house formal in-service
training. This proportion ranged from only about 12
percent, ih the case of the smallest agencies, to 61
percent, for agencies with 25 or more employees.
Thus while most prosecution agencies proVide some
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TABLE V-7

Agency Practices on Provision of Continuing Legal
Education (CLE) or In Service Training, to

',,Experienced Assistant Prosecutors, by Agency Size,
1.975

Agency Size
(Number of
Assistant

Prosecutors(

pe'rcent of

Agencies
Requiring CIF.

Percent

Providing
In-House
Formal

Training

Percent
Providing

Assistan,:e for
External CLE

Total 30.2 14.5 67.0
0 N.A. N.A. 52.8
1-5_ 29.2 12.2 69-.5

5-9 " 33.3 12.8 84.7
10-24 35.8 29.0 91.2
25 and over 27.6 61.0 86.5
Number of reports (798) (808) (1276)

Source: NMS Executisle Survey. 1975.

support, or encouragement, for continuing legal edu-
cation of their personnel, most of this training is
provided by external sources.

Some indication of the sources of external training
is provided by responses to a question requesting
prosecutors to identify the agencies from which their
office had received assistance for training, including
training provided to chief prosecutors as well as
assistant Prosecutors (See Table V-8).

TABLE V-8

Sources of Training Assistance for ProsecutiOn
Offices

Source

Percent
Receiving
Assistance

National District Attorneys Association 38%

National College of District Attorneys 29

State Prosecutor Office 27

State Bar Association 22

State Attorney General 20

Accredited Law Schools 12

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975.

Thus, training provided by two national-level organi-
zationsthe National District Attorneys Association
and the National College of District Attorneyswas
most frequently utilized for this purpose, followed by
programssponsored---or operatedby state-level
prosecution offices or by the 'state bar
associations.

3. Training content. Those agencies which reported
that they conducted in-house training programs were
also requested to indicate the topics covered in these
courses. With limited exceptions, the general subject



coverage provided in the in-service programs parallels
that provided in entry-level courses, with topics such
as constitutional law, law of evidence and criminal
trial procedure included by nearly all programs (Table
V-9). Subjects such as screening policies and prose-

. d e.s,and charging practices, are almost always co-
vered in entry-level training, andless frequentlyin
the in- service programs. The latter, however. arc
somewhat more likely to emphasize substantive crim-
inal law developments and trial advocacy. Subjects
which sire less frequently covered include juvenile and
family law procedure, pretrial diversion and appellate
advocacy, in part beca_ise many prosecution agencies
and staffs do not have responsibility for these ftmc-
tions, or because on-the-job training procedures are
considered adequate.

One of the more significant gaps in coverage
appears to exist in the case of juvenile or family law
procedure. About 85 percent of all prosecution
agencies reported that they, had responsibilities in
this area. Yet, among those conducting in-house
training; less than one-half included this topic in their
program. There is no reason to believe that training
for juvenile court responsibilities is less needed than
training for adult criminal court responsibilities:.the
tasks are no less complex or important. For example,
in jurisdictions that include status offenses (i.e..

TABLE V-9

TatiningContent (47n-florae nt and In-.S'errie
Prosecutorial Training Prograins. /975

I ore

Pek:ent of Offn.,,

Ent, In-Sen ice
in InS) in 1201

Constitutional law 95.3 100.0

Juvenile family lay. procedure 4;i.S 40.4

Substantive criminal km' development, 70.0 79.8

Law of evidicnce 96.0 100.0

Charging practices 92.1 72.3

Screening politic, and procedures 100.0 72.3

Plea negotiation practices 97.6 85.

Pretrial diversion deferred prosecution 49,6 45.7

Case investigation 100.0 84.0

Preliminary hearing procedures tactics 85.8 66.0

Jury selection 8I.9 80.9

Criminal trial procedure 96,9 90.7

Trial advocacy 70,9 75.5

Appellate .ifivocil) 12.6

Scientific evidence 43.3 N.A.
Polygraph use 17.; 22.3

Sou, ce NMS Fa nLutt,e S111,0 . 1.77'

noncriminal behavior which may be against state
law, the basis for a delinquency` determination), a
juvenile who is "out of control- may be prosecuta-

however, a parental claim to that effect may
reflect parental neglect. A. decision to prosecute the
juvenile requires social work investigation, for which
the proSecuting attorney is no: trained, nor is he
even commonly aware of the need. Even cjininal
behavior by the juvenile may be but a symptom of a
dysfunctional family situation. Many jurisdictions
resolve this problem by using probation intake staff
to make the initial determinations of whether to
charge the juvenile. But others do not, resting this
responsibility solely with .the. prosecutor. In either
case, the prosecutor needs to determine at charging-

or on subsequent review whether quasi-criminal
. proceedings will likely result in a positive solution
for the juvenile, the parents, and society. For even
where a social worker has screened some cases, the
prosecutor must have the option and the concomitant
expertise to screen or divert others from -further
criminal -like proceedings.

One specialized subject, not separately identified
in Table V-9, is training for organized crime prose-
cution. This training is specifically mandated by
Section 407 of the Crime Control Act. Under this
authority LEAA has undertaken to fund training
programs sponsored by the National College of
District Attorneys, National Association of Attor-
neys General, and the Organized Crime Institute.at
Cornell University Law School. In addition, techni-
cal assistance is provided by publications such as the
Battelle Institute's White Collar Crime Manual for
Prosecutors, a similar manual on use of state revenue
statutes as the basis for prosecution, and a Racket .

Bureau Prescriptive Package. Other LEAA-funded
efforts include a number of state organized crime
councils directed to increasing public and policy
makers' awareness of this problem and often result-
ing in needed legislation.

The need for organized crime prosecution training .
is not being completely met by LEAA-funded train-
ing, however. Based on information provided by
LEAA staff to the NMS, it would appear that the
1975 NAAG seminar, for example. was little more
than an orientation or consciousness-raising program,
rather than a serious training effort in "how to do
it. This was a two-day program, so little more could
he expected. The National College. of District Attor-
neys seminars were twice as long.. One of the three
programs given by NCDA was an advanced four-day
seminar, open only to those having taken the basic
four-day program. About, 130 prosecutors and inves-
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tigators attended the two basic training courses, and
40 attende0 the advanced course.

The most ambitious training 0./ on the ,subject
is that of Cornell University s institute, which of-
fered a one week program in April 1976 to about 100
participants The Institute is unique in explicitly tying

its training rogram to a parallel research effort on
the effectiv ness of organized crime prosecution
efforts.

Left unto ched by these efforts is the need for
technical ass stance or intensive training for offices

that wish to establish organized crime prevention
units or that have immediate tactical problems in

pending inves 'Rations and prosecutions.
5. Adequac: of prosecutor training programs. The

above survey findings have noted some positive
aspects, as we I as some apparent limitations, in the
scope and qua itative adequacy of existing prosecu-
tion training pr grams. As compared to the situation

in thAate 1960'
1 '

substantial progress has been made
in the establishment of an infrastructure for provision
of prosecution training, including the combined re-
sources of in-house training (mainly by larger agen-
cies), of state-wide programs and of national-level
programs. The availability of both formal entry-level
and CLE opportunities is still limited, in the case of
staffs of smaller agencies, whichby reason of size
limitationsare also least equipped to provide struc-
tured on-the-job training experiences. Moreover,
from a qualitative standpoint, the large proportion of
entry-training courses which are of less than two
weeks duration, as well as more apparent limitations
in content coverage noted above, point to the need
for continuing qualitative improvement in existing
programs.

Confirmation for the above assessment is provided
by responses of chief prosecutors to the .following
question:-"On the whole, how satisfied are you with

all aspects of training at your office ?" Only 10
percent of prosecutors indicated that they were
either "extremely" or "very" satisfied with their
program, while nearly one-half (47 percent) of the
respondents expressed varying degrees of dissatisfac-
tion with the training offered by their agency. More-

over, in response to an earlier question concerning
the most serious': manpower problem in their
office, 15 percent of all r ;spondents ranked inade-

quate training as their most serious problem.
Although inadequate budgets for training are

clearly a major factor in limiting the effectiveness of
training programs, responses by prosecutors indi-

cated that other -constraints were of nearly equal
importance. The most significant of these were the
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effects of high workloads, both it limiting availability
of staff for training and of s .iior personnel for
providing training. About 8 out of 10 prosecutors
indicated that these were serious or moderate limita-
tions on their training programs. Hence, provision of
additional training,funds may not, alone, be sufficient
to assure that personnel would be available for such
training.

E. Defender Training

1. Need for training. As described in Chapter
the public responsibility for provision of defender
services to indigent persons accused of crimes is met
by a variety of arrangements, including publicly
operated defender agencies, by contractual arrange-
ments with private organizations such as legal aid
societies and by use of assigned counsel. About
3,600 attorneys were employed as defenders or
assistant defenders in public defender agencies in

1974, or about 3,200 in terms of full-time equivalents.
It is estimated that an additional 3,000 "full-time
equivalent" attorneys were engaged in indigent de-
fense work in contract agencies or as assigned
counsel, based on the necessarily arbitrary assump-
tion that the average compensation of the latter
categonT.s equals that of publicly employed attor-
neys. However, since representation of indigent
clients is a part-time andoftenincidental activity
for many assigned counsel, the total number of
lawyers engaged to some extent in provision 'of
indigent defense services is probably several times
as great as the full-time equivalent estimates.

Some indication of the potential need for defender
training is .provided by estimates, based on limited
survey data, which imply that as many as 45,000
private attorneys were engaged to some extent in

criminal or juvenile defense work in the United
States." Of these, perhaps as many as 10,000 might
be considered criminal law speCialists, while the
remainder may engage in crimina or juvenile law

work for less than one-fourth of their time. Despite
the approximate nature of these estimates, it is

evident that the number of lawyers potentially in

need of specialized training for indigent defense is
several times as great as the number actually em-
ployed in public defender agencies.

The survey data on the actual scope of defender
training in this report is, however, primarily based
on the NMS survey of executives of public defender
agencies. This was supplemented by a small-scale
survey of the larger contract defender agencies, and
by analysis of available data on the external contin-



uing legal education programs, since the latter are
virtually the only source of specialized post-graduate
training available to most private defense attorneys.

2. Entry-level training. Information on the current
extent of formal entry-level training was provided by
nearly 200 public defender agencies whOse adminis-
trators responded to the NMS survey. About 32
percent of these agencies provided no formal entry-
level training to new assistant defenders during their
first year of employment (Table V-I0). An additional
15 percent provided only a brief orientation of one
day or less. Thusas in .the case of the prosecutor
agencies surveyednearly one half provided no
formal entry training other than short orientations to
their newly hired attorneys. Among agencies which
did provide such training, about 45 percent (or 24
percent of all respondents) provided between two
days and one full week of training only, while only a
small proportion reported entry-training courses of
more than two weeks in duration.

About one-half of the defender agencies which
provided either orientation or formal entry-training
reported that this training was provided through in-
house programs. The extent of in-house formal
training varied by size of agency, as in the case of
the prosecutor offices. Nearly 95 percent of the
offices with 25 or more staff attorneys had such in-
house programs, as compared to only 25 percent of
offices with 14-24 attorneys, and to 14 percent for
offices with fewer than 14 staff attorneys.

Supplemental information on the extent of in-
house training, in contract defender offices, was also
obtained from a separate NMS survey of 32 such
offices in larger cities. About 80 percent of these
offices offered in-house entry-level training. How-
ever, about one - fourth of the latter agencies provided
such training through structured on-the-job training

TABLE V-10

Percent of Public Defender Agencies Providing
Formal bitty-Leel Training for Assistant
Defenders and Length i,17 Training, 1975

Length of Training
Percent

of Agencies

None 32

One day or less (orientatic; only) 15

Total. none orpne day or less (47)

Two days to one week 24

One or two weeks 21

More than two weeks 8

Total 100

Source: NMS Executive Survey, 1975. Rased on 191 responses.

only, while about three fifths of, the total provided
formal training courses for this purpose.

The proportion of all newly hired assistant defend-
ers who needand do not receiveformal entry-
level training cannot be precisely estimated from the
above data, since the smaller agencies which are less
likely to provide' such training are for that reason
also more likely to rely upon experienced, part-time
attorneys for their recruitment. Based on the avail-
able evidence it is probable, however, that between
one-fourth and one-third of the staff attorneys re-
cruited by public defender ager:ies in 1974 or 1975
were inexperienced personnel whom were not pro-
vided with any formal entry-level training by their
agencies, other than short orientations.

3. In-service training. Responses by public de-
fenders to the NMS survey questions on the extent
of agency support forand provision ofcontinuing
legal education to their staff generally paralleled
those of the prosecutors:

Aboutcthree-fourths (74 percent) of all agencies
provided some assistance for external continu-
ing education for attorneys, relevant to their
job, through administrative leave, tuition sup-
port or other means.
About one-third had a policy requiring that
experienced assistant defenders participate in
some type of job-related continuing education.
However, only 28 percent of the agencies
actually provided formal in-house training pro-
grams for this purpose. As in the case of entry-
level training, the larger offices, with 25 or more
staff attorneys, were the most likely to have
such programs.

The supplemental survey of contract defender
offices als6 found that formal in-house training, in
the form periodic seminars or classroom instruc-
tion, was limited to agencies with 25. or more staff
attorneys.

Information on the subjects covered in both entry-
level and in-service programs conducted, in-house,
by public defender agencies is included in Table V-
I I. Certain subjects, such as constitutional law and
criminal trial procedure, are includedwith about
the same frequencyin both entry-level and in-
service programs. Entry-level courses, however,
more frequently cover certain basic practical skills
such as case investigation, plea negotiation practices
and preliminary hearing procedures, whereas more
specialized subjects, such as evidence, substantive
law developments and juv znile law are more fre-
quently included in the courses for more experienced
personnel.
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TABLE VI1

Percent of Defender Agencies Including Selected
Training Topics in In-House Training Programs

raining Topic
Entry-Level

= 61)

InService
In = 551

Case investigation or prepara-
tion . .

79% 65

Constitutional law (arrests,
search and seizufe) 74 78

Plea negotiation practices 74 56

Preliminary hearing procedures 69 56

Criminal trial procedure 69 73

Substantive law development: 69 73

Evidence 66 78

Jury selection 62 62

Juvenile/Family law 62 75

Court procedure 41 36

Source: NMS Executive Survey, 1975.

The above findings highlight the importance of
external CLE programs, particularly fel- the smaller
agencies. In fact, while only about one-fourth of the
agencies provided some in-house .training to their
staffs,. nearly one-half of all assistant and chief
defenders in of responding to the NMS survey'
(about 1,200 of 2,500 defender attorneys) had re-
ceived some external CLE in 1975.

The major sources of training assistance for these
defender personnel are shown below:

Percent of
# Agencies

Receiving
Assistance

Program

National College of Criminal Defense Lawyers
and Public Defenders 32%

State Defender Office 21

National Legal Aid and Defenders Association 17

State Bar Association 15

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975. Percentages not additive, since agencies
may use multiple training sources. (N = 179).

Although the abOve survey data provide a basis
Or assessing the quantitative adequacy of existing
defender training programs, and provide some insight
as to areas of course emphasis, no systematic
assessment of training program quality was possible
as part of this study. Public defenders were, how-
ever, queried on whether they were satisfied with
their agency's overall training programsincluding
those for entry level and more experienced person-
nel. In response to this question, 45 percent of the
respondents expressed varying degrees of dissatisfac-
tion; 44 percent reported that they were "satisfied"
with their agency's program, only an additional 11
percent reported that they were "very" or "highly"
satisfied with the program. Inadequate training budg-
ets and heavy staff workloads were most frequently
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cited, in that order, as the major constraints on the
existing programs.

4. Training for chief prosecutors and defenders.
The preceding sections haye focused primarily on
training provided to staff attorneysassistant prose-
cutors and defendersrather than on the training
needs of heads of prosecution and public defender
agencies. The professional tasks performed by many
chief prosecutors and defenders in small cffices
overlap with, and are frequently identical...to, those

performed by the staff attorneys in larger offices.
Thus, among all chief prosecutors and defenders
responding to the NMS survey, 69 percent of the -

prosecutors and 5a percent of the defenders identi

fled tht task of preparation, supervision and review
of legal: cases among the, three major responsibilitia
which were most important in their position, Off
compared to much smaller proportions who indicated
that their managerial or liaison duties were the most
demanding. However, in larger-jurisdictions, the role

of the chief prosecutor and chief defender becomes
that of a manager, whoin addition to direct panic-,
ipation in, or supervision of, the most important and

difficult legal prosecution and defense casesmust
also establish office policies, serve as the official
spokesman and representative of his agency with
other governmental agencies and the community,
and must conduct all the normal responsibilities of
maragement, including setting priorities, monitoring
case flows, and- fiscal and personnel administration.
Moreover, although prosecutors am! defenders may
enter these positionswhether through election or
appointmentwith -varying degrees of competency
and experience in criminal law practice, they are,
with few exceptions, lacking in professional prepara
tion for many of their policy and managerial respon-
sibilities.

For this reason, chief prosecutors and defenders
were requested, in the NMS survey, to identify those
specialized training subjects, or courses, which they
would recommend as being especially helpful for
future incumbents in their position, as well as to-
sepatately indicate Which of these courses they
themselves had taken. A total of 16 areas was listed,
ranging from traditional legal subjects, such as con-
stitutionallaw and trial advocacy, and more special-
ized technical subjects, such as forensic pathology,
to non-legal subjects, including general management

"training, human relations and community relations.
Their responses are summarized in Tables V-12 and

V-13.
In response to the question concerning recom-

mended specialized training courses for chief prose-



TABLE V-12

Recommended Specialized Courses and Actual
Courses Taken by Chief Prosecutors, 1975

Training
Topic

Percent Percent
Recommending Who Attended

Difference

Course Course
(1)-(2)

(I) (2) (3)

Law of evidence 73 39 34

Trial advocacy 71 42 29

Conititutional law 67 46 21

Substantive criminal law
developments 55 39

...,_

16

Juvenile justice Taw 37 17 20

General management/
'administration 37 19 18

Jury selection. 36 2i 15

Scientific evidence identi-
fication " 36 22 14

Plea negotiation practices 30 15 15

Community relations 29 6 23

Forensic pathology 26 14 12

Psychiatry and the law 25 13 11

Human relations 25 5 20

Appellate advocacy 20 7 13

Program management
(e.g., pre-trial diver-
sion, defender prosecu-
tion) 20 10 10

6

Polygraph use 13 9 4

Source: N MS Executive Survey. 1975 N = 1344).

cutors and defenders, the types of courses most
frequently recommended by both categories were
those related to professional legal subjects: law of
evidence, trial advocacy, constitutional law and sub-
stanthie criminal law developments. These were the
only subjects recommendedin that orderby- one-
half or more of both the prosecutors and public
denders responding to the NMS survey. Since over
three-fourths of the prosecutors in this survey, and
nearly 60 percent of the defenders, were in small
agenciesthose with fewer than 10 employeesthis
emphasis upon prpfessional legal subjects is under-
standable. In the latter agencies, particularly, the
principal tasks of the prosecutor or defender are
directly related to actual handling of cases or to
direct supervision or review of the work of staft
attorneys.

One method for identifying significant gaps in
prosecutor and defender training programs is to
compare the proportions of respondents recommend-
ing particular training subjects with the proportion
who have actually received training in these subjects.
These differences are shown in the last columns of
Tables VI2 and VI3. For prosecutors, these differ-
ences were 20 percent higher in tJe following sub-

TABLE V-13

Recommended Specialized Courses and Actual
Courses Taken by Chief Defenders, 1975

Training
Topic

Percent
Recommending

Course

Percent
Who Attended

Course

Difference
(1)-(2)

(I) (2) (3)
Law, of evidence 62 , 44 18

Trial advocacy 61 46 15

Confthutional law 56 47 9

Subitantive criminal law
developments 51 41 10

General management/
administration 49 23 26

Psychiatry and the law 41 18 23

Scientific evidence identi-
fication 37 29 8

Jury selection 36 25 11

Human relations 33 6 27

Plea negotiaticri practices 31 ,19 12-

Appellate advocacy___ 31 14 17

Forensic pathology 31 18 13

Juvenile justice law 30 16 14

Community relations 24 4 20

Program management
pre-trial diver-

sion, defender prosecu-
tion) 20 ., 8 14

Polygraph use 19 16 3

Source: NMS Executive Survey. 1975 (N = 252).

jects: law of evidence (34 percent), trial advocacy
(29 percent),.community relations (23 percent), con-
stitutional law (21 percent), juvenile law (20 percent),
and human relations (20 percent). For defenders, the
"most needed" additional training courses, based on
this 'Criterion were: human relations (27 percent),
general' management/administration (26 percent); psy-
chiatry and the law (23 percent) and community
relations (20 percent). Thus, for both prosecutor
and defenders, these comparisons point to the need
for increased emphasis On subjects outside of the
traditional CLE cunricula and ,which provide needed
perspectives to prosecutors and defenders in their
roles as criminal justice executives. The limited
exposure to such training for prosecutors and defend-
ers is illustrated by the fact that only about 5 percent
of the respondents had taken any specialized courses"
in community relations or human relations, and that
only about one-fifth had taken a course in manage-
ment subjects.

Chief prosecutors and defenders were, also queried
as to vt:'. er they' had taken any comprehensive or
"omnibus ' prosecutor training courses, of the types
offered by the National Colleges of District Attor-
neys or Defenders, or by state prosecutor or defend-
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ers training progiams. A .majority of the respond-
ents-56 percent of the prosecutors and 61 percent
of the defendersreported that- they had attended
.such courses. Based on responses to ..this and the
preceding questions, it appears that a large propor-
tion of all incumbent prosecutors and defenders have
had some specialized post-law school training rele-
vant to their current position. However,. in view of
the brief duration of most of the available training
courses and of their priMary focus upon professional
legal content, there have heen significant gaps in
adequacy of this trainingparticularly for the policy
and managerial aspects of their positions.

F. Judicial Training
The judicial role entail:, tasks and responsibilities

distinctive from those required for general law prac
tice. These include such basic duties as presiding at
trials and hearings, issuing instructions to juries and
imposing sentences, as well as non-legal duties, such
as court calendar management. However, unlike
many other countries, the United. States does not
provide any formal preservice education or training
to specifically prepare individuals for serving as
judges. Since most judges are either elected, or are
appointed by political ofqcials, selection criteria-vary
widely from state to state and by type of court. Even
a law school education is not always a requirement
for selection in the case of many limited jurisdiction
courts. In view .of these limitations, particular em-
phasis has been placed upon provision of, and
improvement of, judicial training, as an important
element of any comprehensive program for upgrading
the performance Of the court system. Information on
the current need for, and status of, judicial training,
presented in this section, was based primarily on
NMS field visits to. selected court systems in 10

states, supplemented by findings from recent surveys
conducted by the 'National Center for State Courts
and the California Center. for Judicial Education and

Research.
1. Entry-level training. Table V-14 summarizes the

extent to which states (including the District of
Columbia) provide entry-level training for new
judges. Despite the critical need for such training,
only about one-half of the states pr3vided such
training for new judges in courts of general jurisdic-
tion and only about two-fifths, in courts of limited
jurisdiction. Of the 38 states still employing lay
justices of the peace, 26 provided entry training for
these personnel:

While entry training may be available, it is not
necessarily mandatory nor is it always utilized. Only
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TABLE V-14

Number of States. Providing Entry Training for -
New Judges, by TYpe of Court, 1975

General
Court
(n=31)

Limited
Court

(n=47)

Lay Justice°
of Peace

(n=38)

Numbe. of states
with courts ____

Number of states
providing train-
ing

51 47 38

24 19

° Excludes states with unified court 'systems that have lower court and no
separate training for parajudicial personnel.

° States' with lay justice training provided by attorney gen..,n1 or a judicial
association are inchided in this table.

Source: State Court System Administrators and National Center for State Courts
data Me.

seven states require entry training for all judges; one
state requires entry training only for its general court
judges, and two states require entry training only for .

limited court judges. Twenty-one 'states do not re-
quire entry training for any judges, but provide entry
training with attendance voluntary for trial judges. In
many instances, judges are "expected" to attend
training, although it is voluntary.

Several tri the states listed as providing entry
training for trial judges in Table V-14 do not provide
the training themselves, but use one or more LEAA-
funded national judicial training programs. A few
other states send judges for entry training to the
National Colleges in Reno, Nevaua; Denver, Colo-
rado; or Boulder, Colorado.

In addition to formal training programs, in at least
13 states an "advisory," or experienced, judge
volunteers to assist new trial judges.'4 In many of
these states, the judicial education office has pre-
pared guides to assist the advisory juage..ft is often
suggested that new judges first sit as observers on
th& bench beside the advisor judge, before taking
cases.

The most successful of the "buddy system" meth-
ods observed, in the course of NMS field visits,
provides for assignment of a senior judge-advisor
from a list of highly experienced trial judges who .

have indicated a willingness to serve in thiS. capacity.
Immediately upon assignment, these advisory judges
are sent a detailed guide suggesting various steps to
be followed in providing orientation and:assistance.
In addition, the new judge is prcivided with a set of .
materials including: bench and desk books, sentenc-
ing guides, descriptions of the state judicial ysterh,
and a list of printed and recorded mated available
to new .;idges. Ale" distributed are a dio cassette



tapes, which address some very practical ;,problems
facing the new judge such as organizing a library,
handling certain.types of offenses, and even selecting
a judicial retirement plan.

Other orientation programs in various jurisdictions
are offered during the course of the incumbent's first
year and concentrate on problems identified by the
new judges as well as selected substantive law and
procedural issues. Some judges prefer this type of
orientation program to preservice training because it
offers judges time to gain practical experience prior
to classroom training. The teaching techniques uti-
lized in orientation programs are similar to other
inservice sessions and may .include: lecture, semi-
nars, workshops, film, and video tape presentations.
The time set aside for orientation training may range
from a long weekend session to a two week course
totalling over 84 hours of instruction. In the latter
Case, instructional materials developed by the train-
ing coordinators have filled five volumes consisting
of over 2,500 pages.

A number of states visited that presently offer no
programs indicated they would like to offer them.
For those jurisdictions with current programs. plans
are under way for more sophisticated and faster
delivery, in an effort to provide better training as
soon as possible-.

2. In-service judicial education.---k_Thown in Table
V-15, all but a few states report that they have some

. on-going state-coordinated program for continuing
education of their judicial personnel in n1976. In 46
states and the District of Columbia, in-service train-
ing programs were reported as provided for general
court judges, and in 44 jurisdictions, for limited court
judges. (In two states. there are no limited courts). A

TABLE V-15

Number of States Providing In-Service Judicial
.Education by Type of Judge; and b5 Source of

Training, 1976 a

Source
of -Training

Category of Judge

General Limited
Appellate Fr+ Jurisdiction

Court Cowl"

Total, all sources 31 47 44

In-state only _ 11 6 , 11

In-state and national 8 32 27

National only 12 9 6

Including the-District of Columbia.
" -two jurisdictions do not have limited courts nor parajudicial officials with

rriminal law responsibilities.
Sources: NMS Survey of State Court Admnistrator Offices. 1976 and National

Center for State Courts data file. 1976.

smaller number-31 statesreported such programs
for state appellate court judges.

A majority of states offering judicial training pro-
grams use a combination of in-state and national
training resources. However,. a number of states
typically thoSe with smaller numbers of judges
relied solely upon national judicial training programs.
These data were based upon reports submitted to
NMS by state court administrative officials, supple-
mented by data available from the, National Center
for State Courts. However, a review of LEAA block
grants for 1975 indicated that three of the four states
which did not report a state-wide judicial training
program had rece:ved 1975 LEAA funding for send-
ing some local trial jadges to national programs.
Thus virtually all states now appear to have some
provision for continuing education of their judicial
personnel.

a. Suite programs. Based on NMS field visits to
10 states, the state-level training programs offered
to sitting judges are very diverse in their structure
and content. In some states. format and subject
matter is modified from year to year, whereas other
states have established more standardized training
structures. The types of state in- service' training
seem to be organized into four different models, in
the jurisdictions visited, including: an "adjunct"
program; a weekend training session; a special train-
ing session or institute; and a more comprehensive
"omnibus" training course.

The adjunct program is so identified because it
is usually offered as part of some other judicial
activity, usually the annual or semi-aanual
meeting of the judicial conference made up of
either all or specific classes of judges within a
state. Usually held on a weekend at a hotel orp
conference center, thesr.: sessions provide lec-
tures and workshops on preselected topics such
as evidence, recent decisions, rules-changes or
sentencing. This training model was considered
of limited value by some respondents because it
is mixed with Other business and social events;
hence training "may get lost in the shuffle."
The second model is a two or three day
sessiontraditionally held on weekendswly,...h
is devoted exclusively to training and held once
or ,twice a year. Normally the agenda will
include five or six topics of general ;nterest to
all judges such as evidence, recer,.. devclop-
ments in the law, recent appellate court actions,
sentencing, and one or two special topics such
as taking guilty pleas, or judicial relationships
with the ores's. A number of states now man-
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date that all judges receive some continuing
legal education each year, and this type of
program or model usually provides a way to
miet such requirements. One alternative ap-
proach to this model was to offer two programs,
one in the spring and one in the fall, making
attendance at one mandatory, and attendance at
the other optional.
The third model is the special session; it is

usually directed at a special group of judges and
deals with one special topic for a short period
of time. For example, one state visited has an
annual sentencing institute; only issues related
to this topic will be on the agenda. A program
at one of these sessions might include presenta-
tions by members of various post adjudicatory
agencies such as the parole board, community-
based treatment programs, and drug and alco-
holic diversion programs. In addition' to lec-
tures, workshops are often used as are video
taped mock sentencing proceedings, so judges
may r;bserve their behavior and be critiqued.
As with most other training sessions, key speak-
ers from national organizations or other court
systems make presentations on timely topics.
Another type of special session is directed at
special classes of judges and even non-judicial
personnel. For example, many states have an-
nual s sssions for traffic court or juvenile court
judges,- State training offices are also providing
programs for court clerks, reporters and even

. l-ailiffs or court officers at special seminars held
annually.
The final modei is a longer term training pro-
gram lasting up to two weeks and just beginning
in a number of larger states, including, Califor-
nia, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, Texas and d
Ohio; These extended' in-state programs, like
some of the national ;,udicial training efforts, are
often called judicial colleges. Thus, in addition
to orientation and training 'programs for new
judges,,the California Center for Judicial Edu-
cation and. Research conducts three institutes
for justice, municipal, superior, and juvenile
court judges and referees.

In addition to sponsorship of these formal sessions
or courses, a number of state judicial training offices
offer various specialized training services to assist
judges. The service most often cited is the provis;on
of printed and recorded materials, including desk
books and bench books, that allow judges to have

easy., access to vital information, such as instruction
and advice to defendants who choose to plead guilty.
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The benc, book can provide a script to insure that
the judge asks all appropriate questions of defendants
and can give guidance for further action according to
the responses received. These books are regularly
updated with the most current rule changes and
procedures for implementing appellate court findings
and decisions. By outlining step-by-step procedures,
the bench book can be of benefit not only to the new
judge but also to the more experienced jurist who
finds that after trying civil ratters for over six
months, he must suddenly preside in juvenile hear-
ings. Audio cassettes have also become very popular
among judges as a quick way to receive essential
information about specific topics. Even video tapes
are presently being utilized by some states to supple-
ment their training programs.

The final aspect of special services may include
the preparation and distribution of printed materials,
newsletters, and reporter services including the most
recent decisions of state and federal trial and appel-.
late courts. These services may b! 'the only, way for
some judges to keep current on a regular basis.

b. National programs. Despite the recent growth
of state-level training activities, a number of national-
level organizations continue to be the major provi-
ders of systematic training for various categories of
judicial perSonnel. These include five LEAA-funded
pr ograms: The National College: for State Trial
Judges, the American Academy for. Judicial' Admin-
istration, the National College for Juvenile Justice,
the Institute for Judicial Administration Appellate
Judge Services, and the American Bar Association
Appellate Judges' Conference In addition, the Insti-
tute for Court Management °tiers educational pro-
grams for court administrators and juvenile court
personnel, both of which may include judges. Some
national training programs are also offered by other
national professional organizations, such as the Na.
tional Conference of Metropolitan Court Judges, the
American Judicature Society and the National Center
for State Courts. Short descriptions of three of these
pmgran,s are presented below.

(') The largest of these programs is .hat of the
Notional College of Stare Trial Judges. Every
jurisdiction visited by the NMS field survey had sent
judges 'to the College; a numbei of participants had
returned two or three times. The National College,
located in Reno, Nevada, primarily offers two resi-
dential programs: a fovr-week summer program for
general jurisdiction judges, and a two week program
for special court judges. In addition, a, variety of
graduate programs, lasting one or two weeks, is
offered for more experienced judges who have com-
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pleted the initial core program. In 1975, the National
College conductedcted 23 resident session's, 29 judicial
seminars and 6 special programs, which, were com-
pleted by a total of 1,071 judges7

Courses provided in the resident sessions included
such subjects as criminal law, evidence, -§earch and
seizure, family law, sentencing, traffic law, probate
law, alcohol and drugs, the judge and the judge and
the jury, and court administration-. Extension pro-
grams on similar topics were offered in 29 location.;
to 2,552 participants. About 18 of these courses
included-oi were directed solely at judges of limited
jurisdiction courts.

In the 11 years of its existence, the college has

. graduated 2,638 judges of general jurisdiction cowls
(over 50 perce t of such judges), and 585 judges of

r: limited court j risdiction. Its 239 regional seminars
I have had 14,2 attendees--judges of both general

and limited jdris iction courts.
The faculty f the college includes trial judges,

criminal defense. practitioners, prosecutors,. leading
academics, and prr.litioners in other fields, such as
corrections or drug treatment. A series of textbooks
has been prepared on a variety of topics for use in
the' classroom. Titles include works on judicial dis-
cretion, special problems (trial conduct, ethics, con-
tempt), sentencing, evidence, recent developments,
and others. The college is also preparing procedural
pamphlets on .the judicial role in plea bargaining and
at the preliminary hearing. First drafts have been
co.mileted and publication is expected by the end of
1976.

series of evaluatior.., of the National College
conducted by outside evaluators found no major
problerri with the content or quality of the program.
What caveats appeared were related primarily to
class size. Also noted by the evaluators were the
unsatisfactory relationships between national- and
sta .e training programs. In several instances, the
establishment of a state judicial college has had the
effect of precluding that state's judiciary from ntteid-
anze at national programs.

(2) The American .Academy 4.117(11(4(11 Education
dirccts the vast majority of its national and in-state
programs to judges of limited jurisdi....ion courts. in
1974, it sponsored 1 national programs attended by
420 judges. Two week orientation programs are

- offered to newer judges and advanced one week
graduate courses ;Ire also provided.

Unlike the National College. however, the Acad-
emy focuses on the-development and programming
of in-state training conferences. In 1974. 31 of these
conferences were held and attended by almost 2,5'X)

judges. These conferences are always initiated by the
states themselves with the Academy providing sup-
port in such areas as program development, plan-
ning, {acuity selection, and materials. The Aeademy.,
assists the states in procuring-funds (primarily from
LEAA) for financing these sessions. The Academy
also uses video tapes, cassette' instructor's /gaides
and outlines in specific substance and procedural
areas as individualized training materials for each
state. Like the National College, the Academy
conducts research for the purpose of updating and
developing new materials as well as publishing its
own journals and newletters.

States visited that have taken advantage of these
cooperatively developed training programs have
found them to be beneficial and well received.
HoWever, the future of the Acadeniy is uncertain for
several reasons. Unlike the National College, the
Academy relies on 'the LEAA' for most of its
financial support; this supPort may not always be
forthcoming. Some problems have also developed
between the College and the Academy over possible
conflicts or overlapping in the training of limited
court judges. Finally, there may come a time in the,
.near fwure when many jurisdictions possess the in-,
state capability to pr vide the services and training
the Ac idemy now offers.

(3) The LEAA-funded National College of Juve-
nile Justice sponsors four two-week reFidential pro-
grams for judges and other juvenile justice personnel
each year and joins with other organizations risn
presenting regional programs, which are often coop-
erative efforts with state agencies. The curriculum is
interdisciplinary, with an emphasis upon the behav-
ioral and social sciences. In 1975, the College partic-
ipated in. a number of such programs: Many of these
were, however, for corrections and probation pef-
sonnel, rather than for the judiciary Only four
training programs were held in 1975 for judicial
personnel in conjunction with the state courts.

It should be noted that .the organiz..-ttional locus of
juvenile courts varies from statc to state, and that in
many jurisdictions, there are no specialized judges
whos responsibilities are limited to juvenile cases.
Such case.; nay be handled by a division of a general
or limited jurisdiction :ourt, by an element of a
probate or family court or by a separate juvenile
court. Nevertheless, the special status of juveniles
undur the law and the need for close linkages with
proba ion agencies and with a variety of community
resour es and programs, requires specialized knowl-
edge al d training not adequately provided either in
underg,rak!uate law school programs or in non-spee-
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ialized CLE programs' for judges or other adjudica-
tive personnel. These are illustrated by a list of
training topics of specialized interest to juvenile
judges, in..Chart V_4.

c. Training jar lay judges. The use of lay judges in
criminal proceedings occurs under three conditions.
A lay judge may act as a judicial officer in: prelimi-
nary hearingsTand--issuances of -warrants; criminal
trials -including /instances' of defendants' waiver of a
right to a judge trained in the law; and sentt_ncing
heArings, through waiver of a right to trial. piea of
gui.ty,. and right to law- trained judge. Thf first two
types of proceedings do not require waiver in all
instances and have been subject to -challenge as
denial of defendants' !hie process rights. While this
argument has been accepted in some states, the
United States Supreme Court has upheld the consti-

__tutionally of lay judges making decisions in arrest
Warrant proceedings and holding bench trials in
criminal cases'where a trial de novo appeal is
possible (North vs:Russell,. decided June r, 1976)."

The use of lay judges in criminal proceedings 's
authorized in 38 states, in all but one of which the
judges may sentence defendants toAncarceration
after trial. In 26 states, trial de novo procedures only

are available for appeals, in compliance with North
vs. 'Russell. Ir five. states, lay judges preside at
criminal trials, but appeal is on the record rather
than de noro. In five other states, Loth procedur:s
are .used, depending upon the particular court in
which the trial was held.

Most of they lay judge courts have 9Fleral
misdemeanor jurisdiction and may therefore ence

defendants for
they

to one year in jail, In I4,states,
however, they have limited sentencing authority,
ranging from 30 days to 6 months.

In all of these states there are upwards ofil1,000'
judicial positions for which lay judges are authorized..
In the absence of legal training, the only Manner in
which these judges can be qualified for such posi-
tions is through entry training. In 27 states, entry
training is available for lay'judges, including theone
state whcire lay judges have no incarceration sentenc-
ing authority. This includes also the state of West
Virginia, which has mandated training-for new inag-
inites, beginning in 1977. Excluding West Virginia,
22 states have mandated training for lay judges,. and
font- have volUntary training for their lay judges.

It should be noted that not all "mandatory'
programs are equally stringent. For example, in New
York, program attendance is required of the lay
judges for only 80 nercent of the classes. The length
,if the training programs for lay judges also appears
inadequate. In New York, the program las:- 6
days, and only 'Ralf of that time fs directed abcrimit,....1
law,..eVid,;nce, and related topics.. Such quillitative
limitations are .particularly.. important because. there.
commonly are no educational qualifications for the
'ay judge position. For t xample, in Mississippi, 'the
legislature recently acted to place on the ballot a
constitutional amendment requiring a high school
degree for lay judges; this minimal qualification is
typical (3' states where iay judges are permitted. In

'Chart .V74

'bylining Program Topics itf Greatest .Interest to Juvenile Judges

Alternalive, to Institutions
Probation Supervisi.rn
Corrections
Community Resources
Drug Abuse and Control
Adoles'ent Psychology
Detentton
Hearing Procedures.
Inherent Powers of ti,e J.venile Court
Dependency and Negleci
Volunteer Programs

(By Rank Order)

Evidence in Juvenile Hearings
U.S. Supreme C6urt Decisions
Rural Delinquency ,
Institutions .

Case Law kcview
Court Management
Urban Delinquency
New', 0e6iaRelations.
Jr venile CodrY Computer System

'0 Appellate Problems
, Waiver

Soul c Kenneth U. Sm. ith. A Ptotile of Juvenile Court Judge, in the U.S.. /wend.- /uthre (Augu.4 1974).p.
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South Carolina, where no educational qualifications
exist,' there were .e jukes o( the peace who had
less than a's.ixt grade education in 1975. Only a few
lay judges in-that state have gone to college.

In about one-third of the states with lay judges,
be.3ch manuals.,are available for their ;Ise. The
unavailability of such manuals in the remainder of
the states.%;vith lay judges is a major concer Clearly
entry training is not sufficient for their 1 al training.
The result of the absence of adequate training or
bench books is that lay judges are reported . to

wirS.-depend Ben upon the prosecutor (if one is available)
for leadvice.adVice. But such reliance does not comply
with the requirements that the judicial officer he a
neutral. unbiased decision maker.

The prevailing practices in thy United States may
be contrasted with that in the United Kingdom. The
English lay judges receive preService training before
sitting in court, through attendance as observers at
court proceedings and through lectures, discussion,
and self-lev.ning (fwoks).New magistrates visit penal
institutions and attend meetings of their bench. Two
bookie+ rel,provided: a general manual and one on
sentencing. Continuing. education is also stressed
through,sonferences, meetings, and seminars. But
even ikith a0 this training, lay judges in England also
have clerks with legal' training on whom to rely. This
suggests that it non-legally trained judges continue to
'be authorized here, a combination of more intensive

. Y .0

trailing and of legal support services is required for
these key personnel.

d. Current status of judicial education and traina
Although an assessment of the quatitatixe aspe -' of
judicial training programs. was not prac?tie.;,ih1 as

part of this study, the materials presented irp,i is'
chapter support the rollowing conclusions concerning

/the need for, anckadequacy of, e/isting programs.
(1) Our purvey and occupational analysis findings

have confimed the criticaLgeed for formalized
programs of training, continuing legal education and
related supporting services,. to prepare new entrants
into judicial pos.(tions for their. critical, aro:. unique
responsibilities and to assure maintenance and en-
hancement of their professional competencies. Nei-
ther undergaduate law school education, nor the

typical experience acquired in the *i"yitte Practice of
law, adequately. equip most new judgrz for such ne--
duties as presiding at trials-, setting bail sentencing

or supervision of cow calenddi-s. Yet, these and
related functionsall entailing large elements of
discretionhave a critiCal hearing on the functioning
of the-courts, and of the ciimitial jusfice system as a
whole.

(2) Suhstantial.progress has been made in the past
decade in developing and improving the jnstitutional
base for training and education of judicial personnel,
duein large measureto the availahility of LEAA
funding, either in the forth. of support for national
level colleges Or programs, or through the use by

states of LEAA block grant funds-for state training
and continuing legal education activities. This is
illustrated both by the growth of the national-level
programs over the decade and by the fact tha\most
states now have state-coordinated programs for judi-
cial training and education.

(3) Nevertheless, progress has been uneven. The
most critical deficierf4 appears .to he i the availabil-
ity of adequate entry -level training f r new judges.
Based on available information, less han.orte-halfof
the states systematically provide formal training
programs for new judges prior t , or shortly after,
their assumption of judicial dutie . In addition, 12 of
the 38 sate utilizing lay judge apparently have no
forrrie prpgrams for their officials. .The use of
alternative training procedures, such as advisory
judges,, is preferable to not training at all; neverthe-
less it haS clear limitations.

',4) The apparent availability of some form of
continuing judicial education in nearly 'all states,

indicated by our summary data, provides. a very
inadequate basis for assessing the adequacy of such
training, in terms of the proportion of judges actually
attending such programs, the length and types of
training provided, and its usefulness. In contrast to
the recent establishment in some states of judicial
colleges, with comprehensive resident training pro -
,;,Iiins and supporting services, many other state -
leyci- programs are still lirMted to short two or three-

day training se ;:dons often in conjunction with other

activities.
(5) Since availability of judges for longer training

programs is often a critical limitation in provis ion of
such training, 'suppc,rtinf services such as bench

manualS, and evidence guides are an impor-
tant adjunct, or complement, to f9rmal training
sessions. A number of states, such as California,
provide mod.IIS in this respect; however, oniy a few
states have disiributed even a single bench hook to

their judges.
(6) Finally, there is a need fir improved articula-

tion between state and national-level CLE programs
for iudgesas well as for prosecutors and defend-:

ersand among the various national programs. Since

the LEAA plays a major role in funding many of
these programseither directly or through block-
grantsit should assume the initiative in establistf-ig,
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or encouraging, more effective coordination among
these programs and institutions,

G Major Recommentiqtions
The responsibility for improving the professional

skills of state and local judges, prosecutors and
defenders is a'shared responsibility. To the extent
that deficiencies in education and training programs
for adjydicative personnel exist, improvements will
require joint actions by employing agencies, state
'raining offices and external providers, as well as by
those most directly involved, i.e., the potential
tecipients of such training and education. However,
the LEAA and State Planning Agencies, as major
sources of financial assistance for many of those
programs can play a pivotal role. The following_
recommendations are designed to suggest priorities,
both for LEAA and SPA funding decisions, and far
agency-level decisions on provisions of training and
educational assistance to these key personnel:

In view of the iikelihood that a significant
proportion of law school graduate_: will engage
in some criminal law practice Auring their
career, the typical undergraduatre law school
program has serious deficiencies, both in terms
of the limited range of criminal justice course
offerings and in their conterts. In particular; it
provides little or no preparation for the realities
of the practice of :administrative as distinct
from adyersariat lice, as illustrated by .the
widespread use of plea bargaining practices, nor
does it systematically prepare the student with
a knowledge of the needed procedural and'trial
skills. Seriously neglected, too, are any interdis-
ciplinary courses which prepare future practi-,
tioners with an. understanding of the relation-
ships between the courts sy'stem, other
elements of the criminal justice system and the
broader complex of social institutions which
influence upon the causes and prevention of
criminal activities. The major responsibility for
introducing needed improvements in; the crimi-
nal justice aspects of the undergraduate law,
school curricula rests with the law schools,
themselves. LEAA can, however, promote de-
sirable initiatives by providing assistance for
development of model criminal justice curricula
and prototype programs for future criminal
justice practitioners, by providing selective sup-
port for law school intern programs with crimi-
nal justice agencies, and by strengthening of
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law school faculty capabilities in the criminal
justice field, through support of law school
faculty research and internship arrangements.

The most critical training need for all three
categories of personnel judges, prosecutors
and defendersis to establish formal entry-level
training programs for agencies and jurisdictions
where no program now exists, and to strengthen
those existing programs which are clearly inad-
equate, by any acceptable standard. In the case
of judges, the absence of formal entry-level
programs for general and limited jurisdiction
courts, in more than one-half of the states, and
in 12 out of 38 states using lay judges, must be
assessed in conjunction with existing practices
in selection of judges, WFchin many state3.
provide little assurance that the newly-elected
or appointed judge has the specialized trial
experience for adjudicatiorrof criminal caseg. In
the case of prosecutors and defenders, the
needs for systematic entry -level training is most
evident in the case of the smaller' ageridies,
whichbecause of sizeare often least
equipped to provide either in-house formal
training or spperVised on-the-job:training. In
addition to the need for new state or local
agency training programs, where none, now
exist, the limited duration of most existing entry
training courses suggests that many of thesc
courses are essentially general orientations .to
.agency policies and procedures, rather- Owl
providing substarrVve and essential training con -
tent.- This is likely to be the 6ase for courses'of
less than -one week in turafion, which ac-
counted for more than half of all prosecutor and
defender agency'Progranis in 197$. ,

Continuing legal education or, in-service pro-.,
grams appear to be more gen,cally available,-
through.a combination-of national, state and
local sources. However, the available informa:
tion suggests some obvious qualitative defici-
ences. Juvenile law issues are often neglected.
At the same time, there is-a need for'increased
emphasis on inter-disciplinary subjects, such as
community resources and ,community relations,
and on management training, for those incum-
bents with significant management responsibir
ties. Establishment of regional centers for man-
agement training in all criminal justice fields,
as proposed elseWhere in this reportwould,
provide a desirable supplement to existing re-
sources.



In addition to the above recommended improve-
ments in coverage of formal training programs.
iLigh riority should he assigned to well-coordi-
nati:` rograms for development and dissemi-
nation of bench books. manual. and similar self-
instructional materials for judgesas well as
similar materials for prosecutors and defenders.
Our survey findings iidicate that unavailability
of personnel to attend training, because of
Workload pressures, is often as serious a con-
straint upon existing programs as lack of train-
ing funds. Extensive developMent and dissemi-
nation of self-instructional materials may prove
to he the most cost-effective means of providing
additional training under these conditions partic-
ularly in smaller jurisdictions and agencies.
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CHAPTER VI. THE COURT ADMINISTRATOR

A. Introduction
Virtually all recent appraisals of the Nation's court

systel., have highlighted the need for modernizatiOn
of court administration, and have recommended the
appointment of professional court administrators, to
assist judicial off.::als for this purpose. The National
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals specifically recommended that an office of
State court administrator be established in each
state; that each trial court with five or more judges
(or fewer, if warranted by caseloads) should have a
full-time trial court administrator; and that regional
administrative. groupings of smaller trial courts be
established, 'and also provided with the service of a
full- time court administrator. Under the policy direc-
tion of top judicial officers, these administrators were
to have broad responsibilities for a wide range of
administrative and management functions, including
operational responsibilities such as calendar or jI'ror
management, as well as provision of various admin-
istrative services.'

For this reason, court administrators were selected
as One of the key judicial process occupations to be
studied by the National Manpower Survey. Informa-
tion on current ,employment of court administrators,
on their duties and qualifications. and on the training
neededor received--by these personnel was ob-
tained from a nationwide questionnaire survey t
state and local court administrators. Unlike other
categories of L iminal justice officials surveyed by
the NMS, no comprehensive nationwide directory of
court administrators, or of ,:ouris with court admin-

.Jistrators, was available for purposes of this survey.
As a preliminary step, state offices responsible for
court administration in each state were contacted by
NMS and were requested to identify all court admin-
istrators in their jurisdictions, including those at the
state or appellate court levels, attached to local trial
or Iiinited'jurisdiction courts, or to groupings of such
courts. For this purpose, "court administrators"
were defined as "non-elected professional adminis-
trators concerned with caseflow through the court
system, personnel management, planning and re-
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search, budget' drafting and all other administrative
and managerial business of the court or court sys-
tem."

Based on this initial survey, a total of about 455
state and local court administrators was identified.
Detailed questionnaires were addressed to these
administrators, and completed by 334, or 73.4 per--
cent. Information-from this survey has been supple-
mented by a small number of field interviews with
court administrators and by collateral information
from other recent studies of this profession.

The following sectiods review the role and func-
tions of court administrators, provide a profile of
existing incumbents in terms of training and experi-
ence, and assess training and education needs for
current and future incumbents of these positions.

B. The Court Administrator Role

Although the need for more efficient administra-
tion of the courts has long been recognized,' this
function had typically been performedand contin-
ues to be performed in many courtsas an added
responsibility of a judge of the court, in conjunction
with an elected clerk of the court and with supporting
clerical or secretarial 'taff. The specialized position
of professional court administrator is of quite recent
origin. The first state court administrator position
was established in New Jersey, by statute, in 1948."
Rapid growth in the number of court administrator
positions-ensued in the 1960's and early 1970's, as a
result of increased emphasis on the need for im-
provements in court organi4tion and management.
As shown in Table VI-1. of 326 state and local court
aciministratoi: responding to the NMS survey in
early 1976, two-thirds reported. that their positions
had been established since 1970, and only 18 percent
indicated that these positions were more than ten
years old,

Court administrator positions now exist to varying
degrees at all levelS of the courts system. At the

state level, there has been at least partial establish-
ment of a. state court administrator's office, under
the authority of the highest state court, in 47 states.



(ABLE VI-1

Year of Establishment qf Conn Administrator
OA iii0O.1

Year
Established

Perc,,t
1), m

1974-75
23.3

1970-73
42.3

1966-69 16.6

Before 1966 17.8

Total
100.0

Source. NMS Court Administrator Survey, 1976. Based on 326 responses.

(In at least eight of9hese, however, the state court
administrator has limited duties only.) An additional
20 court administrator offices assist statewide trial

systems or appellate courts. The large majority of
court administrators, however, are attached to lower
level courtsprimarily trial courts of general jurisdic-
tion courts. Of the 334 court administrators respond-

ing to the NMS survey, 76 percent were responsible

for administration of trial courts of general jurisdic-
iion, of whom more than half also had responsibili-
ties for limited or special jurisdiction courts. About

15 percent were attached only to limited or special
jurisdiction courts and 9 percent were not responsible

for either type of trial court.
The roles and functions of court administrators

vary significantly depending upon the types of courts
which they serve and the organizational structure of
the state court system. Where there is a statewide
rulemaking power (embodied in the highest appellate

court or judicial council) over the trial courts, the
state court adri,inistrator will have more extensive
managerial duties than where trial courts are inde-

pendent. Generally, cc,anty rather than state funding

of the trial courts suggests local independence,
except in those states where a judicial council exists
with specific statutory rulemaking authority (e.g.,
California). Where the trial courts are nominally
independent of any other body, the state court
administrator's job requires a high level of diplomacy

in working out a service relationship with the trial
courts. Conversely, the trial court administrator may
have potential conflict of interest problems when that

official is appointed or nominated by the state court
administrator of the state high court rather than by

the local trial court.
At the state level, there are two general types of

court administrator offices. The most common is a

court administrator office responsible for the entire
state court systen In some states, the state offices

may be responsible to the state supreme court, either
for the administrative needs of the entire state court
system or for some part of that system, i.e., that
court or the general or limited trial courts. In some
states, both types of state administration offices
exist,. a state system office and one in which the
highest court will have a separate office of the clerk,
who acts as the administrator for that court.

The second type of state administm;or office is the

specialized court administrator, who is responsible

for providing services to a state court other than the
highest court of the state, either a statewide trial

court or an intermediate court of appeals, and who is
responsible either to the judges of that court or the
state court system office. Where different levels of
courts are organized statewide but remain independ-

ent of each other, multiple state court administrators
to serve each court are required.

The scope of responsibility of state court adminis-

trator offices is suggested in part, by the relative size
of their professional staffs. Among the 42 state court
administrator offices covered by the NMS survey,
the number of professional staff members ranged
from none in three states to 52 in Michigan. The
overall average was 12.6 professional staff members

per office.
The range of staff size was found to be even

greater in the case of the trial court administrators
responding to the NMS. Of 270 trial court adminis-

trators, over one half (146) reported having no
professional staff assistants, even though at least
one-third served more than one court. On the other
hand, an additional 124 trial., court administrator
offices reported a total of 1,002 professional staff
members. Of this total. one large metropolitan city
reported 374 professiOnals, while no other office
reported as many as 50 staff members. The average

number of professional staff Members, excluding this

one city office, was about five per office, for those
offices reporting at least one such employee, other

than the court administrator.
In order to identify the tasks performed by court

administrators, generally, two approaches were used.

The first consisted of development of a relatively
detailed occupational task checklist, based upon
interviews with a small number of court administra-

tors (Chart VI--1). Since this was based upon only
eight interviews, this list may be considered as
indicative of the types of tasks which some court
administrators perform, but provides no basis for
gAralizing as to theirimportance or frequency..

The second approach was based on responses of
court administrators to an NMS survey question
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Chart V1-1

OCcuputional Ta.sk Checkli.st jOr Court Administratory

I. An..6zes the court system's fisi.:al needs in order to
prepare. present. and justify the judicial system budget.

2. .fesfifies its a representative of the judicial system at budget
heinings.

3. Supervises and monitors the fiscal administration of the
judicial system.

4. Cmpiles .and collects infurmaion about judicial system
operations to evaluate id plan for efThctive management
9f the court system,

5. Solicits sources for additional funds to supplement legal:1r
.ttppropriations.

6. 'Evaluates the performance. practices. itnd procedures of
the judicial system.

7 Develops r modifies plans and procedures of judicial
1 system to accommodate new developments or observe

itdeli.:iencies.
. Designs and supervises special projects or feasibility stud-

ies for the judicial system.
9. Supervises the dayto-day operations of the judicial system.
O. Supervises no-jutlicial personnel system for the court

system.

1
Source NMS final report. Volume VIII. p -111,

11. Coordinates court reporter. special project and support
services for judicial system.

12. Manages petty and grand jury systems for the court.
f3. Coordinates space management and planning.
14. Manages the courts caseflow and case inventory control.
15. Coordinates the collection of information about the judicial

system and court operations in order to prepare reports and
disseminate information for the court internal staff, special
groups such as the bar. and the public as necessary.

16. Prep:4re, reports and/or testimony on impending legislation
or proposed rule changes believed to have impact on the

court system.
17. Communicates with internal staff con;munity and external

groups. media representatives, educational and political
organizations. bar associations. and others.

18. Prepares professional articles -. .speeches.

19. Responds to questions and pt .ilems identified or com-
plaints filed by court personnel, persons having,. business
with the court. and citizens.

20. Meets with judges, judicial councils, bar associations, etc.,
on a regularly scheduled basis or as. requested to give and

receive infOrmation and guidance.

concerning the major functions for which they were
responsible. These responses indicated considerable
variation between responsibilities of the state and the
trial court administratorsand, among the latter
groap, between those who had professional assist-
ants and those who did not (Table VI-2). Virtually
all state court administrators included statistical man-
agement, fiscal management and evaluation and
planning iimorf their major functions. About
out of 10 al.-, i.cported responsibility for personn'
management and for space and equipment manage-
ment. Relatively small proportions, at the state level,
had responsibility for such operational functions as
court calendar management, court services manage-
ment I/libation services) or for jury manage-
ment. The latter duties are normally performed by
the trial courts, whereas the state court system
administrator is primarily concerned with oversight,
coordination, planning and research as well as the
provision of general assistance to the ,courts. Other
statewide administrative functions may include judi-
cial al education services, legislative drafting or testi-
mony, and responsibility for the state defender
system.
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Also of interest were the problems reported by the
state court system administrators, either in their lack
of authority or in exercise of the authority
granted to them. Eleven indicated that they had
problems in getting the judiciary to delegate authority
or to 11,:cept the exercise of authority by the court
administrators. In six states, the administrators indi-
cated that court unification would assist (hem, be-
cause it would increase control over local clected
trial court clerks and other nonjudicial perSonnel, or
because fiscal resources would increase with unifica-
tion. Among additional needs cited were greater
authority over judicial .assignments, over himg of-
office staff, and supervision of the law library.

The data on functions performed by trial cot;-.t
administrators indicate a higher frequency of respon-
sibilities for operational functiOns such as calendar
management and jury management, but lower fre-
quencies for such functions as fiscal management or
evaluation and planning. Trial 'court administrators
without professional staff are much less likely to
have certain- management functions than those with
staff assistants. The most frequent responsibilities of
those without staff an.; for calendar management. and



TABLE VI-2

Responsibilities u/ Court Administrators. by Level
and Type of Office Court Served and by Presence

of Professional Staff
Percent.performing selected functions)

Function (Dial
State

Court
,tent

I ri.d Couit,

With h Wit hout

Staff StatT

Statistical management .._ _ 89 100 90 81

Fiscal management 76 98 84 54

Evaluation and planning 69 95 72 59

Criminal management 72 80 88 60

Space and equipment man-
agement 75 77 83 60

Calendar management __ 78 34 86 82

Court-services management 40 5l 36

Jury management 53 II 711 51

Number of reports 332 44 124 96

Also includes administratois lot state% ide trial and appellate eouits :md tin
limned or special Jurisdiction court s.

Source. N MS Court .Administiatiu Sul Vey, 1976

statistics, whereas more than 80 percent of trial court
= administrators with staff also report fiscal, personnel

and space management. among their key functions.
On a composite basis. 42 percent of all trial court
administrators with staff performed all of the item-
ized management and administrative functions, other
than management of court services, compared to
only 19 percent, of those without professional . staff
assistants.

The above responses thus suggest that the manage-
ment scope of many incumbent trial court adminis-
trators is much more limited than that normally
implied in the role of a professional court administra-
tor. Further insight on this point was obtained from
the following assessment based on NMS field visits
to 15 trial courts. 13 of which were served by
personnel bearing the titles of court administrator or
courts coordinator:

"of these 13 individuals, six were perform-
ing a wide range of duties related to court
administration. and manh,ement, while tt
remaining seven performed duties mon...
typically limited to the functions of .f court
clerk and may simply have had their job
titles changed during the past few years. All
administrators were appointed public offi-
cials. and while some are given job security
or protection by local civil service rules and
regulations, for the most part they serve at
the pleasure of the chief judge or judges en
bane Or judicial council. The, requirements
for the job may vary a great deal from

jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and selection
criteria are established accordingly. In some
Cities, the qualifications for court adminis-
trator are established by law. In other cities
where federal or local funds have been
provided for funding of administrative posi-
tions. job descriptions in contract proposals
and grant awards may serve as the job
requirement criteria. Applicants for these
positions are usually nationally recruited
through relevant publications, associations
and professional journals. Where the duties
of the job are mostly clerk-related func-
tions. recruitment is normally limited to
current court or municipal personnel pools.
Even requirements for the more "profes-
sional- court administrator position may be
distinguished by law-related and non-law-
related criteria. For example. in one juris-
diction viewed, the job description of court
administrator called for an individual with a
law degree who could draft court rules and
legal forms for the trial court. The judges in
this city wanted a lawyer who was well
versed in state und local law and procedure.
In another jurisdiction visited, the court
administrator position required professional
manager's skills. Legal skills were not im-
portant here, and while not state grit
ing, the judicial council had let it be known
that they did not want a lawyer.

As suggested by the above description, the title of
court administrator is currently used to describe
positions which vary considerably in responsibility
and scope, ranging from those requiring broad man-
agement and legal skills, to others with closely
circumscribed administrative and clerical duties.
These differences in job functions are reflected in the
selection s:andards for court administrators and in
the diverse educational backgrounds, and work ex-
perience, of current incumbents, as described in the
following section.

C. Profile of Court Administrators

1. Edaczitional background. The educational at-
tainment of incumbents.c court administrators-pro-
vides a useful indicator of both the nature of their
pos:tions and of the extent to which these incum-
bents have the basic educational bacl,:ground for
assuming the full range of responsibilities associated
with that of the professional court administrator. As
shown in Table VI-3, respondents to the NMS court
administrator survey have a very diverse range of
educational backgrounds. At one extreme, 12 percent.
of the respondents reported .oniy a high school level
of educational attainment and an additional 24 per
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TABLE VI-3

Educational Attainment of ('our! Administrators In
Level and Type of Court .S'erved and by Presence of

Professional .S.tall
(Percent distribution by specified level of educational

attainment)

Educatartnal
Attainment

Total
11.11e

Court
System

With Wrihout
Staff

No college 12 5

Some college 24 -- 20 30

College degree 23 5 29 18

Master's degree . 12 14 14 14

Law degiee,___ 29 81 31 17

Total 10G 100 100 100

Number of reports 331 43 120 99

Also imlude, atm, fur statewide trial ant4 .1ppelate and for

limited juri,dklion Lou,!,
Source: NMS Surrey Of Court AdM1111,/F:1101, 1576.

cent had some college, but less than a four-year
college degree. At the other extreme, 29 percent
were law school graduates and an additional 12.

percent had a master's degree or higher: Less than
two-thirds (64 percent) were four -year college gradu-
atesthe minimum educational level currently re-
quired for entry into most professional-type posi-
tions.

The educational level of incumbent court adminis-
trators was found to vary significantly by type of
court, and by the extent to which the court adminis-
trator (at the trial court level) had professional staff
assistants. fr,.mong the 43 administrators of state
court systems. 81 perbent had laW degrees and all
had at least bachelors' degrees. In contrast, among
administrators of trial courts, the percentage of those
With law degrees was 31 percent, for those with
professional staff, and 17 percent. for those without
professional staff. Three-fourths of those with staff
hhd at least a four-year college degree, but less than
one half (48 percent) of those without professional
staff were college graduates.

The above data. in conjunction with the previous
description of function's-performed by trial court
administrators,- thus tends to .confirm that a signifi-
cant proportion of current incumbents in "court
odininistnttor- positionsprobably about one-third
of the totalhave relatively routine clerical and
administrative duties, and have limited responsibili-
ties for the broader management, policy and e.,alua-
tion roles, associated with the professional court
administrator function.
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2. Experience. In view of the recency of most
court admiListrator positionS, a large majority of all
incumbent court administrators were found to have
been in their current positions for only a few years.
About one-fourth of all respondents had been in their
present positions for less than two years and over 70

percent had less than five years of service in their
current positions (Table VI-4). Only about 8 percent
reported more than ten years of experience in their
current court administrator positions.

A substantial proportion of court administrators
had however held prior positions in the field of court
administration. Thus, whereas the mean length of
service of court administrator's in their current
position was less than four years, their total experi-
ence in the field of cci,rt aunhinistration averaged
eight years, and nearly 30 percent reported ten or
more years of total experience in this field.

3. Prior positions. A distribution of the most
recent prior positions held by court administrators in
Table VI-5, illustrates the diverse career 'paths
followed in entry into this occupation. Almost one-
half (48 percent) of all incumbent court administra-
tors had held prior court positions, mainly as admin-
istrators or clerksDeputy. Clerksof courts. In-
cluded in this category too, were a small number of
former judges, mainly serving' as state-level court
administrators. An additional 24 percent of court
administrators had held other managerial or admin-
istrative positions in non-court agencies or functions,
while 14 percent had previously been employed as
attorneys or law clerks. The remaining 14 percent
had last been employed in a number of other non-

,
court-related positions.

These variations in prior work experience 3.re
clo,,c;;. related to the differences in court administra-
tion functions in different types of courts. Thus,

TABLE VI-4

Letwth of Experience or Court Administrators, 1976
(Percent distribution)

YCal,

In /'n inn! Court
Admine,traiion

Pwaticat

In A nv Court

AdminiOration
Position

Less than 2 ye;:, s 25.3 10.2

2-4 yea,:s 45.5 32.2.

5-9 years 7.0.7 28.2

10-14 year.. 5.7 11.1'

15 years and over 5.7 18.3

Total 100,0 100.0

Mean years (13.9 Yr..)rs) (8.0 Years.)

Source: NMS Cairn Administrators Survey. 1976.0:ised on 332 responses.
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TABLE VI-5

Distribution of Court Administrators by Last
Previous Position Held

Last Previous Position Percent

Court Positions:
Court administrator
neputy or assistant court administrator
Clerk of court: deputy clerk of court
Judge, magistrate or other judicial riosition _

Other court positions. e.g.. court r- porter.
bailiff

Total. coni-t positions
Other Positions:

Attorney
Law clerk
Management/administrative

Government
Other

All other
Total, other positions

Total

5%
14
11

4E

i I

3

le

52

100

Source: NMS Court Administrators Survey. 1976 Based on 122 responses

based on field visit reports. the trial court administra-
tor whose functiogs were more clerically-oriented
were likely to have been employees of the judicial..
system or of the local government for some time.
Prior employment, usually in the clerk's office. had
provided the practical experience and qualifications
for the court administrator position. rather than
specialized education or training. The professional
management-oriented court administrators, on the
other hand. were likely to be younger and better-
educated, with diverse, backgrounds in law and
business administration, as well as in other profes-
sional court administrators pOsitions. Such individu-
als were likely to be more mobile. and with consid-
erable interest in court management as a career field.
as well as in other areas of public administration.'

D. Professional Education and
Training for Court Administrators

1. Extent of specialized programs. As illustrated
by the diverse educational and work experience
backgrounds of current court administrators, the
field of ,:ourt administration has not yet established
commonly- recognized standards for qualification for
these positions. This is due. in part. to the fact that
specialized courses or programs for court administra-
tion are of quite recent origin. Prior to the 1950's,
only.a few law Sehools and political science programs
included course. compiments relating to judicial

administration. The first institutional program in the
field was that of the Institute for Judicial Administra-
tion, at the New York University School of Law,
initiated in 1952. Three additional law schools, at the
University of Southern California, the University of
Denver and the State University of New York at
Buffalo also p;oneered in providing courses in judi-
cial administration.

Most of these earlier programs, as well as those
initiated by the Federal Judicial Center, were di-
rected at lawyers or judges. The first major program
designed specifically for training of court administra-
tors was that of the Institute for Court Management,
established in 1970 as a six-month certificate program
on the campus of the University of Denver Law
School. This program. supported by LEAA funds.
graduated nearly 250 cc .-tificate holders in its first six
years of operation and has provided a model judicial
administration program for other educational institu-
tions in this field.

The recent growth of interest in education for
court administration is indicated by the fact that, by
1976, a total of 48 educational institutions offered
courses or programs in judicial administration, in- -

cluding undergraduate law schools, other colleges
and universities and specialized institutes. Of these
only 15 offer degrees or certificates in the field of
court administrations whereas other institutions offer
courses without specialized degrees in this fielii.!

LEAA funding provides a limited amount of
institutional support for these programs,' including an
annual grant of $225,000 to I.C.M. and smaller
amounts to certain other national programs. An
analysis of state block grant allocations in fiscal year
1975 indicates that an additional $180,000 was allo-
cated. for travel expenses and related -costs, for
attendance of court administrator staff at these
national. programs.

2. Recommended education and training pro-
7,,rams. Court adminisfrators responding to The NMS
survey were requested to identify both the genera!
academic fields and the more specialized training
subjects considered most useful for court administra-
tion. The academic 'fields preferred by the largest
number of respondents, among all categories of court
administrators were management, law and public
administration, in that order (Table VI-6). All of
these fields were included among the top three
choices by about one half or more of alfrespondents.
In contrast, criminal justice specializationor more
technical specialization in computer sciencPsor ac-
countingwere recommended t-; much smaller pro-
portions of administrators.
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Academic field preferences of court administrators
tended to be correlated with the functional needs of
their own offices or positions, as well as with their
own educational backgrounds. Thus, among state
court administratorsof whom about 8(I percent
were lawyersan undergraduate law degree ranked
first in preference, by a wide margin. followed' by
public administration and management subjects.
Among trial court administrators. whose duties in-

--dude much greater emphasis upon administrative
and operational tasks, the management field was
most frequently recommended, followed by law,
public administration and business- administration.
Criminal justice specialization was considerably more
popular among the trial court administrators then
among the state court administrators, but neverthe-
less was recommended by only about one third of all
trial court administrators.

Similar differences in emphasis. in terms of train-
ing course content, were indicated by the responses
of different categories of court administratdrs (Table
VI-7). CotA-ses on court information systems ranked
first in preference among state court administrators,
followed by courses on methods of progran planning
and evaluation. Trial court administrators gave first
priority to courses in case flow management, fol-
lowed by courses in court information systems, but

-gave less .emphasis. to program planning 'evaluation
courses reflecting the lesser frequency of broad
management responsibilities among trial court admin-
istrators.

TABLE VI-6

Recoil/nem/cilia/is of Court Administrators on
Trdining Courses Especially Useful far Court

Administrators
Percent recommending)

Fri:d Court

.Surnect Total
State
Court

System

With

Staff

Wit hout
Prole,-

onal
Staff

Caselow management __. -85 85 98

Court information systems
and record keeping 82 9! 77 85

Personnel administration _ 70 71 65

.Budget and fiscal manage--
ment 69 66 68 53

Pro-gram planning and eval-
uation 67 75 65 70

Computer applications 6'2 68 65 56

sourcc: NMS Court .4mini,traturSurvey, 1976.
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TABLE V1-7

Recommendations of Colin Administrat9rs on
Preferred Academic Fields of Specialization for

Court Administrators Position

Percent Specifying Given Field
Among Top Three Choice,

Trial Court,

Field

-rola!
state

Court
System

With
Profc,
sional
Staff

No

,ional
Staff

Managemen! _ _ 61 56 57 66

Law 53 90 50 47

Public administra-
tion 49 63 44 48

Business adminis-
tration 42 34 47 35

Criminal justice _ _ 25 14 25 36

Computer science 10 10 8 11

Accounting 10 10 10 10

None 3 3 4

Source: NMS Court Adminktraror, Survey. 1976.

3. Specialized training received by court adminis-
trators. Court administratorS were also queried on
the extent of their own specialized training in tg,
field of court administration. Only about one fourth
(26 percent) had completed a special program of
study in judicial administration before entering their
current position. Of the latter, nearly one-half had
attended the-Institute for Court Management',-while
others had attended a number of other, university
programs or those of other national colleges. such as
the National College of the State Judiciary. In view
of the fact that significant 'numbers of incumbent
court administrators ,had had prior experience in
court administration, in such roles as deputy court
administrator or clerks of court, it is likely that very
few had in fact completed these programs prior try-'1
entering this field. Thus, educational credentials, in
the form of completion of specialized programs in
judicial administration, have not yet apparently been
required as a condition of qualification for the large
majority of court administration positions.

In contrast, a large proportion of court administra-
tors have participated in specialized training or
educational programs since entering the field of court
administration. A total of 261 court administrators,
or 79 percent of all respondents, reported., that they
had attended-workshops or other special training
sessions subsequent to entei. a court administration
work. As shown bcLaw, the major sources of this,

so



training were the Institute of Court Management and
the trainini pograms sponsored by state agencies
s;ich as the Late Court Administrator's or the State
Judicial Conference. Other major providers of such
training vi-ere the National Association of Trial Court
Administrators and university-related centers for
continuing education.

LEAA 1% ..ig. including block grants. was the

most imp:;i: :source of financial assistance for
attendance at these programs. Over three-fourths (77
percent) of the administrators who had P7ceived in-
service training, reported this had been financed by
LEAA funds at least in part. Nearly one-half also
had -received financial assistance from their own
agency for such training. A relatively small propor-
tion... (16 percent) reported that they had financed
their own attendance. It is likely. moreover. that
these responses understate. to, some extent. the
relative contribution of LEAA to support' of court
administration training since they do not take into
account indirect LEAA financial support through
institutional grants or through funding assistance to
court administration offices.

E. Findings and Recommendations

The adequacy of current staffing of court adminis-
trator positions, and of the training and education of
incumbents, can only be assessed in the context of

_their roles and responsibilities. From our summary
of positions performed by court administrators. it is

TABLE VI-8

Percent (1/ Court Admini.strators ,Altending Training
Po,grams. by .>.(,11r( e

S V

Percent of
Total Court

AImintsti.itois

Percent of
Court

Akinnistrators
With t raming

Institute for Court Management . 43 55

State Court Administrator's Office 33 42

State Judicial Conference . 21 28

National Association of Trial Court
.Administrators 28

University-related Centers for Con-
tinuing Education 19 25

National College of the State Judi-
ciary

Institute for Judicial Administration 4 5

Other' 16 20

Numher of reports (3301 12611

Percentages ea not add io RX) singe respondents may have mended more than

Or,' program.
Source: NMS Court Administrator:, survey. 197h,

evident that at least twoand probably moredis-
tinct categories of positions are included within the

scope of the "court administrator- position. The first
category. typified by many state court systems
administrators and by some administrators of large
trial courts or groups of courts, exercises a broad
range of managerial responsibilities. under the gen-
end policy supervision of the chief judicial officer-of
the court or court system. The-se can include such

functions as planning, organizing, staffing, directing.
controlling and coordinating the court and its non -
judicial personnel. The second category of adminis-
trators has more restricted responsibilities for such
functions as calendaring, record keeping and statisti-
cal reporting, as well as for staff functions, including
supervision of non-judicial personnel, accounting,
space and equipment or data processing. The key
distinction between the two position!: is the degree
of control over resources and personnel, and the

ability to initiate or implement major changes.
The lack of sufficient delegated authority for a

broader managerial role has been identified as one of
the important limitations of the current court admin-
istrator position in many courts. When court admin-
istrators were queried by NMS as to whether there
were any specific areas in-which insufficient author-
ity was delegated to effectively administer he courts
under their supervision, 30 percent of all re pondents
reported that; pis was .a problem for ern, and
identified a range of difficulties, generallyfaisociated
with lack of clearly defined authority over certain
categories of non-judicial personnel or functions.

The educational qualifications for the court admin-
iStrator position, and the amount and type of in-.
service training required, will clearly vary, depending
upon the scope of his authority and responsibilities.
Although these responsibilities will always be

broader for the state court system administrators
than those at the trial court level, there appears to
he wide variation among the latter category, as
illustrated by the results of our surveys and field
visits: Those courts which have assigned a limited
rule to their court administrators may .ha'e done so
for a variety of reason- including reluctance of the*

judiciary to relinquish some of theirown authority
and control over court management. In part, how-

ever, it may be assumed that lack ofrprofessiona!
qualifications Qf personnel appointee' to court admin-
istrator positions has been a contributing facto. To
this extent, a strengthening of existing training and

edUcation programsas well as of -court administra-
tor selection criteria-can contribute to enhncement
of the courf,managementfunction, . `
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Based on the premise that the desirable goal is to
"professionalize" the court administration function.
by providing current and hit ::te administrators wi -1
a broad range of managerial, as w,:!1 as technical or
administrative skills, the following priorities for train-
ing and academic assistance are suggested.

1. Pre-sen'ive court adm;nl trator programs. Our
survey findings have indicated that current court
administrators have very diverse educational and
work exr rieno. backgrounds and have equally var-
ied preferences concerning the most desirable aca-
demic preparation for future entra.-as into this occu-
pation. The major preferences are, however, for
either a law school degree or for a major in public
administration. In either case, existing undergraduate
programs provide little scope for specialization in the
field of judicial administration. Incumbents in court
administration positions have mainly acquireu their
specialized knowledge and skills through on-the-job
experience and in-service training programs. On-the-
job training, however, is clearly' insufficient if the
objective of training is :3 promote implement Ition of
new policies and procedures, rather than to perpetu-
ate existing practice. Reliance upon in-service train-
ing, alone, implies a substantial loss of time between

--assumption, of responsibilities and acquisition of
needed knowledge and skills. Moreover, worklbad
constraints often limit availability of key personnel
for courses lasting more than a few days, particularly
in small'agencies.

These considerations point to the need for support
of graduate level residential judicial administration
programs for personnel planning to enter court
administration careers as well as for those employed
in more junior-level court positions. In view of the
diversified .undergraduate background of prospective
entrants 17to such programs. course offerings and
curricula should be adapted to individual needs.
Thus, lawyers will probably require greater emphasis
upon basic management courses: whereas public
administration majors will require more intensive
study in such subjects as court jurisdiction or admin-

. istrative law.
2. An-vervie court administrator traiiiing. The

trad:tional objectives of in-service training programs
are to enable practitioners to maintain professional
competence .n their field by keeping them informed
of new. met ds jind approaches, as well as to
remedy any eficiences in their basic* skills. The
latter objective. as understandably, been given-
greater empha 's, in view of _the limited .academic
preparation of most incumbents. in the field of judicial
administration.
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One of the critical needs, suggested by our survey
findings. is to upgrade the technical skills of many trial
court administrators for performance of their most
urgent operational responsibilities. These include
such tasks as the development of improved methods
of identifying backlog or delayed cases, improve -.
ments in court statistics and records, and improved
methods of calendaring-0 of which were cited by
40 percent or more of court adminii:irit-rE as in need
uf change in their courts, or court systems. In
addition. our review of the contents of existing
residential programs, such us these offered by the
institute for Court Management, suggests the need
for increased emphasis on certain managerial skills, °C
notably in the techniques for program, review and
evaluation. The process of "change making" re-
quires a better appreciation research and evalua-
tion methodology than is common today: The latter
may not be immediately required by many adminis-
trators with !Unite(' cit.-rent management responsibil-
ities, but can help to qualify them for a broader
management role, in the foitire.

In addition, the resource limitations of any com-
prehensive residential program indicate the peed for
supplementation, through expanded regional training
services, on more advanced management topics than

, are offered in the basic residential program. The
present ICM regional programs are largely aimed at
those .administrators ho do not, or cannot, attend
the residential program. While these are n,
they should be supplemented by efforts to provide
more advanced training for ICM graduates.

3. Judicial training and orientation on court ad-
ministrators. The preceding recommendations have
focused on the training needs of the professional
court administrator. There is an equally important-
requirement for training of judicial personnel who
are responsible for selectior and policy supervision
of court administrators, as well as for those exercis-
ing direet administrative responsibilities.'One of the
major barriers to more effective utilization o profes-
sional court administrators, in many jurisdictions, is
the lack of familiarity by the judiciary with their
potential. In view of the extensive support by LEAA
of judicial training programs, it is recommended
these programs include seminars or workshops de-
voted specifically to/the court administrattir role, to
assist judges in properly defining, position responsi7
bilities and in development of appropriate Sele6tion
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